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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Aims of the study

This introductory chapter will outline aims and goals of a study on the
processes of language acquisition of Turkish children in the Netherlands at
school age in two languages: Turkish and Dutch. As a matter of fact, it gives
definitions of the core notions that are used throughout the book. What is
meant by relating events? Who is relating events? In which two languages
events are related? In fact, the focus is to study the development of cohesive
devices in two typologically unrelated languages. Four notions, that are
intricately intertwined, are of importance here. The first notion is cohesion, or
the way events expressed in single utterances are related. The second is the
developmental perspective within a group of speakers. The third is the
perspective of bilingualism (the development of two languages in the same
speaker) and the founh important notion is that of cross-linguistic comparison
between the two languages involved. These four notions may be conceived of
as basic perspectives from which the data are studied.

To study the development of cohesion in Turkish and Dutch of Turkish
children in the Netherlands at school age, data have been gathered from seven

age groups of informants, ranging from age 4 to age 10. Data have been
collected longitudinally in two cohorts, one from age 4 to age 7, and another
from age 8 to age 10. Details on the informants and design of the study will be
given in Chapter 2. The general research questions are as follows:

1. How are the grammatical systems in the first and second language of
Turkish-Dutch bilingual children in the age range of 4 to 10 extended
over time?

2. How do children in this age range learn to comprehend and use
cohesive devices in order to produce fully cohesive narratives?

3. Under what conditions and with what grammatical rules do processes
of transfer occur?

The last two decades have witnessed a growing interest of language acquisition
researchers in the development of cohesion in narratives. What turned out to
be a major concern in studies on advanced language development in children
were not single, isolated sentences, but longer, connected pieces of text, called
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discourse (e.g. Karmiloff-Smith 1979, 1986, Bamberg 1987, Hickmann 1991,
Berman 8~ Slobin 1994). Many studies investigated one particular type of
discourse: i.e. narratives based on picture story retellings. Because of its
stimulus-bound elicitation technique, this type of data is called semi-
spontaneous, as opposed to spontaneous recordings of speech in more natural,
less experimental settings. For relating utterances, cohesion is an important
notion. Cohesive means are those grammatical devices (e.g. relativisation,
subordination, ellipsis), lexical devices (e.g. adverbs, particles, prefixed verbs)
and rhetorical strategies (e.g. questions, repetitions) used by a speaker for
organising a number of single propositions in order to express a connection (e.g.
temporal or causal) between these propositions. The use of a range of
expressions for reference to entities (persons or objects) in discourse is another
form of cohesion. The study of cohesion is important given the fact that
development of both syntax and of discourse proficienry is involved. Therefore,
the assumption is made that linguistic proficiency can be operationalised as the
sum of grammatical and pragmatic proficiency.

Most studies on children's language have been concerned with the
acquisition of a first language by monolinguals. Moreover, there seems to be an
Indo-European bias in the range of first languages under investigation: most
research has been done on languages such as English, French, German and
Dutch. Only a few studies took the acquisition of cohesive devices in a second
language into account. Studies which treated the simultaneous acquisition of
two languages are even more exceptional. The goal of the present study is the
description of (various stages in) the development of two language systems. In
section 1.2 important core notions related to bilingualism are presented as well
as an overview of different types of bilingualism.

The languages studied here are Turkish and Dutch, acquired by Turkish
children in the Netherlands. Both languages come from different language
families. Dutch is an Indo-European language, whereas Turkish belongs to the
Turkic language family. It is interesting to describe features of two typologically
distinct languages. The research condition becomes even more interesting when
two unrelated languages are acquired by the same speaker or group of speakers.

Additional comparisons will be made with monolingual speakers of both
languages. Production and comprehension of both languages in different
environments and circumstances will be contrasted: Turkish both in a
monolingual and bilingual setting (Turkish in Turkey and in the Netherlands);
Dutch as a first language of monolingual Dutch children and as a second
language of bilingual Turkish children. Comparisons with monolingual Turkish
and Dutch speakers will not merely be made to underscore possible delays in
acquisition of the bilingual children compared wíth monolinguals. The language
varieties of the bilingual children will be described as varieties in their own
right. As far as Turkish is concerned, it is important to assess the possible
linguistic changes that language use has undergone in an environment which is,
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in a linguistic, social and political sense, not favourable for its status and
vitality, and which may have led to stagnated learning.

Given the assumption that linguistic proficiency consists of both syntactic skills
and command of discourse principles, both the development of syntax and of
discourse are investigated. Two approaches are adopted for this purpose. The
first approach is formal linguistic, the second one is a more functionalist-
conceptual approach. Each of these two approaches yields different types of
data. Both experimental comprehension data and semi-spontaneous production
data are included in the study.

First objective is to give a more formal linguistic description of the
acquisition of two devices that are used in discourse to connect sentences:
sentence-internal anaphors and relative clause constructions. For both domains,
experimental comprehension tasks were designed. Analysis of the data is based
on a more formal approach. For the analysis of the acquisition of sentence-
internal anaphora the Government and Binding theory is used as a framework
(see Chapter 3). For the acquisition of relativisation, a large body of literature
(e.g. Hakuta 1981, MacWhinney Sz Pléh 1988) suggests the importance of both
underlying factors and of surface structure determinants. The role of these
factors is investigated in Chapter 4.

Following the second approach, i.e. the functionalist-conceptual one, the
acquisition of linguistic devices in bilingual children is investigated by means of
analysing the production of connected discourse, more specifically of narratives.
The assumption is made that over time children get more and more competent
in telling stories, that is they get less dependent from the non-linguistic context.
The linguistic forms they use in narrative discourse will, in this respect, become
more and more sophisticated. Following Slobin's principles about form and
function (Slobin 1973, Berman SZ Slobin 1994), it is assumed that available
forms are used in an expanding set of functions, and that new functions are first
expressed by "old" available forms. For example, the use of pronominal forms
can be seen as indicative of deictic forms of reference in the narratives of young
children, but they are also used by more mature narrators for maintaining a
character's identity in a chain of successive clauses. The intricate interactions
between form and function essentially mean that, at each stage of development,
children have different child grammars dealing with both syntax and discourse.

It can be argued that younger children have access to a lesser amount of
expressive options to construct a narrative, for three reasons: one cognitive, one
communicative and one linguistic (see Berman and Slobin 1994:15). Cognitively,
younger children cannot grasp all feasible perspectives from which a story can
be told. Skilful story-telling requires that children are able to contrast the
narrator's viewpoint from that of the protagonists in a story. Com.municatively,
younger children have difficulties in evaluating the listener's knowledge and
thus have problems to keep the amount of given and new information in
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balance. Linguistically, younger children have not yet acquired the full range
of formal devices.

It is interesting to consider children who are in the process of learning not
a single language, but two languages more or less simultaneously. The same
three reasons still apply for why younger children have less access to all
available options for creating a narrative. In addition, bilingual children have
to deal with the fact that each language has specific forms to encode specific
functions. This study focuses on the relation between form and function from
a cross-linguistic and developmental perspective. It investigates how in a group
of bilingual speakers forms and functions in both their languages develop and
interact. Since in the languages of our group of informants, Turkish and Dutch,
the means for encoding particular functions differ frequently, it is expected that
the problems children have in choosing the right form for a given function in
a given language, come to the surface clearly at some points in the data. Two
conceptual domains will be taken into account in the analyses of the narrative
data: the acquisition of reference to characters or topic continuity and the
acquisition of temporality. The linguistic forms that are used to express the
concepts of topic and time, have an important function in the construction of
a narrative. There can be no narrative without characters or without reference
to a time axis.

1.2 Bilingualism

This book deals with bilingual development of Turkish children in the
Netherlands. In this section a number of relevant core notions are discussed. It
is necessary to note that the concept of bilingualism is referred to by a whole
range of definitions, from `native-like control of two languages' (Bloomfield
1933:56) to `the ability of a speaker of one language to produce meaningful
utterances in an other language' (Haugen 1953:7). Many definitions of and ideas
about bilingualism are influenced by the presupposition that bilingual speakers
have `less than native-like control over both languages'. In fact, sometimes even
cognitive and academic consequences are attributed to this idea of bilingualism
(Cummins 1979). In this view, it is disregarded that bílingual children may be
very proficient speakers of a mixed code, and that children may eventually
develop into more proficient speakers of both languages.

Bilingualism is not only a feature of individuals. It can be argued that any
form of contact between different groups may lead to language contact, which
in turn may lead to bilingualism. It is hard to distinguish between bilingualism
as a feature of a society and individual bilingualism (see Romaine 1995:23).
Many speakers of Dutch use both the Dutch standard language and a local or
regional dialect. For members of minority groups, the situation is similar at first
sight. Many individuals become bilingual, because the group they belong to has
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to learn another language. For instance, Turkish and Moroccan children in the
Netherlands have to learn Dutch as soon as they enter school. There is,
however, a difference. Dutch children are rarely expected to learn Turkish or
Moroccan Arabic.

Most studies on child language are focused on the acquisition of a single,
i.e. first, language. In a formal linguistic tradition, such as Universal Grammar,
bilingualism hardly receives attention. Opposed to this, Jakobson observed
already in 1953, that `Bilingualism is for me the fundamental problem of
linguistics.' A rather fundamental problem with formal linguistics is that it
studies the competence of an ideal, perfect speaker in a homogeneous speech-
community and abstracts away from the actual performance of this speaker
(Chomsky 1965). It can be argued, however, that there are hardly any
homogeneous speech-communities. Moreover, for most societies bilingualism (or
even multilingualism) is the norm, instead of monolingualism (Grosjean 1982).
Finally, it is the performance of speakers that gives insight into bilingual
development.

There are several types of bilingualism in young children. Romaine (1995:
183-185) mentions six categories of early bilingualism:

1. One person - one language
Parents have different native languages of which one is the dominant
community language. Parents each speak their own language to the
child

2. Non-dominant home language
Parents have different native languages of which one is the dominant
community language. Both speak the non-dominant language to the
child, who is exposed to the dominant language outside the home only

3. Non-dominant home language without community support
Parents share the same native language, which is not the dominant
community language. Both parents speak their own language to the
child

4. Double non-dominant home language without community support
Parents have different native languages and neither of them is the
dominant community language. The parents each speak their own
language to the child

5. Non-native parents
Parents share the same native language, which is the dominant
language. One of the parents always addresses the child in a language
which is not hislher native language

6. Mixed languages
Parents are bilingual, some sectors of the community may also be
bilingual. Parents code-switch and mix languages
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It can be argued that some of the Turkish children in the Netherlands belong
to type 3 and others to type 6. Diachronically, Turkish-Dutch bilingual
children will shift from type 3 to type 6. In most Turkish families, parents
speak Turkish (the non-dominant language) to the child. Contrary to the
definition of type 3, however, there is some exposure of the child to Dutch
which is used rather frequently between siblings (see Section 2.1.2). Some
parents may know and even speak some Dutch as well, which makes them
bilingual by definition. Sectors of the community, such as Turkish shops, may
be regarded as bilingual, although Turkish is the dominant language. Across
time, Turkish-Dutch speakers will become "more proficient" bilinguals and
gradually develop into Type 6 bilinguals.

When two languages are in contact, one of the languages may, over one or
more generations, erode and eventually die. On the other hand, a contact
situation may also lead to gradual change of one or both languages under the
influence of the other. Some linguistic levels seem to be more sensitive to cross-
linguistic influence than others. In an early tradition, this influence was referred
to as interference: speakers or learners of two languages were destined to make
interference errors by not keeping apart both languages. Later on, in the eighties,
emphasis lay on similarities between languages. Transfer was now seen as a
positive learning strategy for facilitation of the learning process. The speaker
has to complete a number of inental activities before actually transferring
features from L1 to L2, such as being aware that there is a lack of knowledge,
or judging the transferability of single features (Meisel 1982). In this respect,
Appel (1984:93) proposes that utterances ín the target language are new functions
and the rules, structures and elements from the source language are the old

forms (in the terms of Slobin 1973).
It is a widespread misconception that all children being raised bilingually

get confused and mix up their languages. According to this view, any bilingual
would end up speaking two languages inaccurately. In some of the schools that
took part in the present research project this negative view on bilingualism
seemed to be adopted by some, though fortunately not all, of the teachers. This
attitude towards bílingualism, or indeed towards the speaking of community
languages such as Turkish, may relate to Dutch native speakers' astonishing
willingness to give up their native language as soon as they are in an
environment where another language is the dominant one.

The choice of referring to Turkísh as L1 and Dutch as L2 of the bilingual
informants in the present study does not mean that it is the author's belief that
there is not something like a"mixed language". On the contrary, there is ample
evidence, for instance adequately described by Backus (1992 and 1996), of
several Turkish-Dutch mixed lects (mixed codes which function as vernacular,
Backus 1996:21). However, in the current narrative data only very few instances
were found in which the informants mix their two languages (at least at the
lexical level; there may be some mix on the level of morphosyntax). This was
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probably due to the way in which the data collection was controlled. The
recording sessions were led by native speakers, who were instructed not to give
away their capacity to speak two languages.

1.3 Studies on L1 Turkish and L2 Dutch acquisition in the Netherlands

This section gives an overview of earlier and ongoing studies into the
acquisition of L1 Turkish and L2 Dutch of Turkish children in the Netherlands
at school age. The present study can be regarded as a logical step in a series of
studies into the language acquisition of Turkish children in the Netherlands. In
the late seventies and early eighties, the emphasis of empirical research was on
the acquisition of Dutch as a second language (e.g. Appel 1984, Vermeer 1986,
Lalleman 1986, Verhoeven 1987a). During the eighties, the acquisition of
Turkish in a bilingual context gradually received more attention (e.g.
Boeschoten á~ Verhoeven 1986, Verhoeven 8L Boeschoten 1986, Boeschoten
1990, Schaufeli 1991, Aarssen, Backus 8L van der Heijden 1996). Far less
attention has been paid so far to the acquisition of both languages within the
same group of speakers.

L1 Turkish in a bilingual setting. Boeschoten and Verhoeven (1986) found
evidence for stagnated acquisition of Turkish among children of Turkish
migrants in some structural domains. Moreover, Verhoeven and Boeschoten
(1986) found, in addition to differences in the rate of acquisition, some evidence
for structural differences in the development of Turkish in the Netherlands, as
compared with Turkish acquired in a monolingual setting. They tested lexical,
morphosyntactic and pragmatic abilities of 4- to 8-year-old Turkish children in
the Netherlands, and compared these with the abilities of 5- to 7-year-old
monolingual children from Turkey. Lexical skills were assessed by means of a
productive vocabulary task and a count of content word types in 75 utterances
of spontaneous speech. Morphosyntactic abilities were measured with MLU and
the number of non-finite verb forms over 100 utterances. Finally, pragmatic
abilities were assessed by counting the number of correct responses to wh-
questions and by a`deixicality index' based on the degree of pronominal
reference in discourse. On none of the assessed measures attrition of Turkish
was found in the bilingual children: instead, a gradual progress was established,
although with considerable delays compared with the progress made by their
monolingual peers in Turkey.

Verhoeven (1989) studied the use of clause linking devices by 6- to 8-year-
old Turkish children in the Netherlands and compared them with peers in
Turkey. Some development across age groups was found in the linking of
independent clauses. On the other hand, no development in linking embedded
or dependent clauses could be established. Instead, the bilingual children seemed
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to use compensatory devices for clause linking, such as juxtaposition of simple
clauses or to overgeneralize the use of conjunctions like ama and fakat, both
meaning `but'. The monolingual children rarely used this kind of ineans.

In another study by Verhoeven (1990) referential devices were investigated.
It was found that the use of different forms for reference to characters in
picture-based narratives by 7- and 8-year-old children in the Netherlands
corresponded highly to that of 5-year-old-Turkish children. The bilingual
children displayed no evident signs for the fact that they were able to relate
single utterances linguistically. Their narratives consisted mostly of juxtaposed
utterances, just like the narratives of the 5-year-old monolingual children from
Turkey.

Boeschoten (1990) examined the acquisition of Turkish by 4 to 6-year-old
Turkish children in the Netherlands. He found significant progression of
linguistic ability on quantified variables, such as scores on a sentence imitation
task and a productive vocabulary task. Moreover, from his analysis of elicited,
semi-spontaneous data some developmental patterns emerged, such as a growth
in complexity of the system of modality marking, temporal reference and
conjunction. On the other hand, Boeschoten (1990:137) concluded that the
domain of relative clause structures in Turkish may provide the clearest
example of a stagnating development of children growing up in a bilíngual
context. Furthermore, overgeneralisation of a number of features was found,
such as the use of the collective suffix -gil, the exclusive use of -DÍydÍ as past
perfect at the expense of -mÍ;tÍ, and the use of diye as conjunction for clauses
of purpose and reason. Boeschoten concludes that some of these patterns may
be symptoms of newly developing norms of Turkish in the Netherlands. These
patterns are not found in speech samples of monolingual children, and seem to
appear independently from the regional background in Turkey of the children
or children's families.

Schaufeli (1991) found considerable differences on the lexical level between
11- and 12-year-old Turkish children in the Netherlands and monolingual peers
in Turkey. In particular, vocabulary tests revealed lexical gaps in the semantic
domain of the school. In spontaneous speech, these gaps were less obvious.
Schaufeli concludes that the bilingual children seem to use more compensatory
strategies. On the morphosyntactic level, the language use of the bilingual
children was less complex and less synthetic than that of the monolinguals. On
the discourse level, on the other hand, Schaufeli hardly found any differences.
The narratives of bilinguals are just as cohesive as those of monolinguals.
Schaufeli concludes that Turkish in the Netherlands seems to be subject to
language erosion, although not on all linguistic levels.

These studies suggest that at age 4, bilingual Turkish children in the
Netherlands are dominant in Turkish. Until the age of 4, Turkish children in
the Netherlands acquire Turkish in more or less the same extent as their
monolingual peers in Turkey. From age 4 until at least age 8(Verhoeven Sz
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Boeschoten 1986) or even age 11 (Schaufeli 1991) bilingual children start to lag
behind in their proficiency in Turkish, mainly on the levels of lexicon and
morphosyntax.

On the other hand, reliable diagnostic means such as standardised
proficiency tests (Aarssen, De Ruiter 8z Verhoeven 1992, 1993; Aarts, De Ruiter
8z Verhoeven 1995), used for assessing proficiency in Turkish, yielded more
positive conclusions. Aarssen et al. (1993) administered a battery of oral and
written proficiency tests to Turkish children, testing word decoding,
vocabulary, syntax, spelling and reading comprehension. They concluded that
the proficiency in Turkish of Turkish children in the Netherlands is reasonably
good. These scores were confirmed in a validation of the same tests by Aarts
et al. (1995), who found that the level of Turkish of Turkish children in the
Netherlands does not differ much from that of monolingual peers in Turkey.
The high level of proficiency was not only found for typical school language
tasks; for functional literacy the children in the Netherlands showed a high
proficiency level as well (Aarts 1994, Aarts et al. 1995:94).

L2 Dutch acquisition by Turkish children. As yet, little has been known
about early preschool acquisition of Dutch by Turkish children in the
Netherlands (but see Van der Heijden, forthc.). Entering school at age 4 has a
considerable impact on the acquisition of Dutch as a second language for most
Turkish children in the Netherlands. Several studies report considerable delays
in the acquisition of Dutch, compared with their Dutch peers (Verhoeven 8~
Vermeer 1989, Boogaard et al. 1990). Lalleman (1986) found significant
differences in Dutch morphology, syntax and semantics, in test situations and
in spontaneous speech, between 6-year-old Turkish children and Dutch children
of the same age, the Dutch children always performing better than the Turkish
children. Although she also found considerable individual differences, only one
Turkish child turned out to be linguistically as proficient as an average L1
Dutch speaking child.

Vermeer (1986) investigated the rate and structure of acquisition of L2
Dutch by Turkish (and Moroccan) children between age 6 and age 9. Turkish
and Moroccan children show a constant progression in the development of
Dutch morphology and lexicon. No effect was found for source language or
sex.

Verhoeven (1987a) followed a group of 100 Turkish children for a period
of two years of initial literacy instruction (age 6 to age 8) and compared them
with 40 Dutch peers. At the word level, Turkish children were found to
become more proficient over time, but relatively slower in their rate of
acquisition. The level of reading comprehension of Turkish children was
etrikingly lower than that of the Dutch control group.
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These studies suggest that Turkish children in the Netherlands have a significant
lower level of Dutch proficiency than their Dutch peers. Nevertheless, some
progress can be seen over time.

Turkish-Dutch bilingual development. Some studies specifically treat aspects
of acquisition of both Turkish and Dutch within the same children. Narain and
Verhoeven (1994) found that Turkish children in the Netherlands in the age
range from 4 to 8 are dominant in Turkish. Length of stay and language contact
were established as important variables that may influence the proficiency in
Turkish. Narain and Verhoeven also found that proficiency in Turkish in 4-
year-olds influences acquisition of L2 Dutch. Reversely, among 5- and 6-year-
olds the level of proficiency in Dutch strengthens the ongoing acquisition of
Turkish.

More specifically on the lexical level, some evidence is found that until age
8 the L1 lexicon of Turkish children in the Netherlands is considerably larger
than the L2 lexicon, whereas at age 11 the reverse occurs (Verhoeven 19876,
Appel 8z Schaufeli 1990). A tentative conclusion from these results is that
Turkish loses its role as dominant language around the age of 8, after which
Dutch takes over.

In 1990, the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO)
started a major research programme on ethnic minorities in the Netherlands.
This programme had four major components that each covered one of the
following four domains: law, religion, social-economic emancipation and
language. Within the language component, funded by the NWO Foundation
for Language, Speech and Logic, eight studies were started in a joint Tilburg
and Nijmegen University research programme.

The focus of the linguistic programme was on two immigrant minority
languages that have the most speakers in Dutch society: Turkish and Moroccan
Arabic. Bilingual development in the language pairs Turkish-Dutch and
Moroccan Arabic-Dutch were investigated by means of four topics: preschool
bilingualism, school age bilingualism, codeswitching and language loss among
first generation immigrants. The current study on Turkish-Dutch school age
bilingualism is part of the NWO research programme.

1.4 Plan of the book

This book consists of seven chapters. In the present chapter, the aims and goals
of the study were outlined. Chapter 2 presents the design of the study. It starts
with an overview of the Turkish community and the status of the Turkish
language in the Netherlands. Moreover, a description of informants and data
will be given. Chapter 3 presents the first of two experiments that have been
conducted: an experiment on anaphoric reference. Details on the design of the
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experiment, theoretical background and findings will be presented. In Chapter
4, the second experiment will be described, which focuses on the
comprehension of relative clauses in Turkish and Dutch. Chapter 5 contains
findings on acquisition of topic continuity, i.e. on how informants refer to
characters in a story. A second topic for which the narrative data have been
analyzed, is described in Chapter 6. Temporal relations in narratives, and
specifically the expression of simultaneous events, will be investigated. Chapter
7 provides a summary of the findings and an overview of theoretical and
practical implications of the study.



Chapter 2

Design of the study

This chapter deals with the design of the present study. Section 2.1 gives
background information about the Turkish community and the status of
Turkish in the Netherlands. In Section 2.2 more specific information is given
about the group of bilingual children who act as informants in this study. It
also contains details on data collection, processing, transcription and analysis.
In this chapter neither of the two experiments that have been used in the
study will be described in detail. A comprehensive description will be given
in the chapters on the acquisition of anaphors (Chapter 3) and the
acquisition of relative clauses (Chapter 4).

2.1 Turkish and its use in the Netherlands

This section consists of two parts. In the first part an outline of the Turkish
community in the Netherlands will be given. In the second part educational
issues and the status of the Turkish language in the Netherlands will be dealt
with briefly.

2.1.1 The Turkish community in the Netherlands
From the early sixties on, the Netherlands have witnessed an increasing
inflow of immigrants, mainly people belonging to Mediterranean groups
such as Moroccans and Turks. In those days, shortage of labour in the home
country was the principal motive for contract workers to leave families
behind and to travel to Western Europe, where they were employed in
unskilled jobs. Initially, the Turkish population in the Netherlands consisted
of male migrants, most of whom originated from rural areas in Turkey, such
as Central Anatolia and the Black Sea area. They had a low social-economic
status, were usually unskilled workers, or had received lower vocational
training. In a later stage, spouses and children came over to the Netherlands
and families reunited. Children who came to the Netherlands at school age
are generally referred to as an intermediate generation, since they are in
between the first generation of immigrants and the second generation of
children, who are born in the Netherlands. At present, there are still new
arrivals from Turkey, mainly young adults who marry a Turkish man or
woman in the Netherlands.
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The socio-economic background of the Turkish community is regarded as
rather homogeneous, but it is evident that exceptions can be found. The
Turkish community forms the largest Mediterranean minority group in the
Netherlands. Of the 15 million inhabitants, 240,810 are of Turkish origin
(Broeder 8L Extra 1995). This figure is based on the criterion of country of
origin, which means that it includes Kurds and Christian minorities from
Turkey. The precise proportion of Kurds is not known, but may be inferred
from other studies. Broeder and Extra (1995:45) present figures on home
language varieties as reported by 35,000 pupils in primary schools in the
province of Noord-Brabant. Of the 2082 children who are regarded as from
Turkish origin (their parents or they themselves being born in Turkey), only
12 children (lo~o) reported to use Kurdish at home, in addition to Turkish.
On the other hand, Boeschoten, Dorleijn and Leezenberg (1993:123) estimate
that the proportion of Kurds in the whole Turkish community in the
Netherlands lies between 8010 (which is the reported proportion of Kurds in
the "first wave" of immigrants from Turkey) and 200~0 (the estimated
population percentage of Kurds in Turkey).

The Turkish community is generally regarded as a highly organised
group. There are many Turkish shops and teahouses, and cultural, political
and religious organisations (such as mosques). Their numbers and degree of
organisation, and the still close affiliation with Turkey mean that they have
established themselves as a clearly recognisable group with many
opportunities for "intra-group" contact and as such for language
maintenance. Maintenance of the language is being regarded as important
among first generation immigrants, in the light of their possible remigration
to Turkey. Many first generation immigrants and their spouses maintain a
strong wish to remigrate, in spite of the fact that until now only a small
number of Turks (50~0) actually did so.

There are concentrations of Turkish families in the four larger cities
(Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Den Haag and Utrecht) and in smaller towns that
are mainly known for their formerly flourishing textile industry (e.g.
Enschede, Almelo, Hengelo, Tilburg).

2.1.2 Turkish in the Netherlands
Turkish as a community language. Turkish has acquired a steady position
as a community language in the Netherlands from the late sixties on. In
lexical, morphological and phonological structure, Turkish in the
Netherlands has a strong Anatolian bias, which is a reflection of the rural
background of most immigrants (Boeschoten et al. 1993:111). Nevertheless,
members of the Turkish community in the Netherlands also receive input
from standard Turkish: in the first place, there are opportunities for mother
tongue education at primary and secondary schools. In the second place,
Turks in the Netherlands have easy access to many Turkish media, such as
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newspapers and magazines, radio and television broadcasts. Besides radio and
television programmes in Turkish arranged by national Dutch broadcasting
companies, the international broadcasts of Turkish television (Avrarya,
formerly known as TRT-INT) are important in this respect. Although non-

standard varieties of Turkish play an important role as a means of
communication within the Turkish community in the Netherlands, standard
Turkish remains the norm (Boeschoten et al. 1993, Johanson 1990). Yet, it
can be assumed that Turkish in the Netherlands is liable to influence of

Dutch, the language of the dominant culture. This may lead to language
change, i.e., to the establishment of new varieties of Turkish in a migration
context.

The importance of Turkish as a community language can be illustrated
by outlining different functions (0zgiizel 1994). In the first place, Turkish
has a symbolic function. It is used for expressing group identity and is seen
as the key to the cultural heritage of the community. Secondly, Turkish has
a communicative function. It is used as a means of communication between
members of the Turkish community at the market place and the mosque, at
work and at the teahouse. This function is not only maintained by first
generation immigrants, but also by members of later generations. For the
latter, the use of Turkish in some communicative situations is a logical
consequence of their cultural background. For a number of years, Dutch
governmental institutions have recognised the communicative function of
Turkish and have been publishing information brochures not only in Dutch,
but also in highly used minority languages such as Turkish and Moroccan
Arabic.

The third function of Turkish is an economic one. The ability to
communicate in two languages certainly has economic advantages. There is a
growing trade market between the Netherlands and Turkey (and indeed
between the European Union and Turkey after the open border policy was
established in December 1995). Within the Netherlands a considerable
number of Turkish businesses can be found, such as supermarkets, driving
schools, offices for translating and interpreting, travel agencies. Most of them
do not only serve Turkish customers, but extend their services to non-
Turkish clients. Moreover, the fact that each year vast numbers of Dutch
tourists visit Turkey provides many jobs for bilingual tourist guides.

Finally, an emancipatory function can be attributed to Turkish. The use
of Turkish in other domains than just the home, can be seen as a sign of
emancipation of the language. Enhancement of the status of Turkish through
education in Turkish and education of Turkish, can be regarded as a tool for
emancipation of the minority group.

Turkish at home. Within the home, Turkish families use Turkish as a main
tool of mutual communication. Nevertheless, between some members of the
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family, Dutch is used as well. Broeder and Extra (1995) investigated home
language use of children in the Dutch province of Noord-Brabant. With
regard to language choice at home, they found in a sample of 2082 children
from Turkish origin, that 800~o used Turkish in conversations with their
fathers, 780~o chose Turkish when speaking to their mothers, 580~o and 450~0
used Turkish when speaking with younger and older siblings respectively
(Broeder 8L Extra 1995:44-45). The same children were tested for proficiency
in Turkish and Dutch and it was found that for Turkish 4-year-olds, at the
beginning of their primary school career, Turkish is the dominant home
language (see also Narain éL Verhoeven 1994). Across age groups, however,
Turkish seems to lose ground as dominant language: at age 4 and 5, 880~0
obtained higher proficiency scores in Turkish, whereas at age 6 and 7 the
proportion dropped to 59010. In the older age groups, Dutch became the
dominant language (at age 8 and 9, 420~0 of the children was dominant in
Turkish and 5201o was dominant in Dutch; at age 10 and 11, only 340~o was
Turkish dominant and 590~o was Dutch dominant). Broeder and Extra also
found a strong correlation between language dominance and language
preference.

Turkish at school. Mother tongue education of community languages such
as Turkish started in the Netherlands in the late sixties by means of so-called
stimulation programmes, organised by embassies, ethnic organisations,
parents and municipalities. These programmes in which immigrant children
were given some instruction in their native language and culture, were seen
as a temporary measure, aimed at the foreseen remigration. From 1970 to
1974, these courses in language and culture received grants from the Ministry
of Social Affairs. At that time, the ministerial policy towards mother tongue
education had two aims. The first aim was to facilitate the integration of
minority children in Dutch society. On the other hand, it was conceived of
as preparation for later remigration so that maintenance of the language and
culture of the country of origin was considered to be important as well.

The Ministry of Education took over the financial responsibilities for
mother tongue education from the Ministry of Culture in 1974. Policy plans
expressed the governmental view on mother tongue education, which
remaíned a double track policy, based on integration on the one hand and
remigration on the other. Within school-hours a maximum of 5 hours per
week of mother tongue education was allotted. Problems, however, were the
absence of a uniform and clearly defined curriculum, and the fact that
mother tongue education still did not have a legal basis. Only in 1985, when
the Primary Education Act was changed, mother tongue education received
this legal basis. The new directives provided that all Turkish pupils from age
4 to age 12 obtained the right to receive Turkish lessons, for a maximum of
5 hours a week (2.5 hours during lessons and 2.5 hours outside). The
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supporting role of mother tongue education (as opposed to a more

autonomous role) was emphasised: only when it would contribute to the

learning of Dutch as a second language and of other subjects, mother tongue

education was considered to be successful.
In 1992 an advisory report to the government (CALO 1992) suggested

to change the focus from a policy aimed at eliminating social disadvantages

of ethnic minority children to a more culturally oriented policy. The

implication was that facilities should be allocated for mother tongue

education in its own right, i.e., the objective should primarily be regarded as

autonomous (the learning of the language per se) and not primarily as

support for learning Dutch as L2. Progress in L1 should be recognised as

school achievement for particular pupils. The Dutch government has taken

over parts of these suggestions in a recent policy plan.
Mother tongue education has always been on a voluntary basis on

behalf of the pupils and their parents. Nevertheless, the vast majority of
Turkish pupils (in 1991 80010, see Lucassen 8z K~bben 1992, Tesser 1993)

attend Turkish classes. Since 1981 there are also opportunities in a still rising
number of secondary schools for Turkish mother tongue education (see

~zguzel 1994). Since 1988, it is possible in a number of Dutch schools to

choose Turkish as final examination subject.
In spite of this apparent propitious situation, some changes are at hand

of which the implications are not yet clear. In 1995, a preparatory policy
plan, written by the Deputy Minister of Education, appeared, in which it is

stated that mother tongue education should be transferred outside the regular

school curriculum. The impact of this plan is not quite clear at the moment.
It can, however, be foreseen that it may eventually lead to either
proliferation of language lessons by unqualified teachers, without any
institutional support, or to vague ways of "cultural" education with a

religious or nationalistic flavour. Local authorities are entitled to allocate
means for mother tongue education to any organisation they consider
suitable.

In spite of the organisational and political problems, an increasing
number of studies shows that mother tongue education has a positive effect

on proficiency in Turkish (Driessen 1990, Vallen 8z Stijnen 1987). The fact
that in some studies no effects have been found on the proficiency in Dutch
as a second language or other subjects can be regarded as a positive result in
itself. It incontrovertibly shows that mother tongue education is not in any
way harmful to the overall achievement of school children (Boeschoten et al.

1993:133). Moreover, this result can be seen as a positive argument in favour

of the autonomous function of mother tongue education. The development

of reliable diagnostic means such as proficiency tests (see Aarssen et al. 1992,

1993 and Aarts et al. 1995) is a further step towards the emancipation of

Turkish mother tongue education. An important conclusion that can be
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drawn from the results on these proficiency tests, is that the level of Turkish
of Turkish children in the Netherlands is not bad at all, even when
compared with monolingual peers in Turkey (Aarts 1994, Aarts et al. 1995).

2.2 The present study

This section provides a comprehensive description of the Turkish-Dutch
bilingual informants that took part in the study and gives characteristics on
two control groups of monolingual informants. Furthermore, information is
given about the way in which the data were collected, transcribed and
analysed.

2.2.1 Informants
This study concerns the bilingual development of 50 Turkish children living
in the Netherlands. They will be compared with monolingual speakers of
Turkish and Dutch. Table 2.1 gives an overview of the different subgroups
of (bilingual and monolingual) informants.

Informants Language(s) N Data collected at age:

Bilinguals
cohort T1 (longitudinal) Turkish and Dutch 25 4 5 6 7
cohort T2 (longitudinal) Turkish and Dutch 25 8 9 10

Dutch monolinguals
cohort D1 (longitudinal) Du[ch 25 4 5 6 7
cohort D2 (longitudinal) Dutch 25 8 9 10

Turkish monolinguals
(cross-sectional)

cohort T3 Turkish 25 5
cohort T4 Turkish 25 7
cohort T5 Turkish 2~ 9

Table 2.1 Number of bilingual and monolingual informdnts

Bilingual informants. The age range of the bilingual informants is from 4
(from the first months of school contact onwards) until age 10. The design
of the study is pseudo-longitudinal, i.e. two consecutive cohorts of 25
informants have been followed during a longer period of time: the younger
cohort (T1) in four rounds (from age 4 to age 7) and the older cohort (T2) in
three rounds (from 8 to 10). The first round of data collection took place in
1991, and data collection was repeated in 1992, 1993 and 1994 (this last date
being the fourth round for cohort T1). The interval between subsequent
rounds of data collection was about one year, except for the last interval of
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cohort T1, which was about 7 months. This means that the subsequent age
groups of both cohorts taken together correspond to the first 6(out of 8)
grades of the Dutch primary school system, called basisschool. In the
basisschool two years of kindergarten (grade 1 and 2) are included.

Data have been collected at primary schools in the Netherlands. These
schools were selected on the basis of a number of criteria. It was established
that the sample should reflect the regional distribution of schools, the
distribution of ethnic minority pupils in schools and distribution of sex.
Table 2.2 gives information on the distribution of informants (Turkish-
Dutch bilingual informants and Dutch monolingual informants) participating
in this project over 16 different schools, on the distribution of sex and on
the proportion of children from ethnic minority groups per school (e.g.
Turks, Moroccans, Surinamese).

o~o ethnic Bilinguals Dutch monolinguals
minority

school group cohon TI cohort T2 cohort D1 cohort D2
number town { m f m f m f m

1 Almelo 75 2 2 2 4 1 1 1 -
2 Hengelo 65 2 1 1 3 1 3 1 2
3 Tiel 85 - 4 2 1 - - - -
4 Oss 35 1 1 3 3 2 3 5 3
5 Den Haag 90 3 4 1 3 - 1 - -
6 Rotterdam 95 2 3 2 - - - - 1
7 Rotterdam 95 - - - - 3 1 - 1
8 Amsterdam 80 - - - - - 1 2 1
9 Amsterdam 80 - - - - - 1 - -
10 Amsterdam 80 - - - - - 1 - -
11 Amsterdam 85 - - - - 1 - - -
12 Amsterdam 80 - - - - 1 1 - -
13 Leiden 25 - - - - - - 2 2
14 Leiden 90 - - - - - - 1 -
15 Tilburg 70 - - - - - 3 1 1
16 Ede 88 - - - - - - 1 -
Total: 10 15 9 16 11 14 14 11

Tablc 22 Regional, etbnic and sex distribution of bilingual informants and monolingual Dutcfi
informants in participating scbools

As can be derived from this table, six schools provided the required number
of Turkish informants and half of the Dutch informants. Ten schools, with
comparable proportions of ethnic minority pupils, were added to supply the
other half of the Dutch informants. As far as the geographic situation of
schools is concerned, an appropriate distribution over different parts of the
Netherlands was established. Ten schools, providing thirty-nine informants,
are situated in fairly big cities in the urbanised western part (Amsterdam,
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Rotterdam, Leiden and The Hague). The other six schools, providing sixty-
one informants, are located in smaller towns that are situated somewhat
more in the periphery. In the last decades these towns have seen an influx of
Turkish and Moroccan workers in small industries: Almelo and Hengelo in
the eastern part of the Netherlands, Ede and Tiel in the middle and Tilburg
and Oss in the south. Most schools have a proportion of 800~0 or more
ethnic minority pupils. The sample of bilingual informants contains 44 girls
and 56 boys.

In the course of the project two schools were in danger of closing down,
because according to government standards the number of pupils approached
a minimum level. One of these two schools managed to continue because of
an unexpected rise in the number of new pupils in the kindergarten classes.
The other school merged with another school in the same neighbourhood.

All schools provided facilities for Turkish mother tongue education. The
amount of instruction in Turkish is limited to 2.5 hours a week within the
curriculum (and 2.5 hours extra-curricular). Mother tongue education is
sometimes treated as the Cinderella of the Dutch primary school system by
the Ministry of Education (see section 2.1.2). It meets with a lot of criticism,
but nevertheless is quite profitable in terms of output (Aarssen et al. 1993,
Aarts et al. 1995). For Turkish pupils, taking Turkish lessons is optional. All
Turkish informants in cohort T1 and all but one in cohort T2 were taking
these Turkish lessons. In most schools, mother tongue education starts from
kinderganen. Two schools have developed a system in cooperation with
local employment offices, in which two people are present in class during
the two grades that correspond to kindergarten. Next to the regular Dutch
teacher, a Turkish "class-assistant" (which implies that she does not have
official qualifications), is present most of the time. Her task is then to guide
the Turkish children in general and more in particular those who just started
their educational career (i.e. on their 4th birthday). The proficiency in Dutch
of these children is hardly sufficient to be able to grasp the subject matters.

The Turkish children speak Turkish as their mother tongue, while
Dutch is the language of the society they live in. The informants reported in
a questionnaire that the language they used at home in most situations (with
parents and siblings), was Turkish. This corresponds to what for instance
Broeder and Extra (1995) found. On this ground, the informants can be
referred to as Turkish-dominant, at least at the moment the children entered
school. From that moment on, Dutch is learned in a formal setting, i.e.
school, while the amount of formal instruction in Turkish is limited to a
maximum of 2.5 hours a week in mother tongue education classes. Although
many Turkish children at a later age may become proficient speakers of both
languages, in this study Turkish will be referred to as their first language
(L1) and Dutch as their second language (L2).
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All but three Turkish informants were born in the Netherlands. These three
Turkey-born children came to the Netherlands at age 1 or 2, i.e., well before
the beginning of school. Therefore all children can be referred to as
belonging either to the second generation, which means that they are
children from parents who are born in Turkey and who immigrated to the
Netherlands, or to the third generation, which comprises children from
parents who themselves are born in the Netherlands.

The Turkish families originally come from small cities and rural areas in
Turkey (most came from the Adana region, others from the provinces of
Kayseri, ~orum and Hatay). The majority of the Turkish mothers were
housewives (760~0), others had low-paid jobs (such as factory workers,
cleaning women). Of the fathers, 20a~o was unemployed, while most (64010)
were unskilled labourers.

In the design of the project, the final number of informants (i.e. after
several years of data collection) was planned to be 25 per cohort. As a
decrease in number was foreseen, the initial number of informants was 48 in
cohort T1 and 45 in cohort T2 (see Table 2.3).

Initial Final Sample size in Sample size in
Informants sample sample analyses analyses

size size experiments narrative data

Bilinguals
cohort T1 48 25 25 20
cohort T2 45 25 25 20

TaJrle 2.3 Initial andf:nal number of bilingual informants per cohort, and sample size in analyses

Over the years the data were collected, the number of informants did indeed
decrease, due to several reasons, in most cases class repeat and reference to
special education. Furthermore, some children's families moved away from
the neighbourhood or town, or some, though a minority, remigrated to
Turkey. Finally, there were personal reasons, for instance some parents
removed their children from school because of discontent about teaching
methods. The final number of informants in every cohort is 25. In the
analyses of both experiments, the results of all children are taken into
account. In the analyses of narrative data, a selection is made of 20 children
from cohort T1 and T2 and 10 from cohort D1 and D2.

Although the results of drop-outs may provide interesting data in terms
of why certain individual children drop out, they do not fall within the
scope of this book. The decision not to include them is not taken because
this study excludes the possibility of differences between individual children,
but because the focus is on tracing common properties across the population.
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Monolingual Dutch informants. The first control group consists of Dutch
children (from now on "monolingual Dutch informants"). Dutch data from
the monolingual Dutch informants have been collected pseudo-
longitudinally, in a design corresponding to the one used with the bilingual
informants. Again, there were two cohorts: cohort D1, consisting of 25
informants, from which data have been collected in four rounds (from 1991
to 1994, age 4 up to 7), and cohort D2, also 25 informants, in three rounds
(from 1991 to 1993, age 8 up to 10).

The monolingual Dutch informants are Dutch peers of the bilingual
informants. Their parents' professions are comparable to those of the
Turkish children, although some minor differences are found. More Dutch
mothers have jobs (54010), and half of them have office or desk jobs. Four
Dutch fathers had higher skilled jobs, such as computer engineer or manager
of a small firm.

The initial number of informants in cohort D1 was 45, and 47 in cohort
D2 (see Table 2.4).

Initial Final Sample size in Sample size in
Informants sample sample analyses analyses

size size experimencs narrative data

Dutch monolinguals
cohort D 1 45 25 25 10
cohort D' ~' ?~ -- l~

Tab1t 2.4 Initial and final number of monolingual Dutch informants per cohon, and sample size
in analyses

Monolingual Turkish informants. The second control group consists of
monolingual Turkish children from Turkey. In 1992, Turkish data were
collected (cross-sectionally) in Turkey from these informants in three age
groups (age 5, 7 and 9).

One basic problem concerning the study of acquisition of Turkish in a
bilingual setting is the establishment of a point of reference. Most studies
conducted in Turkey on monolingual acquisition made use of data obtained
from children from an upper middle class background. It is therefore
necessary to collect new data from monolingual informants who at least have
a more comparable background. The approach adopted in this study is to
recruit monolingual informants in rural areas in Turkey that match the place
of origin of the parents of the bilingual informants.

From the Embassy of the Turkish Republic in The Hague a research
permit for research in Turkey was obtained. With the help of the
depanment of Education of ~ukurova University in Adana, two schools in
Tarsus in the district of i~el (in between district capital Mersin and Turkey's
fourth major city Adana) were found willing to cooperate. Tarsus can be
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characterised as a small industrial town. Within three weeks data have been
collected from 75 informants, 25 per age group (5-, 7- and 9-year-olds). All
Turkish monolingual informants come from two neighbourhoods in Tarsus,
in which there is a high degree of unemployment. The SES of the
monolingual Turkish informants can be regarded as comparable to that of
the bilingual informants in the Netherlands.

2.2.2 Data collection
Two types of activities were involved: conducting of experiments and
collection of semi-spontaneous data through picture-retelling. Stimulus
materials were designed and used, corresponding to the nature of both types.

The first experiment involves anaphoric reference, and tests the
knowledge children have of reflexives and pronouns (the difference between
him and himselfl. The second experiment is a relativisation task assessing the
knowledge of sentences containing a relative clause, or relative clause
constructions. Both experiments will be described in detail in Chapters 3 and
4.

The narrative data were collected by means of a picture story book,
"Frog where are you?", also known as the frog story (Mayer 1969). This
story is presented in a booklet, containing 24 pictures (see Appendix 3 for a
description of the pictures). An important reason to use the frog story was
that it has already been used in earlier research (see for instance Bamberg
1987 and especially Berman SZ Slobin 1994), which makes cross-linguistic
comparison possible. The reason to use picture stories for eliciting narrative
data, was that a"common content" was provided for all children in all age
groups. The story is about a boy and his dog who have captured a pet frog
in a jar. The frog escapes. The boy and the dog go out and try to find it.
After a series of adventures, they find it again. The frog story has
considerable length, consists of a number of events, and allows the
informants to express a wide range of topics. This makes it quite appropriate
for the specific aims in the present study: the study of topic continuity and
temporal reference.

Procedures. Informants were asked to participate in the study in a separate
room in the school building. All sessions were recorded by native speakers,
that is the Turkish sessions in the Netherlands were recorded by Turkish
student-assistants, whereas the Dutch data were collected by the researcher.
The instruction was given to all assistants not to "give away" their own
bilingual capacity, because it was anticipated that otherwise patterns of
codeswitching would be elicited. It was estimated that collecting all data in
both languages within one session would have an effect on the results.
Moreover, the amount of time one session would take was regarded to be
too much of a burden, especially for the younger children. Therefore, data
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were collected in two separate sessions (first in Turkish and minimally one
week later in Dutch). Each session had the following format:

experiment 1 (relativisation task)
story retelling (frog story)
experiment 2 (anaphoric reference task)

In addition, in the final round of data collection a number of background
questions were asked, in panicular to obtain information on socio-economic
status and the amount of mother tongue instruction.

The narrative data were recorded on audiotape. A Sony TCM73
recorder was placed on the table, close to the informant. The children were
given the frog story booklet containing 24 pictures without written text. The
children were asked to go through the whole series of pictures for the first
time without telling the story, and to tell the whole story on-line,
immediately afterwards, again looking at the pictures.

Two basic rules were obeyed by the researchers. The first was that
during the narration the researcher played the role of a listener who was
attentively following the story line. When the child hesitated or stopped
completely, the researcher was allowed to give some prompts to make the
child continue the story. These were limited to suggestions like "go on",
"what more can you tell?" etc. Questions directly referring to the contents of
the story or to the continuation of the plot (like "what does the boy do?",
"what does the dog see?" etc.) were avoided, because these kinds of questions
have an effect on the structure of the narrative, in that the researcher himself
builds up parts of the story.

The second rule concerned the position of the researcher during the
child's narration. From earlier studies in which narratives were collected
through picture retelling, it appeared that young children often use deictic
reference instead of more anaphoric means to refer to characters from the
plot (see for instance Hickmann 1991). It has been argued that this is caused
by the fact that child and researcher share the same context. They view the
same pictures, so that the child is not obliged to spell out all the information
to the researcher. Pronouns used in a situation like this might refer to the
actual here-and-now context and are therefore deictic (see also Bamberg
1986).

Researchers have proved to be quite inventive in solving or at least
reducing this problem. Some researchers blindfolded themselves (Hickmann
8~ Liang 1990, Kail 8L Hickmann 1992). Another option has been to put a
screen between the child and the researcher. It was found that when children
and experimenter had "no mutual knowledge", children used more explicit
and unambiguous forms, which indicates their sensitivity to the needs of the
listener. The main disadvantage of these solutions is, however, that the
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context in which the data collection takes place becomes even more artificial.
Recently Slobin óz Kuntay (see Berman and Slobin 1994:24) developed a
procedure with the aim of reducing the number of deictic forms. In this
procedure the child and experimenter go through the picture book together
for the first time. Then a"familiar adult" (usually the mother) enters the
room. She is unable to see the pictures and the child is then asked to tell the
story to her. Preliminary analyses show that this procedure does not
influence the narrative ability, but seems to result in a considerable reduction
in deictic forms.

Yet another solution has been developed for the current research
project, where the informants were given the instruction to hold the picture
booklet without showing it to the researcher. The informants were asked to
tell the story to the researcher as if he had never seen the pictures. To make
this work, the researcher turned away from the child, to make sure he was
unable to look at the pictures. This procedure could easily be turned into a
"game" or a"secret" between researcher and child.

2.2.3 Transcription and database
The data have been transcribed according to the conventions of CHAT
(Codes for the Human Analysis of Transcripts), the coding system of
CHILDES (Child Language Data Exchange System, see MacWhinney 1991).
This system plays a crucial role in the study of child language acquisition,
because it brings together computer stored data in a wide range of first and
second languages, that are or will be analysed from a broad spectrum of
theoretical perspectives. The main reasons to opt for CHILDES as a tool for
processing the data were:

1. explicit and uniform guidelines for transcription
2. reliability of transcription
3. possibility of exchanging and comparing data
4. availability of a large set of programmes for automatic data analysis

In the near future the data sets will become part of the CHILDES database
and consequently be available for academic purposes. The transcription
device was a Sanyo TRC9010 Memo-scriber, with a Sennheiser HD50
headphone. In principle the data were transcribed by the person who
collected them. This meant that in most cases the initial transcription was
done by native speakers. All transcripts were checked by the researcher on
correctness of transcription and correct use of CHAT symbols.

A transcript in CHILDES format consists of fileheaders, main tiers and
dependent tiers. Fileheaders (~...) contain general information about the
transcript, such as names and personal particulars of participants and time
and place of the recording session. Main tiers (~...) contain one (and only
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one) utterance of one of the participants. Within main tiers some codes
might be placed, such as:

xxx incomprehensible word
xx incomprehensible part of word
~ stress on syllable
8L phonological fragment, e.g. used to indicate

stammering
f~, ~N or ifltfii pause

The following symbols are scoped, that is they relate to more than one
word. The scope is indicated by means of c and 1.

[~] retracing without correction
[~~] retracing with correction
["] quotation marks
[?] best guess
[-! ...] paralinguistic or prosodic comment
[ ~ ] overlap follows
[ G ] overlap precedes

Every main tier should end in one of these characters:

. unmarked, declarative utterance
? question
! exclamation
f ~. interruption by other participant
t ... trailing off (incomplete utterance)

Each main tier can have one or more dependent tiers (o~o...), that give specific
information on the preceding main tier: functions, word classes, comments
on the context.

The transcripts were mostly rendered in standard Turkish or Dutch
orthography. Only some dialectal variation was included. Reduced forms in
Dutch (such as the pronouns m'n, z'n) were presented semi-phonetically (as
"mun" and "zun" respectively). There is little or no prosodic information in
the transcripts. Because CHILDES works on ASCII files, the Turkish
characters ~, g, a, ó, ~ and u were transcribed as cl, gl, il, ol, sl and ul
respectively. In the examples in this book, the conventional spelling of the
languages are used as much as possible, while a limited number of symbols of
CHAT is used. Appendix 4 gives two examples of transcripts, one in
Turkish and one in Dutch.
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The database of Turkish and Dutch data comprises 600 transcripts: 350 from
the bilingual informants, 175 from the monolingual Dutch informants and
75 from the monolingual Turkish informants. For the analyses a selection of
380 transcripts has been made. Table 2.5 gives a rough estimate of the length
of the narratives as the bilingual informants produced them in Turkish and
Dutch.

Cohort Tl Age 4 Age 5 Age 6 Age 7

Turkish
range 16 - 127 22 - 42 26 - 53 24 - 74
total 1131 572 835 767

mean 56.55 28.60 41.75 38.35
SD 27.84 5.79 8.48 11.75

Dutch
range 21 - 128 23 - 87 23 - 121 27 - 67
total 1375 867 1036 905

mean 68.75 43.35 51.80 45.25
SD 31.30 17.83 23.78 11.38

Cohort T2 Age 8 Age 9 Age 10

Turkish
range 40 - 117 24 - 64 27 - 82
total 1230 807 887

mean 61.50 40.35 44.35
SD 18.08 10.02 13.58

Dutch
range 34 - 80 35 - 71 23 - 64
total 1139 943 895

mean 56.95 47.15 44.75
SD 14.46 9.31 11.39

Table 2.5 Range and mean number ofutterances by language and age

The length is calculated in terms of utterances of an informant per transcript.
Consequently, the figures presented here also include elliptic utterances, self
corrections, restarts, minimal responses, personal digressions, etc. However,
closer examination of the transcripts yields that only very few of these types
of utterances occurred. Another factor may explain why the youngest age
group produces the longest stories. Sometimes, most notably among the
younger informants, an utterance consisted of one single word. For instance,
a 4-year-old giving a description of single items in a picture produces the
following sequence of "utterances":
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(1) hond. raam. meisje. bed. ku~uk kurbaga
`dog. window. girl. bed. little frog'
[Ummuhan, age 4;9]

The table shows that length as such is not a good criterion for defining the
quality of a narrative. The first step that is undertaken, is the selection of
those utterances that form part of the narrative and the elimination of those
utterances that do not. As minimum unit of analysis "codable clauses" (and
not utterances) are taken. A clause is a unit in which information about
events, activities or states is coded. It is evident that through clauses speakers
are able to refer to persons, objects, concepts and relations. In this study, the
view is adopted that not all clauses contain a predicate. Example (1) above is
regarded as to have five clauses. On the other hand, some utterances may
consist of two or more clauses. For instance, an utterance in Dutch
containing a main and a relative clause, is coded as two clauses. By "codable"
is meant that comments and personal digressions are excluded from the
analyses.

2.2.4 Data analysis
A detailed account of the way in which the data have been analysed is given
per topic, in Chapters 3 to 6. Below, a brief outline is given of the methods
of analysis of both types of data (experimental vs. narrative).

With respect to the experimental tasks, numbers and percentages of
correct responses are computed. Differences in answer patterns in Turkish
and Dutch are estimated, developmental trends over age groups are calculated
and comparisons with monolingual control groups are made by means of
statistical tests. Moreover, since the score sheets used in the anaphoric
reference experiment give precise information on the distribution of different
errors, error analyses have been carried out.

The narrative data will be discussed (in Chapters 5 and 6) from a more
functional point of view. The transcripts are used for analyses on the
domains of topic continuity and temporality. For both domains goes that
developments across age groups and differences in acquisition of both
languages by bilingual informants are tested. Furthermore, comparisons are
made with monolingual control groups. Chapter 5 on topic continuity
focuses on functions of nominal, pronominal and zero expressions to refer to
characters in a story. Chapter 6, on the acquisition of temporality, gives an
overview of structuring devices relating to the expression of time in the
children's narratives, such as the use of a consistently favoured tense, and the
expression of simultaneous events.



Chapter 3

Acquisition of sentence-internal anaphors

3.1 Introduction

When at an early age a child starts to point at concrete objects in his
immediate surroundings, it develops a first sense of reference. Referring to an
entity does not necessarily start by naming an object but can be
accomplished by merely pointing at it, that is, as soon as the child starts
following an index finger pointed to an object as opposed to staring at the
finger. At a later stage some deictic expression such as the demonstrative
"that" can be added, linking the demonstrative with a referent (cf. Wales
1986). In this phase the young child regards himself as the centre of his
universe (or the whole universe), and what is not immediately visible, does
simply not exist.

Roughly between 12 and 24 months of age, the child starts naming
objects. Soon after, he becomes aware of the fact that there are more things
than just those that can be seen. He starts to refer to objects that are not
present. The way in which he refers to objects in this stage, becomes more
and more dependent on his grammatical skills to do so. This can be seen as a
first step towards the development of an anaphoric system. An anaphoric
relation can be defined as the relation between two elements, where the
interpretation of one element (the anaphor) depends in some way on the
interpretation of the other (the antecedent). With the emergence of
anaphoric (as opposed to deictic) reference, a child starts to use linguistic
means to refer to certain objects or properties, introduced in a linguistic
context.

Discourse anaphors and sentence-internal anaphors. Two types of
anaphors can be distinguished, sentence-internal and discourse anaphors.
Both types share characteristics, but there are differences as well. Syntactic
information is more crucial to a correct interpretation of sentence-internal
anaphors than to that of discourse anaphors. Sentence-internal anaphors refer
to an antecedent within the same sentence. From a formal UG point of
view, interpretation of sentence-internal anaphors is based on syntactic rules
(Chomsky 1981). On the contrary, in a more pragmatic approach much
more value is attached to pragmatic factors that also play a role in the
resolution of anaphors (see for instance Huang 1994).
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In the case of the second type of anaphors, sentence-external or discourse
anaphors, the correct antecedent must be sought in another sentence.
Finding the antecedent of a discourse anaphor is much more difficult,
because that depends not only on syntactic, but also on pragmatic and
semantic aspects (Koster 1993).

In this book the acquisition of both types of anaphors in Turkish and
Dutch will be explored. In this chapter the acquisition of sentence-internal
anaphors is dealt with. Section 3.2 treats formal and developmental aspects of
anaphors. In section 3.3 an outline of the experimental set-up (research
questions, task construction and procedure) is given. In 3.4 the results of this
experiment on anaphors are described. In the final section of this chapter
(3.5) conclusions are presented. Discourse anaphors will be treated in
Chapter 5.

3.2 Sentence-internal anaphors

A formal descriptive framework for sentence-internal anaphors is provided
by the Binding Theory (Chomsky 1981). The advantage of this framework is
that it is language-independent. Therefore, it is possible to compare different
languages, in this case Turkish and Dutch, as well as it is possible to
compare L1 acquisition with L2 acquisition (cf. Cook 1993:185). In the first
part of this section, properties of binding as described in UG are illustrated.
In the second part, earlier developmental studies into anaphor acquisition are
discussed. In these studies predictions were made about structure and rate of
acquisition of anaphors in a first language on the basis of the Binding
Theory.

Properties of binding. In the linguistic domain of anaphoric reference, a
distinction is made between reflexive or "bound" anaphors, such as "himself"
and pronominal or "free" anaphors, such as "him". A bound anaphor has (or
"is bound to") an obligatory sentence-internal antecedent, whereas in the case
of a free anaphor it holds that within a certain sentence structure the
antecedent cannot be established solely on the basis of syntactic rules.

Within the framework of UG, the Binding Theory (Chomsky 1981)
specifies structural relations that determine the distribution and
interpretation of anaphors. The binding theory states the conditions under
which possible antecedents for both types of anaphors can be determined.
The binding theory consists of three principles (A, B and C) in which
specific conditions for the resolution of bound anaphors, free anaphors and
referring expressions (such as proper names) are expressed respectively.
Principle C, which states that referring expressions are free, falls outside the
scope of this study, and will not be discussed in further detail.
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Principle A concerns bound anaphors, such as reflexives. It states that bound
anaphors are bound within their governing category (- co-indexed with a c-
commanding argument). Reflexives must refer to something within the same
sentence. Compare the following sentences:

(1) The friend; of ~mer washes himself;
(2) ~The friend of ~mer; washes himself;

(1) is grammatical, while (2) is ill-formed: himself refers to the friend and not
to ~mer. The notion of c-command ("node 1 c-commands node 2 iff neither
dominates the other and the first branching node dominating node 1 also
dominates node 2", Reinhart 1983) is important in children's learning to
understand anaphors. C-command is claimed to be present in children's early
grammars (Chomsky 1969, Solan 1983). This is seen as evidence that the
knowledge of c-command is part of the innate knowledge, expressed in
Universal Grammar.

A further requirement plays a role in resolving antecedents for bound
anaphors: a suitable antecedent must be present. The anaphor himself
requires a third person male singular antecedent. If in the governing category
an NP can be found that c-commands a reflexive, mismatch of gender or
number can block the availability of this NP as a potential antecedent.
Compare:

(3) ~The mother; of Omer washes himself;
(4) ~The brothers; of 0mer washes himself;

Both (3) and (4) are unacceptable. The difference between these two
examples on the one hand and (2) on the other, is that (3) and (4) are ill-
formed in their surface structure, whereas for the surface structure of (2) an
alternative well-formed reading as in (1) can be found.

Principle B concerns free anaphors, such as non-reflexive pronouns. It
states that free anaphors must be free in their governing category. They
cannot have a formal relation through co-indexing to a c-commanding
argument within the same governing category. This means that (5) can be a
grammatical structure, while (6) is ill-formed:

(5) The friend of ~mer; washes him;
(6) ~The friend; of Omer washes him;

Note that correct understanding of both types of anaphors involves different
kinds of knowledge. In the case of reflexives, a language user needs to have
knowledge of a linguistic rule (expressed by Principle A) for the correct
resolution of reflexives. If the anaphor is a reflexive, like in the friend of
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~mer washes himself, the correct antecedent is the one that c-commands
himself, i.e. friend. It cannot be ~mer because that word is "further down the
tree" and is not c-commanding himself. On the other hand, the linguistic
knowledge expressed in Principle B, provides only a negative rule for the
resolution of non-reflexive pronouns. It merely limits the choice of potential
antecedents. In the friend of ~mer washes bim, the correct antecedent for the
anaphor him cannot be the friend of Ómer. A possible antecedent might be
~mer, but in this case knowledge of context or situation establishes
coreferentiality between 0mer and him, and not primarily knowledge of
Principle B. In general, a non-reflexive pronoun may or may not have an
antecedent in the same sentence. In a context as in (7) him can refer to the
NP a little baby boy in the previous sentence.

(7) Mary and Ómer have a little baby boy;. The friend of ~mer washes
him;.

Acquisition of binding. Differentiating between reflexives and pronouns is a
complex task for children. Take the situation in which they are confronted
with sentences as in (1) or (5) (repeated here for clearness' sake).

(1) The friend; of ~mer washes himself;
(5) The friend of Ómer; washes him;

The resemblance between these two sentences is striking. Language users
might try to develop a simple discourse strategy, based on the linear distance
between anaphor and antecedent, such as "search for the nearest NP as
antecedent". This might work for a pronoun as in (5), but not for a reflexive
as in (1). In first language acquisition research, it has been argued that
children's understanding of both principle A and B of the binding theory
provides an explanation for the different developmental routes children take
in acquiring reflexives and pronouns. For both types of anaphors different
kinds of knowledge are involved (see also Koster 1988, 1993). The claim has
been made that initially children will give more correct interpretations of
sentences with free anaphors than of sentences with bound anaphors, because
of the fact that a free anaphor like him is used frequently as a deictic
pronoun from a very early stage in language development. As soon as
children learn to master the linguistic rule expressed in Principle A, a rapid
increase in correct interpretations of sentences with bound anaphors can be
expected (Deutsch and Koster 1982, Deutsch, Koster and Koster 1986, Koster
1993). Bound anaphor resolution is primarily based on syntactic knowledge:
there is only one possible antecedent. On the other hand, the relation
between a free anaphor and its antecedent is not deterministic. It will
therefore be more difficult to find a possible antecedent.
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In fact, a number of experiments confirm these predictions (Wexler 8~ Chien

1985; Deutsch et al. 1986; Deutsch, Koster, Koster 8~ Corver 1988 (reported

in Koster 1988); Solan 1987). For instance, Deutsch et al. (1986) used an

experimental task and found that 4-year-old monolingual Dutch chíldren

performed better on pronominals than on reflexives. On the other hand,

children from 6 to 10 performed consistently better on reflexive anaphors

than on pronominals. Deutsch et al. (see Koster 1988) reported that again

from age six the rate of improvement on items containing reflexives is fast,

while improvement on items containing pronouns is considerably slower.

Evidence that in an initial stage children only have access to Principle A, was

found by Solan (1987) with English children, aged 4 and 7.

Binding Theory and SLA. In some experiments the acquisition of binding
by adults in a second language was investigated. Cook (1990) used a multiple
choice comprehension test, measuring correct scores and response times on
items with either a reflexive or a pronominal. He found no essential
difference between L1 speakers of English and advanced learners of English
with Japanese, Norwegian and Romance L1 background. Neither did he find
that L2 learners' performance on free anaphor items was worse than on
bound anaphor items (as was found in L1 acquisition studies).

Finer and Broselow (1986) tested comprehension of reflexives and
pronominals by Korean learners of English as L2. They found an overall

slightly better performance on reflexives. Interestingly, a difference between
two types of clauses, tensed and infinitive clauses, was established. In tensed
clauses the learners obtained higher scores on bound anaphor items, whereas

they performed better on pronominals in infinitive clauses (with a dramatic
decline in correct responses on reflexives). Finer and Broselow (1986) argued
that "the subjects show a tendency to follow English principles for tensed
complements and Korean principles for infinitival complements". This means
that there is both cross-linguistic evidence for the claim that bound anaphors
are better understood by language learners, as well as language-specific
characteristics that seem to play a role in the learner preferences.

Error analyses. Many experimental studies only took correct responses into

account. Koster (1993) dedicated her dissertation research to the study of

error responses. She found that not all experimental studies have a design
that suits investigation of variation in error responses. One of the studies in

which different error types could easily be distinguished was the study of
Deutsch et al. (1986). For each sentence in their task, the child was asked to
choose one picture out of four. Only one of the four pictures showed the
situation described in the test sentence, or "precisely fitted an adult's

interpretation of the test sentence" (Koster 1993:41). The other three pictures
showed actions that differed systematically from the `right' picture. On the
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basis of the choice of one of the pictures, it could be derived which
interpretation a child gave to a sentence. One picture showed the right actor
but the wrong action (anaphoric error). In the case of an anaphoric error a
bound anaphor item such as (8a) was given a free anaphor interpretation
such as in (Sb), or the other way round: a free anaphor item such as (8b) was
given a bound anaphor interpretation as in (Sa).

(8a) de broer van Jan wast zich
`the brother of Jan washes himself'

(8b) de broer van Jan wast hem
`the brother of Jan washes him'

The second "wrong" picture showed the wrong actor but the right action
(antecedent error). An antecedent error occurred when a bound anaphor
item such as (9a) was interpreted as (9b), or a free anaphor item such as (l0a)
was interpreted as in (lOb).

(9a) de broer van jan wast zichzelf
`the brother of Jan washes himself'

(9b) de broer van Piet wast zichzelf
`the brother of Piet washes himself'

(l0a) de broer van Jan wast hem
`the brother of Jan washes him'

(lOb) de broer van Piet wast hem
`the brother of Piet washes him'

The third picture showed the wrong actor and the wrong action (anaphoric
and antecedent error or double error). A bound anaphor item as (lla) was
given an interpretation as in ( 116). A free anaphor item as in 12a) was
interpreted as (12b).

(lla) de broer van jan wast zichzelf
`the brother of Jan washes himself'

(116) de broer van Piet wast hem
`the brother of Piet washes him'

(12a) de broer van Jan wast hem
`the brother of Jan washes him'

(12b) de broer van Piet wast zichzelf
`the brother of Piet washes himself'

Deutsch et al. (1986) found that antecedent errors were the most frequent
ones. This was found to be particularly true in the case of free anaphor
items. For bound anaphor sentences it was found that younger children (4-
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and 6-year-olds) made about the same amount of pronoun and antecedent
errors, while as far as the older children (8- and 10 year-olds) were
concerned, the proportion of pronoun errors dropped. In search of an
explanation for these phenomena, Grimshaw and Rosen (1990) proposed a
cognitive reflexive strategy as part of a larger developmental framework
which sees the child as an egocentric individual. This cognitive reflexive
strategy might account for a better performance on bound anaphor
sentences, which are in fact self-directed, egocentric actions. Koster (1993:51),
however, refuted this claim by pointing out that if a reflexive strategy had
been at work, the most prominent error in free anaphor items would have
been the anaphoric error. There is ample experimental evidence (for instance
in Deutsch et al. 1986) that this is not the case. Indeed, not anaphoric but
antecedent errors were the most frequent category in free anaphor items.

Koster (1993:64) furthermore proposed another strategy by which
children pay attention to both reflexives and pronominals: the Lexically
Directed Orientation strategy (LDO). It states that children have limited
lexical knowledge of the argument structure of both kinds of sentences.
When a child hears a sentence with a reflexive, he will assume that this
involves a self-oriented action, and will choose one of the two self-oriented
pictures. When a child hears a sentence with a pronominal, he will assume
that this involves an other-oriented actíon. In this case one of the two other-
oriented action pictures is chosen. An LDO-strategy would then predict
correct responses and antecedent errors for both bound and free anaphor
items. In fact, Koster (1993:66) found that the sum of correct responses and
antecedent errors is higher than the sum of pronoun errors and double
errors.

In conclusion, the following general tendencies can be derived from the
results of experimental research:

(1) very young children are not successful in resolving both bound and
free anaphors;

(2) from age 3 or 4 on children seem to get hold of the relevant
propenies of Principle A knowledge, as can be derived from a rapid
improvement of their performance on items with bound anaphors;

(3) however, as far as free anaphors are concerned, scores are around
chance level only, even at the age of 5 and in the next years
improvement is slow;

(4) even at age 8 to 10, free anaphors still cause difficulties, compared
with adult performance;

(5) functional strategies, such as lexically directed orientation (LDO),
might play a role in the understanding of both types of anaphors.
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3.3 Design of the anaphoric reference task

Universal claims are attributed to Principles A and B. This chapter
challenges the robustness of this proposed universality in two ways. In the
first place, cross-linguistic evidence is as yet scarce. Therefore, the acquisition
of anaphoric reference in two languages that are typologically unrelated will
be investigated. In the second place, anaphoric reference in first vs. second
language acquisition will be a topic of interest.

The use of an experimental task to examine the development of
anaphoric reference has turned out to be effective in earlier studies. For the
study of anaphors in two languages, Turkish and Dutch, a bilingual version
of the anaphoric reference task, as described in Deutsch et al. (1986), was
designed. In this section research questions and predictions are formulated on
the basis of the literature in the previous sections. The construction of the
experimental task will be discussed next.

Research questions and predictions. The goals of the experiment were to
assess the comprehension of bound and free anaphors by Turkish children in
L1 Turkish and L2 Dutch at different ages. The first research question was
formulated as follows:

1. How do bilingual Turkish children in the Netherlands in the age
range from 4 to 10 understand the coding devices for bound and
free anaphoric reference in their first and second language?

It was predicted that for L1 acquisition in Turkish a rapid development
would be found of bound anaphors, analogous to what has been found in
earlier L1 research. Following the same líne of reasoning, the development of
free anaphors was expected to be slower. For L2 acquisition in Dutch similar
patterns were expected.

The second research question related to specific propenies of Turkish
and Dutch. The test sentences (see next section for details) contained
complex NPs in subject position, such as Kerim'in arkada~a in Turkish and
de vriend van Kerim in Dutch (i.e. the friend of Kerim). The Turkish
construction is head-final, whereas the Dutch construction is head-initial. In
the acquisition process of discourse anaphors, children sometimes apply
linear strategies for anaphor resolution. It has been argued that these
strategies only function in discourse, where more than syntactic rules are at
work. Nevertheless, children might try to use the same linear strategies in
sentence-internal anaphors. For instance, let us assume that Turkish-Dutch
bilingual children, in their acquisition process of Turkish anaphors, apply a
linear distance strategy such as an anaphor refers to the NP that is closest to
(or farthest from) the anaphor. It might in that case be that they (initially)
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apply the same strategy in their second language, Dutch. They accordingly
will show an opposite pattern of correct scores and errors.

The effects of such a strategy will be illustrated here. One of the linear
distance strategies is based on the Minimal Distance Principle (MDP). The
MDP implies that the anaphoric element, him or himself, will be interpreted
as referring to the last mentioned noun in the sentence. In the Turkish
bound anaphor sentence Kerim'in arkada~z kendini ~imdikliyor (Kerim's
friend pinches himself) this would lead to the correct interpretation that
kendini refers to arkada~z. Incidentally a problem with the MDP in Turkish
is encountered. It is hard to predict how a bound anaphor sentence with the
reflexive suffix (that is, without kendini, the lexical reflexive element) would
be interpreted. The assumption is made that MDP also works with the
reflexive suffix -(Í~n-. Thus, while the MDP predicts a correct interpretation
of a bound anaphor sentence, the free anaphor item Kerim'in arkada~z onu
~imdikliyor (Kerim's friend pinches him) tends to be interpreted incorrectly.
This would predict correct responses on bound anaphor sentences and
antecedent errors on free anaphor items. In Dutch the opposite prediction is
made. The bound anaphor sentence de vriend van Kerim knijpt zich (the
friend of Kerim pinches himself) tends to be interpreted incorrectly
(antecedent error), whereas the free anaphor item de vriend van Kerim knijpt
hem (the friend of Kerim pinches him) will get a correct interpretation,
according to the MDP. There might also be other surface-structure distance
principles at work. There are four possible strategies (see Koster 1993:75):

(a) minimal distance between antecedent and any anaphoric element
(MDP)

(b) maximal distance between antecedent and any anaphoric element
(c) minimal distance between antecedent and reflexive and maximal

distance between antecedent and pronominal
(d) maximal distance between antecedent and reflexive and minimal

distance between antecedent and pronominal

The principles under c) and d) might actually be called Two-fold Distance
Principles.

Turkish Dutch

bound free bound free

Linear distance principle (a) t - - t
(strategy ad) (b) - t t -

(c) t t - -
(d) - - t t

Tablt 3.1 Order of diffuulty predicted by four surface-structure distance strategies (t - relatively
easy, - - relatively difficultJ
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They both state that for one type of anaphor the nearest NP is the
antecedent and for the other type the farthest NP is the antecedent. When
both Turkish and Dutch test sentences are taken into account, it can be seen
that each of these four strategies (a to d) predicts a different order of
difficulty (see Table 3.1). The following question was formulated:

2. In the Turkish version of the experiment, test sentences containing
a head-final possessive construction are used, whereas in the Dutch
version sentences are used with a head-initial possessive
construction. Does this mirrored construction give any evidence of
linear distance strategies being essential in the bilingual acquisition
of anaphoric reference?

If (young) Turkish children apply a particular linear distance strategy in their
first language, it can be predicted that they (initially) apply the same strategy
in their second language. Accordingly, they will show an opposite pattern of
correct scores and errors. It is therefore necessary to find out first which
linear distance strategy is applied by young Turkish children in their first
language (such as "an anaphor refers to the NP that is closest to the
anaphor").

The third research question concerns the results in the bilingual
informants' two languages and a comparison with the results of the
monolingual control groups.

3. Is there any evidence of transfer? What similarities or differences in
developmental patterns of anaphor acquisition can be found when
the results of the bilingual informants are compared with those of
the monolingual groups (Turkish children in Turkey for Turkish
and Dutch children for Dutch)?

In fact, in answering this question, two conflicting theories can be tested.
The universal claims concerning the development of anaphors suggest no
differences between Turkish and Dutch, if these are acquired as a first
language. This would predict similar developmental patterns in Turkish as
L1 (by both the bilingual and the monolingual Turkish informants) and in
Dutch as L1 (that is, by the monolingual Dutch informants only). This
universality may, however, not extend to children's second language
acquisition.

If, on the other hand, surface structure strategies and language-specific
properties play a role in the acquisitional process, there may be differences
between the acquisition of Turkish anaphors and the acquisition of Dutch
anaphors. The relative opaqueness of the reflexive suffix -~Í}n- in Turkish,
may result in a prolonged better performance on free anaphor items.
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Moreover, since the bilingual informants acquire their two languages
successively, there may be influence from L1 Turkish in L2 Dutch: better
performance on free anaphor items. In reverse, some elements may be
transferred from L2 Dutch to L1 Turkish. The fact that Dutch only has a
lexical reflexive zich at its disposal, may evoke a better performance on the
"lexical" reflexive kendini in Turkish, in comparison with the reflexive suffix
-(Í~n-.

The anaphoric reference task. An equivalent experimental task has been
constructed in both Turkish and Dutch. The format of the task is similar to
the one used by Deutsch et al. (1986). It is a one sentence~four pictures
multiple choice task, consisting of 24 short sentences in each language. Three
factors were varied systematically in the test sentences: (1) type of anaphor
(reflexive vs. pronoun), (2) actions expressed in the verb and (3) antecedents.
Each of these factors is dealt with below.

Each sentence contained either a bound or a free anaphor. Turkish has
two linguistic devices for reflexivisation. The first type is the use of a verb
combined with the free morpheme kendini (himself) in direct object position.
When the task was being constructed, the question cropped up whether to
use kendisini or kendini as the reflexive pronoun. To avoid all possible
ambiguities, kendini was chosen (indeed a"purist" standpoint, since Lewis
(1986:70) states that 'purists maintain that kendisi should never be used
reflexively'~. This is a similar device to those used in languages as English and
Dutch. Another way to make a verb reflexive is by adding the reflexive
suffix -(Í~n- to the verb stem, e.g. the verb yzkamak means to wash (someone
or somethingJ and yzkanmak means to wash oneself. In the test sentences with
a bound anaphor, these two possibilities are equally distributed. The Turkish
pronoun onu (him) is used in free anaphor items.

Dutch has two third person singular reflexive forms, zich (simplex
reflexive, see Broekhuis 1994:11) and zichzelf (complex reflexive). In Dutch,
gender distinction does not play a role, so that both forms are equivalent to
both herselfand himself in English. In Dutch bound anaphor sentences in the
experiment the simplex reflexive zich was used. According to the cognitive
reflexive strategy (Grimshaw 8z Rosen 1990), as discussed in Section 3.2, the
child is seen as an egocentric individual. Children have a general cognitive
preference for attributing the roles of Actor and Patient to one and the same
person in a particular event, hardly without paying any attention to
syntactic cues. Children may, however, be sensitive to the morpheme -zelf in
Dutch as a cue for reflexivity. In order to avoid any influence of a reflexive
strategy triggered by the element -zelf, the form zich was used in the
experiment.

In every sentence one of the following verbs expressed the action:
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Turkish version Dutch version English equivalent

yikamalc~yikanmak wassen to wash
ka~imak~ka;mmak krabben to scratch
korumalc~korunmak verdedigen to defend
~imdiklemek knijpen to pinch
baglamak vastbinden to tie up
kurtarmak bevrijden to release

These verbs were chosen because a) any of these verbs is transitive, b) can
have an animate direct object and c) can be made reflexive in both Turkish
and Dutch. All actions were performed by two characters: two friends
named Martijn ( a Dutch boy's name) and Kerim (a Turkish boy's name).
Because of the reciprocal, non-hierarchical relationship between two friends
(that is in contrast to, for instance, mother and daughter), each character had
an equal probability of being the actor in an item. Both characters were
male. Deutsch and Koster ( 1982:44) found that both male and female
informants obtained higher scores on sentences with the masculine pronoun
hem than on sentences with the feminine form haar.

Each test sentence contained two possible antecedents in one and the
same complex NP: a proper noun (Martijn or Kerim) and the relationship
term arkada,~a (in Turkish) or de vriend van (in Dutch) both meaning the
friend of. (13) and (14) are examples of test sentences.

(13) Turkish:
Dutch:
English equivalent:

(14) Turkish:
Dutch:
English equivalent:

Kerim'in arkada;a kendini ~imdikliyor
de vriend van Kerim knijpt zichzelf
`the friend of Kerim pinches himself'

Kerim'in arkada;a onu ~imdikliyor
de vriend van Kerim knijpt hem
`the friend of Kerim pinches him'

Each sentence was combined with a series of four pictures. Only one out of
four pictures showed the situation described in the test sentence. The other
three pictures showed actions that differed systematically from the `right'
picture: a) the right actor but the wrong action (anaphoric error), b) the
wrong actor but the right action (antecedent error) and c) the wrong actor
and the wrong action (anaphoric and antecedent or double error).

Appendix 1 contains a sample of Turkish and Dutch items that were
used in the anaphoric reference task.

Procedure. The anaphoric reference task was administered to the children in
two sessions. One session was in Turkish and one in Dutch, each led by
native speakers of the languages in question (see Chapter 2 for details).
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Before the experiment started, the characters (the two friends Martijn and
Kerim) were introduced and described according to outward appearance
(Martijn is fair-haired, while Kerim is black-haired; Martijn wears a striped
shirt, Kerim a white one). The researcher asked questions about the two
boys, in order to teach the child who was who (and who was the friend of
whom). Only after the researcher was convinced that the child knew the
correct names and relations, the actual experiment started. The test sentences
were read out loud, while 4 pictures were shown at the same time. Only one
picture matched the situation described in the test sentence. The child was
asked to point to the picture that matched the sentence. The responses were
scored by the researcher and analysed statistically. In order to find
acquisitional patterns of anaphoric reference, mean scores and percentages
were calculated. To test whether cognitive and discourse strategies were at
work, numbers and proportions of the different error types were computed.
For the longitudinal data, analyses of variance with repeated measures
(MANOVA) were conducted to test the effect of different factors (I'rinciple,
Language, Time). These statistical analyses were performed separately on
cohort T1, T2, D1 and D2. Besides, analyses of variance between groups
(ANOVA) were carried out on the cross-sectional data (cohorts T3, T4 and
T5).

3.4 Correct scores

This section deals with the correct scores obtained by the informants in the
experiment on anaphoric reference. The results of the bilingual informants
are described first, in 3.4.1. Subsequently, in 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 their results are
compared with those of the Turkish and Dutch monolingual informants.
Explanations and discussion of these results and of those from the error
analysis in section 3.5, will follow in section 3.6.

3.4.1 Development in correct responses by bilingual children
Table 3.2 gives the mean correct scores in absolute numbers and percentages
in both languages of the bilingual informants. Multiple analyses of variance
were carried out to test differences between bound and free anaphors in each
of the two languages separately, as well as the differences between the two
languages. Moreover, MANOVAs were used to determine whether a
development over time could be assessed. All possible interactions were
calculated. If a particular interaction between two factors is not mentioned in
the text, no significant effect could be established.
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Turkish Dutch

Age bound free bound free

4 3.25 (270l0) 6.33 (530~0) 2.48 (210l0) 3.52 (290~0)
5 3.60 (30oIo) 5.24 (440l0) 2.44 (200l0) 4.24 (350~0)
6 3.96 (330l0) 5.36 (45oIo) 2.56 (21oIo) 5.12 (430l0)
7 4.04 (34010) 5.56 (46ok) 3.00 (25010) 5.48 (46010)
8 8.88 (740l0) 8.84 (740l0) 6.00 (500~0) 6.28 (52oIo)
9 8.48 (710l0) 9.00 (759'0) 9.08 (76010) 9.60 (800l0)
10 10.44 (870l0) 10.52 (889(0) 10.96 (910l0) 10.72 (89010)

Table 3.2 Correct scores (means and percentages~ of bilingual informants on bound and jree
anaphor items in Turkish and Dutch

In Turkish, the bilingual informants generally obtain higher scores on items
with free anaphors than on items with bound anaphors. This especially holds
for the children in cohort T1 (from age 4 up to age 7): (F(1,23) - 58.39, p
G.001). This indicates a significant difference in development of bound and
free anaphors, but the result found here (higher .scores on pronouns) is not
in agreement with the predictions based on the Binding principles (higher
scores on reflexives).

Within cohort T1 there is hardly any progress on both types of
anaphors in Turkish. An analysis of variance confirmed this finding: the
factor Time is not significant. A bíg leap between cohort T1 and T2 in
scores can be witnessed. This particularly applies to bound anaphor
acquisition. Within cohort T2 (from age 8 onward) no significant difference
between pronouns and reflexives is found. Within this cohort, however,
there is a significant development over time: F(2,48) - 11.40, p G.001.
Bound and free anaphors seem to develop in the same rate from age 8 on.
Acquisition of bound anaphors seems to be a more instantaneous process
than acquisition of free anaphors: between age 6 and age 8 mean correct
scores increase from 3301o to 74010 on reflexive items, and from 450~o to 74010
on pronominal items.

The bilingual informants show roughly the same pattern of anaphor
acquisition in Dutch as in Turkish: in all age groups up to age 7(cohort T1)
they perform significantly better on items with a free anaphor: F(1,24) -
31.29, p G.001. From age 8(cohort T2) scores seem to run parallel. No
significant difference between free and bound anaphors is found. Within
both cohorts a significant development in performance is established: the
factor Time yields significant results: F(3,72) - 3.19, p G.OS for cohort T1
and F(2,48) - 74.90, p G.001 for cohort T2.

When the correct scores of the bilingual informants in Turkish on the
one hand and Dutch on the other are compared, a significant effect for
Language is found in both cohorts: F(1,23) ~ 17.89, p G.001 for cohort T1
and F(1,24) - 4.83, p G.05 for cohort T2. In general, the Turkish children
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obtained higher scores on the Turkish version of the experiment than on the
Dutch version. There is an overall Principle effect for cohort T1 (F(1,23) -
52.99, p G.001), indicating higher scores on free anaphor items in both
languages. This is not found to be the case for cohort T2. For cohort T1 the
factor Time effect is not significant, but for cohort T2 it is: F(2,48) - 50.16,
p G.001. The interaction between Time and Language in this cohort
indicates that the development in one language (Dutch) is faster than in the
other (Turkish).

3.4.2 Comparison with monolingual Turkish informants
In Table 3.3 means and proportions of correct scores in Turkish of both
bilingual informants and monolingual Turkish informants are compared.

Bilingual informants Monolingual Turkish informants

Age bound free Age bound free

4 3.25 (27oIo~ 6.33 (530~0~
5 3.60 (300~0~ 5.24 (440~0~ 5 3.48 (29010~ 4.95 (41010~
6 3.96 (330~0~ 5.36 (450~0~
7 4.04 (34oIo~ 5.56 (460~0~ 7 5.20 (430~0~ 6.29 (520~0~
8 8.88 (740~0~ 8.84 (740~0~
9 8.48 (710~0~ 9.00 (750~0~ 9 7.44 (620~0~ 8.40 (700~0)

10 10.44 (870~0~ 10.52 (880~0~

Table 3.3 Correct scores in Turkish (means and percentagesJ of bilingual informants compared with
those of monolingual Turkish informants

In the previous section it was shown that the bilingual informants, the
younger ones in particular, obtain higher scores on items with free anaphors
than on items with bound anaphors. These younger informants hardly
improve their performance when they get older, whereas the older children
seem to improve at a fast rate.

The monolingual Turkish informants show a more regular development
of anaphors. Nevertheless, they also perform better on free anaphor items
than on bound anaphor items: for the 5-year-olds (F(1,24) - 5.70, p G.05)
and for the 7-year-olds (F(1,24) - 8.47, p G.O1) the difference is significant.
For the 9-year-olds the difference is not significant.

The scores of a subset of the bilingual informants (children in the
second year of kindergarten, and children in the second and fourth year of
primary school, that is, the age groups of 5-, 7- and 9-year-olds respectively)
are compared with the scores obtained by the monolingual Turkish group
(from kindergarten, and from grade 2 and 4 of primary school). Analyses of
variance (ANOVA) showed no significant differences between bilingual
informants and the monolingual Turkish group.
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To test whether a development over time could be established, a series of
analyses of variance was conducted (see Table 3.4).

Type of
Informants anaphor F df p Tukey HSD

Turkish monolinguals Bound 15.69 2,72 .000 5 G 7 G 9

Free 14.39 2,72 .000 5 G 7 G 9

Table 3.4 Age effects on scores ~ANOVA, scores by age group~. Difference betvxen age groups tested
by means of Tukey HSD procedure for post-hoc comparison (G means signifuantly
differenr ar .OS level)

Because three different age groups are involved, and the ANOVA procedure
can only establish whether or not there is a difference, and cannot
discriminate between which groups the established effect actually appears, a
Tukey HSD procedure for post-hoc comparison was carried out. In all cases,
a significant Time effect is found, indicating that progress is made over time
on scores on bound and free anaphor items by both groups of informants. A
difference between the bilingual informants (see Section 3.4.1) on the one
hand and the monolingual Turkish informants on the other, is that the latter
show a more balanced progression (post-hoc comparison shows three distinct
groups), whereas the bilinguals did not show significant progress between age
4 and age 7.

As was mentioned in section 3.3, Turkish has two linguistic devices of
reflexivisation (the productive lexical form kendini and a reflexive suffix -(ÍJn-
used with a restricted set of verbs). Scores on both types of bound anaphor
items (6 of each type) are presented in Table 3.5. Both bilingual and
monolingual informants in all age groups have higher mean scores on items
with the kendini form. It seems that this bound anaphor type is more easily
mastered than the suffix form. T-tests were used to test the differences
between the two types (see also Table 3.5). The Turkish children in the
Netherlands show significant differences in correct scores on the two bound
anaphor types, except for the 7-year-olds. Compared to the 6-year-olds, a
sudden drop in correct responses on kendini items can be seen in this age
group, together with an improvement on items with the -(Í}n- suffix.
Nevertheless, on the basis of the remaining data in Table 3.5, it can be
concluded that items containing the kendini form are scored significantly
more often correctly by bilingual informants than items containing a suffixed
verb form. The differences in the three age groups of Turkish monolinguals,
on the other hand, were not significant. The difference is less distinct than in
the bilingual informants.
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Bilingual informants

Age kendini suffix t-value df p

4 2.12 (35010) 1.12 (19010) 3.22 24 p G .01
5 2.36 (39010) 1.24 (21010) 4.41 24 p G .001
6 2.56 (43010) 1.40 (23010) 3.41 24 p G .01
7 2.24 (37010) 1.80 (30010) 1.29 24 n.s.
8 4.92 (82010) 3.96 (669'0) 3.67 24 p G .001
9 4.80 (80010) 3.68 (ólolo) 4.41 24 p G .001

10 5.60 (93oIo) 4.84 (819ó) 2.67 24 p G .05

Monolingual Turkish informants

Age kendini su~x t-value df p

5 1.84 (31010) 1.44 (24oIo) 1.14 24 n.s.
7 2.64 (44010) 1.56 (30010) 0.21 24 n.s.
9 -~.0~ (b7"~~) 3.44 (~7~.b) 198 3~; ns.

Table 3.S Mean scores and percentages of and differences between two types of reflexives: tbe lexical
reflezive kendini and the re~lexive suflsx -(nn- (t-test for paired samplesJ

3.4.3 Comparison with monolingual Dutch informants
Table 3.6 displays correct scores in Dutch on sentences with bound and free
anaphors by bilingual and monolingual Dutch informants.

Bilingual informants Monolingual Dutch informants

Age bound free Age bound free

4 2.48 (21010) 3.52 (29oIo) 4 2.48 (21010) 3.40 (28010)
5 2.44 (20oIo) 4.24 (35010) 5 3.48 (29010) 5.08 (42010)
6 2.56 (21010) 5.12 (43oIo) 6 4.96 (41010) 6.16 (Slolo)
7 3.00 (25010) 5.48 (46010) 7 7.72 (64010) 7.08 (59oIo)
8 6.00 (SOoIo) 6.28 (52010) 8 8.68 (72010) 8.76 (730~0)
9 9.08 (76oIo) 9.60 (80010) 9 10.16 (85010) 10.24 (85010)
10 10.96 (91oIo) 10.72 (89oIo) 10 10.92 (91010) 10.88 (91010)

Tabk 3.6 Correct scores in Dutch (means and percentagesf of bilingual informants compared with
those of monolingual Dutch informants

As far as the younger bilingual informants are concerned, their performance
on items with a free anaphor is significantly better than on bound anaphor
items. The older cohort of bilingual informants obtains about equal scores
on both anaphor types.

The monolingual Dutch group starts off with somewhat higher scores
on free anaphor items, although no significant Principle effect is found for
cohort D1. From age 7 Dutch children perform equally on both types of
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anaphors. Again the factor Time is significant within both cohort D1 and
D2 (F(3,72) - 41.81, p G.001 and F(2,48) - 10.87, p G.001 respectively).

Bilingual and Dutch monolingual informants have equivalent scores in
Dutch at age 4. At age 5, the bilingual children seem to lose ground on the
monolingual children, and they only catch up at age 10. In the period
between age 5 and 10, the difference in scores between bilinguals and
monolinguals is large enough to be statistically measurable: a group effect is
found for the younger children (cohort T1~D1: F(1,48) - 13.84, p G.001)
as well as for the older children (cohort T2~D2 F(1,48) - 6.28, p G.05).

3.5 Error analysis

In addition to the analysis of correct scores, an error analysis has been
performed on the data. The errors that children make on the anaphoric
reference task can be subdivided into three categories: antecedent errors (they
choose the picture with the right action but the wrong actor), anaphoric
errors (they pick the picture with the right actor but the wrong action) and
double errors (they point to the picture in which both actor and action
differ from what was mentioned in the stimulus item). In 3.4 it was found
that the informants get better in their task performance over time.
Therefore, it is obvious that the number of errors will diminish as the
children get older. Absolute numbers of error types will not be presented in
this section, since the level of correct scores influences these numbers. What
is important is the relative proportion of a particular error type, i.e. the
percentage of this error type related to the sum of all three error types, (and
not the percentage of the error type related to the sum of possible answers).
The basic question is whether a specific pattern of error types occurs on
bound and free anaphor items. One disadvantage of calculating proportions
might be the loss of information on development of (that is, decrease in)
errors. However, in sectíon 3.4 it was already concluded that there is a
development in correct scores across age groups, which implies a decrease in
errors.

Statistical analyses (multiple analyses of variance) were used to confirm
the occurrence of a specific pattern of errors. However, since the older
informants (cohort T2) make only few errors, it was decided to perform
these analyses only on the results of the younger children. This means that a
statistical back-up of the findings in this section will only be given for the
data of cohort T1.
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3.S.1 Error patterns by bilingual children
Table 3.7 shows the distribution of errors in Turkish and Dutch. The main
focus of the analyses is on anaphoric and antecedent errors. However, double
errors are not disregarded, since their number appears to be high: for the
youngest age group, double errors are the dominant type in both Turkish
and Dutch. For Dutch they stay the main error type until the age of 6.
Double errors seem to indicate a low level of proficiency of anaphoric
reference.

Turkish Dutch
Age

error Bound Free error Bound Free

4 1 23 62 1 26 47
2 36 15 2 28 19
3 41 23 3 46 34

5 1 38 65 1 23 49
2 33 15 2 35 21
3 29 20 3 42 30

6 1 46 67 1 23 66
2 22 19 2 36 19
3 32 14 3 41 15

7 1 40 76 1 32 64
2 33 17 2 41 15
3 27 7 3 27 21

8 1 45 91 1 34 58
2 32 5 2 46 24
3 23 4 3 20 18

9 1 53 76 1 48 57
2 23 19 2 33 33
3 24 5 3 19 10

10 1 28 95 1 31 63
2 28 5 2 54 22
3 44 0 3 15 15

Table 3.7 Proportions of error types (1 a antecedent error; 2- anaphoric error,~ 3~ double error) in
Turkish and Dutch by bilingual informants

Antecedent errors. Antecedent errors (labelled as 1 in Table 3.7) are the
most frequent error type on free anaphor items, in Dutch as well as in
Turkish. This means that the informants have difficulty in establishing the
right actor when the sentence is of the type the friend of Kerim pinches him.
There is, however, a difference between Turkish and Dutch. In general, the
proportion of antecedent errors made by the bilingual children is higher in
Turkish than in Dutch: Language turns out to be a significant factor when it
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comes to the dominance of antecedent errors, at least in cohort T1 (F(1,24)
- 31.49, p G.001). This major role of antecedent errors is stronger on free
anaphor items than on bound anaphor items, in both Turkish and Dutch.
An overall analysis (i.e., taking the results in both Turkish and Dutch into
account) proves a significant Principle effect for cohort T1: F(1,24) - 74.05,
p G.001. On the level of individual languages, the same Principle effect is
found as well: F(1,24) - 47.00, p G.001 (Turkish) and F(1,24) - 40.25, p G
.001 (Dutch).

Anaphoric errors. The proportion of anaphoric errors made by the bilingual
informants is higher on bound anaphor items than on free anaphor items.
The Principle effect was as follows: F(1,24) - 40.50, p G.001 for cohort T1,
taking both languages into account. For each of the separate languages, the
Principle effect remains (F(1,24) - 17.87, p G.001 for Turkish, and F(1,24)
- 29.54, p G.001 for Dutch). There is a marginally significant Language
effect for cohort T1: F(1,24) - 4.77, p G.05. This means that the
proportion of anaphoric errors is more dominant in Dutch.

3.5.2 Comparison of errorpatterns with Turkish monolinguals
Table 3.8 shows the error patterns in Turkish. On the left-hand side those of
the bilingual informants are displayed (repeated from Table 3.7). On the
right-hand side the results of the three different age groups of monolingual
Turkish informants are presented. Again, numbers of errors are too low for
performing statistical tests. When three age groups of the bilingual
informants (5-, 7- and 9-year-olds) are compared with the corresponding age
groups of monolingual Turkish informants, hardly any differences can be
observed. This means that, like the bilingual informants, the monolingual
Turkish informants make more antecedent errors on free anaphor items than
on bound anaphor items. Again similarly to what the bilingual informants
did, the monolingual Turkish informants make most anaphoric errors on
bound anaphor items.
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Bilingual informants Turkish monolinguals
Age Age

error Bound Free error Bound Free

4 1 23 62
2 36 15
3 41 23

5 1 38 65 5 1 30 63
2 33 15 2 39 19
3 29 20 3 31 18

6 1 46 67
2 22 19
3 32 14

7 1 40 76 7 1 36 73
2 33 17 2 32 18
3 27 7 3 32 9

8 1 45 91
2 32 5
3 23 4

9 1 53 76 9 1 42 73
2 23 19 2 31 ib
3 24 5 3 27 11

10 1 28 95
2 28 5
3 44 0

Table 3.8 Proportions of three types of errors (1- antecedent error; 1- anapboric error; 3- double
errorJ in Turkuh made by bilingual informants compared witb those of monolingual
Turkish inforntants

3.5.3 Comparison of error patterns with Dutch monolinguals
The patterns of error responses of the bilingual informants are now
compared with those of the monolingual Dutch informants. Table 3.9 gives
an overview of relative proportions of antecedent, anaphoric and double
errors. On the left-hand side, the proportions of error types by bilingual
informants are displayed (repeated from Table 3.7), whereas on the right-
hand side, the relevant numbers for the Dutch monolinguals are presented.
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Bilingual informants Dutch monolinguals
Age Age

error Bound Free error Bound Free

4 1 26 47 4 1 28 49
2 28 19 2 34 27
3 46 34 3 38 24

5 1 23 49 5 1 27 56
2 35 21 2 41 29
3 42 30 3 32 15

6 1 23 66 6 1 21 51
2 36 19 2 56 34
3 41 15 3 23 15

7 1 32 64 7 1 28 40
2 41 15 2 47 54
3 27 21 3 25 6

8 1 34 58 8 1 24 44
2 46 24 2 60 47
3 20 18 3 16 9

9 1 48 57 9 1 37 45
2 33 33 2 54 43
3 19 10 3 9 12

10 1 31 63 10 1 41 68
2 54 22 2 52 18
3 15 15 3 7 14

Table 3.9 Proportions of error types (1 ~ antecedent error; 2z anaphortc error; 3- double errorJ tn
Dutch by bilingual informants compared witb those of monolingual Dutch informants

Antecedent errors. When antecedent errors are taken into account, the
monolingual Dutch informants show a pattern similar to the one displayed
by the bilingual informants. More antecedent errors were made on free
anaphor items than on bound anaphor items. A Principle effect is found for
the younger children (cohort D1: F(1,24) - 22.23, p G.001).

When the proportion of antecedent error responses of the bilingual
informants is compared with that of the monolingual Dutch children, no
difference is found. Comparison of cohort T1 (bilingual informants) with
cohort D1 (monolingual Dutch informants) does not yield any significant
Group effect.

Anaphoric errors. Whereas the bilingual informants make most anaphoric
errors in Dutch on bound anaphor items (i.e. the factor Principle is
significant), the monolingual Dutch informants show no significant Principle
effect. However, an overall Group effect (across languages and sentence
types), is not established.
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3.5.4 Differences between bound andfree anaphor items
From the results discussed above, it is clear that in general, whether a bound
or a free anaphor item is concerned, the most frequent error in Turkish is
the antecedent error. There are, however, differences between bound and
free anaphor items, found in the data of both the bilingual informants and
the monolingual Turkish informants. In the first place, the proportion of
double errors is much higher on bound anaphor items. This holds true for
the bilingual informants as well as for the monolingual Turkish informants,
although for the latter to a lesser extent. In the second place, the anaphoric
error also plays a considerable role on bound anaphor items, whereas this
error type is only marginal on free anaphor items. It is in fact found that in
the youngest age groups (age 4 for the bilingual informants and age 5 for the
Turkish monolinguals) the proportion of anaphoric errors on bound anaphor
items is higher than the proportion of antecedent errors. Both results seem
to indicate that the reflexive in Turkish is more often taken for a pronoun,
than a pronoun is taken for a reflexive.

Whereas in Turkish the antecedent errors turn out to be the most
frequent error type overall, the proportion of anaphoric errors on Dutch
bound anaphor items is more substantial than the proportion of antecedent
errors. On free anaphor items in Dutch, however, antecedent errors are the
most frequent. The proportion of double errors on bound anaphor items is
substantial as well. In fact, in the three youngest age groups of the bilingual
children (age 4, 5 and 6) and in the youngest age group of Dutch
monolinguals (age 4), the proportion of double errors on bound anaphor
items prevails over the other two error types.

3.6 Conclusions and discussion

In this section the results presented in 3.4 will be discussed in the light of
the research questions and predictions formulated earlier in this chapter. The
first research question was how the bilingual informants in the age range
from 4 to 10 learn to understand the coding devices for bound and free
anaphoric reference in their first and second language. In their acquisition of
Turkish and in conformity with the prediction, the bilingual informants
showed a better performance on free anaphor items than on bound anaphor
items until the age of 7. Contrary to the prediction, however, that bound
anaphors would develop more rapidly than free anaphors (i.e. scores on
bound anaphor sentences would be higher), the older children also showed a
strong development of free anaphors. The net result was that the children in
cohort T2 obtained equal scores on bound and frec anaphor items and
seemed to have reached ceiling performance, with scores of 8701o and 880~0
respectively.
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These results were confirmed by the results of the monolingual Turkish
informants. No differences were found between bilingual and monolingual
informants as far as correct scores on bound and free anaphor items are
concerned. A difference between the groups, however, was observed, when
the two means of reflexivisation in Turkish were studied in detail. It was
found that, in general, scores on items with the lexical reflexive kendini were
higher than scores on items with a verb containing the reflexive suffix -(Í~rc-.
For the bilingual informants this difference was significant, whereas for the
monolinguals no difference could be established. There are some
explanations that may account for these findings. First, there may be a
general principle which states that in an early stage of language development,
children prefer lexical (analytical) structures over more synthetic structures.
This means that a lexical form such as kendini is more accessible to and
easier to grasp for young children than the suffix -(Í~n-. It might be argued,
then, that young monolingual Turkish children (under age 4) would have
shown the same preference and would have scored better on kendini items
than on suffix items. Unfortunately, we do not have data on children in this
age group.

A counterargument against this first explanation, however, can be
brought forward on the basis of results of a study by Grodzinsky and Kave
(1991, cited in Koster 1993:56). They investigated two devices for
reflexivisation in Hebrew, similar to those in Turkish: a lexical reflexive and
morphological marking on the verb. They found no clear difference in
performance on the two types of test sentences, even with children as young
as 3. This result corresponds to what has been found in the monolingual
Turkish group, but is in contrast with the results from the bilingual
informants.

A second explanation is that the suffixed form is more opaque than the
kendini form. Children might have problems in finding the right antecedent
when the anaphor does not have a lexical (or "visible") representation.
Thirdly, there is only a small set of verbs that can take the -(ÍJn- suffix,
whereas the kendini form can be used productively. Finally, there might be
some influence from Dutch (the second language of the bilingual group).
Dutch has the reflexive pronoun zich, a device that is used in the same way
as Turkish kendini or English himself. In this respect, the preference for
kendini could also be regarded as a feature of Turkish in a bilingual context,
where the dominant language makes use of analytic structures only, instead
of synthetic (see Schaufeli 1991:196). An additional explanation may be
offered by the frequency in use of kendini, which appears rather often in the
speech samples of Turkish children in the Netherlands, even in the samples
of 4-year-olds (Boeschoten 1990:163). Besides, the related kendisi appears in
Boeschoten's frequenty list.
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In the Dutch data of the bilingual informants a similar pattern of correct
responses was found. At a young age, their scores on free anaphor items
were higher than on bound anaphor items. Some development in
understanding free anaphors was found across the age groups of 4 to 7,
whereas hardly any progress in understanding bound anaphors was
established. From age 8 the children showed a rapid increase in correct
responses on both bound and free anaphor items, but in no case performance
on reflexives became better than performance on pronominals.

This means that in the case of neither Turkish nor Dutch the data were
entirely compatible with the predicted acquisitional patterns based on
principles A and B of the Binding Theory. One particular result, though,
may be related to binding. Progress between age 6 and 8 turned out to be
more rapid on bound anaphor items than on free anaphor items. This is in
line with the prediction that acquisition of reflexives is more instantaneous.
If Binding Theory cannot account for all results, it is necessary to look for
other explanations. It cannot be assumed that children pointed at pictures in
a random way and that the patterns that were found are coincidental. The
assumption that children did not choose pictures randomly whenever they
heard a test sentence can easily be verified when the score patterns are
considered. If choice had been random, a mean proportion of 25oIo (one out
of four pictures) is expected. Only the younger age groups of informants
showed such a pattern on bound anaphors. This means that there is a certain
developmental effect for reflexives: when the test sentence contained a
reflexive element, young children just guessed which picture was correct.
This effect did not occur when the sentence contained a pronoun (for
instance, 5-year-olds scored 440~0 of the free anaphor items correct in Turkish
and 3501o in Dutch). This can at least be seen as a sign that these young
children were able to distinguish between reflexives and pronominals.

The question that now arises is whether there are other possible
explanations for the results from this experimental task. For this purpose the
error patterns are taken into account, in combination with language-specific
characteristics of Turkish and Dutch. All test items in the experimental task
contain complex NPs (possessive constructions) in subject position, such as
Kerim'in arkada;z in Turkish and de vriend van Kerim in Dutch. The
Turkish construction is head-final, whereas the Dutch construction is head-
initial. This mirrored construction, containing two likely candidates for the
role of antecedent of the anaphor, may give evidence of linear distance
strategies being essential in the bilingual acquisition of anaphoric reference.
In 3.3 predictions were derived from four conceivable linear distance
strategies:
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(a) minimal distance between antecedent and any anaphoric element
(MDP)

(b) maximal distance between antecedent and any anaphoric element
(c) minimal distance between antecedent and reflexive and maximal

distance between antecedent and pronominal
(d) maximal distance between antecedent and reflexive and minimal

distance between antecedent and pronominal

When both Turkish and Dutch test sentences are taken into accounc, it can
be seen that all four strategies (a to d) predict different orders of difficulty. In
Table 3.10 the predicted orders are compared with the actual orders of
correct scores of the bilingual informants in both languages.

Turkish Dutch

bound free bound free

Predicted order a t - - t
linear distance principle b - t t -
(strategy ad) c t t - -

d - - t t

Actual scores 4 - t t -- t
bilingual 5 - t t -- t
informants 6 - t t -- t
(age 4-10) 7 - t t -- t t

8 tt tt - -
9 -- t t tt

10 - - tt t

Tab1e 3.10 Order of di~culty (t - relatively eary, -~ relatively di~cult) predicted by four
surface-structure distance strategies and actual scores of the bilingual informants (trt t
a relatively higbrvery high mean scores, -r--- relatively lowrvery low mean scoresJ

It can be seen in this table that none of the strategies precisely predicts the
order of difficulty displayed by the informants from cohort T1. However,
strategy (c) exactly predicts the order as shown by the 8-year-olds, whereas
strategy (d) predicts that of the 10-year-olds. Within cohort T2 a gradual
transition from Turkish to Dutch can be observed: the bilingual informants
use a more Turkish-based linear strategy at age 8, whereas at age 10 the same
informants use a more Dutch-based strategy. This could point to the fact
that after age 9, the bilingual informants get more proficient in Dutch
anaphor resolution than in Turkish. The result observed earlier that within
cohort T2 development in Dutch is faster than in Turkish (see 3.4.1)
corroborates this last finding.

From the results in Table 3.10, however, it cannot be argued that one
(distance) strategy alone can explain the patterns of correct scores. Especially
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the scores of the children in cohort T1 need further investigation. These
young children obtained higher scores on pronominals in both Turkish and
Dutch. In 3.5.4 it was seen that a reflexive is more often treated as if it is a
pronoun than the other way round. It can be argued that overgeneralisation
plays a role in the acquisition of anaphors. At an early stage in their
language development children have some knowledge of pronominal usage in
discourse. They might temporarily overgeneralise this knowledge to
reflexives at the sentence-internal level. This overgeneralisation would predict
higher scores on free anaphor items and primarily anaphoric errors on
bound anaphor items. Indeed, scores are higher on free anaphor items.
Moreover, on bound anaphor items anaphoric errors are more frequent than
antecedent errors, especially in the younger age groups. This last finding is
stronger, though, in Dutch than in Turkish.

This, however, does not explain all findings. There are still many
antecedent errors on bound anaphor items. Koster (1993:64) proposed a
Lexically Directed Orientation strategy (LDO). Children are claimed to have
some lexical knowledge of the argument structure of bound and free anaphor
items. When a child hears a sentence with a reflexive element, it will choose
one of the two self-oriented action pictures. When on the other hand a child
hears a sentence with a pronominal element, it will choose one of the two
other-oriented action pictures. This would, then, result in either correct
responses or antecedent errors on both kinds of items. The results from the
experiment can be reorganised in such a way that the scores in favour of
LDO (correct responses and antecedent errors) can be compared with those
that would argue against LDO (anaphoric and double errors). Tables 3.11
and 3.12 present these figures for Turkish and Dutch respectively, based on
the responses by the bilingual informants.

Age
Bound
LDO non-LDO

Free
LDO non-LDO

4 44 55 82 18
5 57 43 78 22
6 62 37 83 17
7 60 41 87 13
8 86 14 98 2
9 87 13 94 6
10 90 10 99 1

Table 3.11 Percentages of LDO-strategy responses and responses not related to LDO in Turkish by
bilingual informants
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Age
Bound
LDO non-LDO

Free
LDO non-LDO

4 40 60 61 38
5 38 62 b7 33
6 39 61 7g 22
7 47 53 80 20
8 67 14 80 20
9 87 13 91 9
10 94 10 96 4

Table 3.12 Percentages of LDO-strategy responses and responses not related to LDO in Dutch by
bilingual informants

For the free anaphor items there is a clear LDO effect. In all age groups in
both languages, the sum of correct scores and antecedent errors was higher
than the sum of anaphoric errors and double errors. The youngest age group,
however, do not seem to apply LDO to bound anaphor sentences in both
Turkish and Dutch. It seems that overgeneralisation of pronominal usage
precedes the application of a lexically directed orientation strategy. In
Turkish, the proportion of LDO responses on bound anaphor items becomes
higher than the proportion of non-LDO responses from age 5 on. For
Dutch, however, non-LDO responses remain the most frequent throughout
the age range of cohort T1.

The third research question concerned comparison of the results of
bilingual and monolingual informants. Above, it was already concluded that
the Turkish monolinguals were more regular in their development of
anaphors than the bilingual informants. Both groups, however, displayed
similar patterns. Free anaphor resolution was found to be easier than bound
anaphor resolution. Both bilingual and monolingual Turkish informants
obtained higher scores on items with the lexical reflexive kendini than on
items containing the reflexive suffix -(ÍJn-. Within the bilingual group,
however, the difference in scores is more distinct. It might be the case that
there is some influence from Dutch, which only has a lexical reflexive zelf.
Error patterns of bilingual informants on the one hand and Turkish
monolinguals on the other, were similar as well. Both groups made most of
their antecedent errors on free anaphor items, and most of their anaphoric
errors on bound anaphor items.

The score patterns in the Dutch data of the bilingual informants and the
Dutch monolinguals were similar as well. Both obtained higher scores on
free anaphor items. The scores were equal in two age groups, age 4 and age
10. In the age groups in between, from age 5 to age 9, there is a difference in
scores, so that the monolinguals take a lead on the bilingual informants. It
has already been noted above that the acquisition of anaphors in Turkish
and Dutch (as L1 and L2) yields highly comparable patterns, which are
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nevertheless not in accordance with the predictions of the Binding theory.
When the results of L1 acquisition of anaphors in Turkish on the one hand
and Dutch on the other are compared, it can be seen that Turkish
monolinguals have lower mean scores on bound anaphors than the Dutch
monolinguals. It was also found that Turkish items with the reflexive suffix
were more difficult than items with the lexical reflexive. This leads to the
conclusion that the relative opaqueness of the reflexive suffix -(1~n- in
Turkish results, as predicted, in a prolonged better performance on free
anaphor items. Moreover, there is some evidence of influence from L1
Turkish in L2 Dutch (better performance on free anaphor items).

As for the error patterns, both bilinguals and monolinguals make most
antecedent errors on free anaphor items. There is a difference, however, as
far as anaphoric errors are concerned. Whereas the bilingual informants
make more anaphoric errors on bound anaphor items than on free anaphor
items, the Dutch monolinguals make the same proportion of anaphoric
errors on both free and bound anaphor items. The bilingual informants have
a tendency to regard a sentence like de vriend van Martijn wast zich `the
friend of Martijn washes himself' as de vriend van Martijn -ca~ast hem `the
friend of Martijn washes him'. Again, this shows the difficulty the bilingual
informants have in resolving the reflexive form.

Finally, a summary on anaphor development in two languages by
Turkish children in the Netherlands will be given. The development in
Turkish can be outlined as follows: at the beginning of primary school
Turkish children in the Netherlands start off with a reasonable performance
on free anaphor items and a low result (around chance level) on reflexives.
There is little development on both reflexives and pronominals throughout
the age range of cohort T1 (age 4 to 7). There is, however, a clear partition
between cohort T1 and T2. In cohort T2, performance on bound anaphor
items reaches the level of scores on free anaphor items. The development
from age S to 10 is parallel for both types of anaphors.

The development of anaphors in Dutch by Turkish children in the
Netherlands is similar to that in Turkish: in cohort T1 low performance on
reflexives, somewhat better on pronominals. Also for Dutch a clear partition
between the cohorts is seen. Again, in cohort T2 the performance on both
types of anaphors is parallel. Compared to Turkish, the initial performance
on reflexives is even lower in Dutch: from age 4 to 7 the children perform
below chance level. They seem to apply the strategy of overgeneralisation
(i.e., treating reflexives as pronouns) longer in Dutch. Exactly these age
groups made a large number of double errors in Dutch (approximately one
third).

The acquisition of a complex syntactic feature such as anaphoric
reference turned out to be guided by both universal processing strategies and
language-specific structural features of Turkish and Dutch. Several strategies
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appeared to underlie the acquisition of bound and free anaphors. Initially,
overgeneralisation plays a role. Young children have some skills in resolving
pronominal anaphors correctly, because pronouns are used more frequently
in young children's speech and occur in the input they receive. Temporarily,
children treat reflexives as if they are pronouns. Later on in the development
(from age 5 or 6) children learn to distinguish reflexives from pronouns,
though they still are not able to choose the proper antecedent. A lexically
directed orientation strategy seems to play a role here. Even later (from
about age 8) children become sensitive to the linear distance between
anaphor and antecedent. At first, they rely on a strategy that predicts higher
scores in Turkish than in Dutch (minimal distance between reflexive and
antecedent and maximal distance between pronoun and antecedent). At age
10, they rely on a strategy that predicts better performance in Dutch than in
Turkish (maximal distance between reflexive and antecedent and minimal
distance between pronominal and antecedent). Furthermore, when the
bilingual informants' scores in Turkish and Dutch are compared, it appears
that initially Turkish is the stronger language. In cohort T2 (from age 8 up
to age 10) a rapid development in Dutch was observed: the responses in
Dutch have become comparable to those in Turkish. This indicates that
proficiency of bilinguals in Dutch anaphor resolution is getting closer to that
in Turkish.



Chapter 4

Acquisition of relativisation

4.1 Introduction

Building a coherent text involves the combination of different clauses. One
way of chaining clauses in a hierarchical arrangement is the process of
relativisation. There are many types of relative clauses, and languages differ
in the means with which they relativise and in the way relative clauses are
constructed. Therefore, the linguistic domain of relativisation presents a
fruitful area for language acquisition research. In this chapter relative clause
constructions in Turkish and Dutch will be outlined and the processing of
relative clauses in both languages by bilingual children will be investigated in
the light of a number of proposed determinants. Results from a bilingual
version of an experimental task on relativisation will be presented. The
comparison of two typologically unrelated languages such as Turkish and
Dutch is all the more ímportant because of the considerably different ways
in which relative clauses are formed. For instance, an important goal of this
chapter is to contrast the processing of relative clauses in a language where
morphological marking of grammatical role is absent (Dutch) with the
comprehension of relative clause constructions in a language that has
relatively clear object markers (Turkish). Thus, both universal and language-
specific properties of the various determinants will be investigated. The
specific research questions are as follows:

1. How do bilingual Turkish children in the Netherlands in the age
range from 4 to 10 learn to understand different types of relative
clauses in Turkish and Dutch?

2. Which determinants are crucial to the adequate processing of
different types of relative clause constructions in Turkish and
Dutch, and to what degree are these determinants universal or
language-specific?

3. What are the similarities or differences when the results of the
bilingual informants are compared with those of monolinguals?
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Following earlier research on relative clauses, the focus in this chapter is on
four specific types of restrictive relative clause structures, with definite NPs
as head. Since in a relative clause construction one element in the main
clause has a function in the relative clause, it is possible to label these four
types according to these grammatical functions. SS sentences are sentences in
which the head noun is Subject (S) in both the main clause and the relative
clause. The second type are SO sentences, in which the head noun is Subject
in the main clause and Object in the relative clause. OS sentences are
sentences in which the head noun is Object in the main clause and Subject in
the relative clause and, finally, in 00 sentences the head noun is Object in
both the main and relative clause. Examples (1) to (4), in which the bear is
head noun, represent these different sentence types in English:

(1) SS the bear that kisses the monkey, strokes the lion
main clause [ S V O ]
relative clause [ S V O]

(2) SO the bear that the monkey kisses, strokes the lion
main clause [ S V O]
relative clause [ O S V]

(3) OS the lion strokes the b~ear that kisses the monkey
main clause [ S V O ]
relative clause [ S V O ]

(4) 00 the lion strokes the b~ear that the monkey kisses
main clause [ S V O ]
relative clause [ O S V]

MacWhinney and Pléh (1988) list several reasons why the focus in
relativisation research is on these four sentence types. They contain three
determining factors that seem to influence the degree of difficulty in
understanding relative clauses: the first is variation in the role of the head
noun in the main clause, the second is the role of the head in the relative
clause, and the third is the position of the relative clause (embedded vs. non-
embedded). Moreover, in previous research interesting differences in
understanding these four types were found.

4.2 Relative clauses in Turkish and Dutch

Several aspects of Turkish and Dutch grammar need to be examined in order
to explain the way in which the experimental stimuli in the relativisation
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task are constructed. Throughout the text, these grammatical aspects are
related to specific decisions on why certain forms or constructions were
chosen. The following aspects are considered to be important in relative
clause comprehension:

1. differences between subject-modifying and object-modifying
relatives

2. differences between subject head and object head within the
relative clause

3. morphological markings of grammatical roles
4. word order patterns in the main clause
5. language-specific peculiarities

4.2.1 Relative clause constructions in Turkish
Turkish marks grammatical roles, but not always in an unambiguous way.
Subject roles are in nominative case, which is indicated by the absence of
case marking. Nouns and pronouns having object role can appear in
accusative case -(y)Í, but only when the object is definite. Objects without
accusative case marking are either generic or, in combination with the
quantifier~indefinite article bir, indefinite. Examples (5) to (7) illustrate the
differences:

(5) definite object: kitaba okudum
book-ACC read-PAST.Isg
`I read the book'

(6) indefinite object: bir kitap okudum
INDEF book read-PAST.lsg
`I read a book'

(~) generic object: kitap okudum
book read-PAST.lsg
`I read books'

Examples (5) to (7) should also be distinguished from (8), in which both
indefinite marker and accusative case marker appear. The reading is specific:
the book being talked about is new and previously unmentioned, but specific
in the sense that the speaker has a certain book in mind. This kind of
specific object is used for introducing a new topic in the conversation.

(8) specific object: bir kitabz okudum
INDEF book-ACC read-PAST.lsg
`I have read some book....'
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Turkish has subject and object relative clauses. The former type consists of a
non-finite clause with the present participle -(y)An, which has four surface
forms, -en, -an, -yen and -yan, depending on vowel harmony with the verb
stem. If a subject relative clause in Turkish contains a transitive verb, the
object NP of the relative clause can be case-marked. In fact, the same
principles apply as in the main clause: definite objects are marked by
accusative case, as in (9).

(9) kitabz okuyan oglan
book-ACC read-AN boy
`the boy that reads the book'

Object relative clauses make use of the participle -DÍK- (surface forms are
either -dig-, -dzg-, -dïcg-, -dug-, -tig-, ttg-, -tug- or -tug-) plus a personal suffix
indicating possession. The head of the relative clause has the function of
object. Nominal subjects of the relative clause are obligatorily marked by
genitive case, as the possessor of the nominalised verb, as in (10):

(10) adamtn okudugu kitap
man-GEN read-DIK-POSS.3sg book
`the book that the man reads'

Pronominal subjects of relative clauses can be expressed by means of the
possessive suffix attached to the -DÍK- participle, or by a combination of this
suffix and a pronoun in genitive case, as in (11).

(11) (onun) okudugu kitap
(he-GEN) read-DIK-POSS.3sg book
`the book that he reads'

Turkish has relatively free word order in the main clause, although one
order (SOV) is the conventional one. Other grammatically possible word
orders are SVO, OSV and OVS, which are less frequent than SOV and can
indicate a shift of emphasis. Verb-initial word orders are considered
ungrammatical in Turkish. Although word order is free in a syntactic sense,
there are pragmatic constraints. Erguvanli (1979) states that the preverbal
position is reserved for the Focus or new information, whereas the sentence-
initial position contains the Topic or given information. Postverbal position
is used for background information. Subject deletion is possible in Turkish,
in cases where English or Dutch would use pronouns. The test items to be
used in the relative clause experiment will only contain relativised definite
NPs, since the role of the NP is one factor to be investigated. For this
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reason, the grammatical objects in the test items are definite NPs which
consequently are case-marked by the accusative -(yJÍ.

The order in the relative clause depends on the type of construction. In
object relative clauses it is the head that is object, which means that the
word order is SVO. On the other hand, the head is subject in subject relative
clauses (that is, in constructions with the participle -(y)An) and the order is
OVS. This is not the way in which these constructions are analysed within a
generative approach, where empty categories are assumed. The generative
analysis yields underlying SOV structures, which would mean that essentially
there are no differences in word order within relative clause constructions.
The approach adopted here takes a psycholinguistic point of view: the linear
surface order is taken to be the crucial factor.

4.2.2 Relative clause constructions in Dutch
Relative clause constructions in Dutch are markedly different from those in
Turkish. Dutch does not have morphological cues that mark grammatical
role. Only number agreement might play a role in processing. The word
order in Dutch main clauses is SVO and in subordinate clauses it is SOV. By
UG advocates, however, Dutch is being considered as an SOV language.
That is, Dutch is supposed to have an underlying SOV structure and
application of the Verb Second rule yields the SVO surface order in the
main clause. This view is not adopted here. According to a psycholinguistic
processing model, the information that is offered to the listener is linearly
structured as SVO in the main clause. It is possible, though marked, to use
OVS in Dutch. In speech the grammatical subject of such constructions is
usually given stress. Since no morphological cues are present, the meaning of
a sentence as in (12) is context-dependent. The default reading (SVO),
however, is expressed in (12a). In fact, most adult native speakers of Dutch
will prefer this reading to the OVS reading in (126).

(12) de hond bijt de kat
DEF dog bite-PRES.3sg DEF cat
(a) `the dog (S) bites the cat (O)'
(b) `it's the dog (O) that the cat (S) bites'

This feature of Dutch certainly has an effect on the format of the stimuli in
the experimental task on relativisation. The common way in which speakers
of Dutch express the (12b) meaning is by using passive voice. The OVS
meaning of (126) is equivalent to (13):

(13) de hond wordt door de kat gebeten
DEF dog become-PRES.3sg by DEF cat bite-PERF
`de dog is bitten by the cat'
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Another feature of Dutch is that relative clauses are right-branching, that is,
they are placed after the head. This means that in Dutch sentences that have
SVO word order subject-modifying relative clauses (SS and SO) are always
embedded, whereas object-modifying relative clauses can never take a
position in the middle of a sentence. Dutch makes use of a relative pronoun
die or dat. Die refers to masculine~ feminine words that take the article de,
whereas dat refers to neuter words that take the article het.

In Dutch relative clauses the same problem occurs as illustrated in
example (12). The reading of (14) can be either SOV, as in (14a), or OSV, as
in (146):

(14) de hond die de kat bijt
DEF dog that DEF cat bite-PRES.3sg
(a) `the dog that (S) bites the cat (O)'
(b) `the dog that (O) the cat (S) bites'

In Section 4.5.1 in which the task construction is described, it will be
discussed how for the present purposes this problem of ambiguity is solved.

4.3 Determinants of relative clause difficulty

Earlier research on the comprehension of relative clauses offered a number of
hypotheses and theories that differ in the relative importance of hypothesised
determinants of processing relative clauses. Two major categories of
determinants can be distinguished:

1. role determinants (grammatical roles of the head)
2. surface structure determinants (e.g. word order, grammatical

marking, embedding)

4.3.1 Role determinants
The first category of determinants that influence the processing of relative
clauses takes into account the grammatical roles in main and relative clauses
as responsible factors for the relative difficulty of a particular sentence
structure. The Parallel Function Hypothesis, formulated by Sheldon (1974),
stresses the importance of role determinants. Sheldon hypothesised that the
complexity of a sentence depends on the grammatical functions of the head
noun. Restrictive relative clauses in which the head noun has the same
function in the main clause as in the relativised clause are easier to
comprehend than sentences in which these functions are different. Parallel
Function is taken to be a language-independent phenomenon. It might work
independently of the exact nature of the functions in the main and relative
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clause. For Dutch, it is clear that the crucial distinction in functions is
between subject and object. Therefore, the prediction for Dutch is that SS
and 00 sentences are easier to process than SO and OS, or: {SS, 00} ~
{SO, OS}. However, the correlation between the notions of sub~'ect and topic
is stronger in Dutch than in Turkish, where word order is a very important
factor for topic assignment (Erguvanli 1979). This means that when the
Parallel Function hypothesis is extended to Turkish, a distinction should be
made between subjectrobject function on the one hand and topic function on
the other. It might be the case that the determining role is subject~object,
which yields the same prediction as in Dutch: {SS, 00} ){SO, OS}. On
the other hand, there may as well exist parallel function in Turkish between
the topic role in the main clause and the topic role in the relative clause.
The topic role in a relative clause is always taken by the head. The
prototypical topic position in Turkish is the first slot in a sentence. This
means that in sentences with SOV and SVO word order, SS and SO
structures have parallelism of topic in the main and relative clause and
should therefore be easier to process than OS and 00 structures:
SOV~SVO: {SS, SO} 1{OS, 00}. On the other hand, in sentences with
OSV and OVS word order, OS and 00 should be easier: OSV~OVS: {OS,
00} ~ {SS, SO}.

Another role determinant, which is in fact a modified version of the
parallel function hypothesis, was proposed by MacWhinney (1982). The
reason for adapting Sheldon's notion of parallel function is that it seems to
work much better for subject roles than for object roles. The pragmatic
notion of perspective plays a role in MacWhinney's hypothesis. Both
speakers and listeners prefer sentences in which the subject matches the
unmarked human perspective: they prefer to take the perspective of active
agents rather than that of passive recipients, and they prefer to tell a story
from the perspective of the main character rather than from the viewpoint of
minor characters. MacWhinney noted that perspective can be seen as a more
psycholinguistically oriented counterpart of the formal category of subject.
MacWhinney's hypothesis is that structures in which the perspective is
maintained are easier to process than those in which there is a shift of
perspective. For Dutch sentences, the perspective maintenance determinant
predicts that SS structures are easiest, since there is no shift in perspective. It
also predicts that 00 structures are more difficult, because there is one shift
of perspective (from de honden to de muis in example 15):

(15) de honden aaien de muis die de poezen kussen
the dog-PLUR stroke-PRES.3p1 the mouse that the cat-PLUR kiss-
PRES.3pl
`the dogs stroke the mouse that the cats kiss'
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OS structures also have one shift of perspective. The most difficult structure
would be SO, because there is a double shift. In (16) the first perspective is
de honden, which shifts to de muis in the relative clause and finally back to
de honden, which is subject of the main clause kussen de poes:

(16) de honden die de muis aait kussen de poes
the dog-PLUR that the mouse stroke-PRES.3sg kiss-PRES.3p1 the
cat
`the dogs that the mouse strokes kiss the cat'

Thus, the perspective maintenance parameter predicts the following order of
difficulty for Dutch relative clause constructions: SS ){00, OS} ~ SO.

For Turkish, the conditions are considerably more complicated. A
distinction should be made between subject-initial sentences (SOV and SVO
word order) and object-initial sentences (OSV and OVS word order). For
SOV and SVO word order structures, SS relatives are easiest, SO and OS
take one shift, whereas 00 has a double shift (from arslan to maymun and
back to arslan in 17). Therefore, SS ~{SO, OS} ~ 00.

(17) arslan maymunun ok~adzgz ayzyt dóvsun
lion monkey-GEN stroke-DIK-POSS.3sg bear-ACC hit-OPT.3sg
`the lion hits the bear that the monkey strokes'

For object-initial structures (OVS and OSV), the predicted order is SS ~ OS
1 {SO, 00}.

Another role determinant derives from what Keenan (1975) and Keenan
and Comrie (1977) called the noun phrase accessibility hierarchy. Keenan
and Comrie assume a hierarchy in which languages allow relativisation of
noun phrases. The hierarchy is: Subject ~ Direct Object ~ Indirect Object
~ Object of Preposition 1 Possessive Noun Phrase ~ Object of
Comparative Particle. Thís means that if a language allows a cenain noun
phrase to be relativised, it will also allow all other noun phrases to its left in
the hierarchy to be relativised. The hypothesis predicts that children will
find relative clauses more difficult as they move down the hierarchy. In that
case, Subject Focus sentences will be easier than Object Focus sentences: {SS,
OS} ){SO, 00}. This again seems to be a language-independent
phenomenon.

4.3.2 Surface structure determinants
The second major category of determinants looks at surface structure
configuration of sentences. Bever ( 1970) proposed a word order strategy
which is based on surface structure word order, rather than on opaque
underlying structures. The strategy makes predictions specific to the
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canonical sentence schema of panicular languages. For languages with SVO
word order such as Dutch and English, the prediction is that any NVN
structure that corresponds to SVO will be easier to process than any other
NVN structure that corresponds to other grammatical relations. Indeed, De
Villiers et al. (1979) found that children more easily parse English sentences
that have NVN structures corresponding to SVO.

The idea developed by Bever (1970) was elaborated by Sheldon (1977) in
her adjacency strategy. She stated that in parsing a noncompound sentence,
the listener has to cluster two adjacent NPs (i.e. not separated by another
NP) and an adjacent verb that has not already been assigned to a clause. The
interpretation then is that the first NP is the subject of the verb and the
second NP is the object. The predicted order of difficulty for Dutch relative
clause structures, on the basis of Bever's word order strategy and on
Sheldon's adjacency strategy, would be that OS sentences are easier than the
other three structures: OS ~{SS, SO, 00}. For Turkish, the canonical
word order is SOV. The prediction is that any sequence of NVN
corresponding to SOV will be easier to comprehend. In sentences with SOV
and SVO word order, SO relatives are easier to process: SO 1{SS, OS,
00}. In sentences with OSV and OVS word orders, there is no relative
clause structure that corresponds to SOV, which means that all possible
configurations of OSV and OVS word order and SS, SO, OS and 00
relatives are equally difficult to parse. That not only means SS - SO - OS
- 00, but also that SOV and SVO are easier than OSV and OVS.

Related to the adjacency strategy is the Conjoined Clause Hypothesis by
Tavakolian (1978). The conjoined clause analysis is a clear example of how
children apply old functions to new structures, since it predicts that children
interpret restrictive relative clauses (the new structures) as if they were
conjoined clauses (the old functions). This means that an English SS sentence
like `the bear that kisses the monkey, strokes the lion' is interpreted as `the
bear kisses the monkey and strokes the lion', which is in fact a correct
representation of both actions. On the other hand, both an OS sentence like
`the bear strokes the lion that kisses the monkey' and an 00 sentences such
as `the bear strokes the lion that the monkey kisses' are erroneously
interpreted as 'the bear strokes the lion and kisses the monkey'. According
to Tavakolian, SO sentences such as `the bear that the lion strokes, kisses the
monkey' take an intermedíate position in English. When a child starts to
parse the relative clause, it does not know which noun is the subject of the
first clause. It is therefore forced to guess prematurely at the identity of the
subject. Sometimes it will be correct, sometimes wrong, which is the reason
that SO sentences are in between SS on the one hand and OS and 00 on
the other. This holds for English as well as for Dutch. The predicted order
of difficulty for Dutch is therefore SS ~ OS ~{SO, 00}. The situation
for Turkish is, again, more complicated. First of all, Turkish makes use of
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non-finite verb forms in relative clauses which are available as cues for
parsing the sentence. Since word order in Turkish is relatively free, it may
not be a reliable cue for processing. On the other hand, Turkish sentences
provide many clues by means of case markings for the correct resolution of
subjects and objects of clauses. This leads to the claim that it is difficult to
foresee how the conjoined clause analysis would work for Turkish.

Hakuta (1981) claims that in languages where the head noun is placed
on the left of the relative clause, subject focus will be easier than object
focus, whereas in languages where the head noun is placed on the right of
the relative clause, object focus will be easier, all other things being equal.
Dutch relative clauses are postnominal, which means that the head noun
precedes the relativised sentence. This means SS, OS 1 SO, 00 for Dutch.
Turkish, on the other hand, has prenominal relative clauses, for which
Hakuta makes the opposite prediction: {SO, 00} 1{SS, OS}.

It has been proposed by, among others, Kuno (1974) that embedded
clauses are more difficult to comprehend than clauses that are not embedded,
independently of the role relations between two clauses. This proposal was
based on one of Slobin's operating princíples (1973) (`avoid interruptions').
The difficulty with embedded sentences is probably due to the heavy
memory load caused by the interruption of the main clause. For English,
this would mean that subject-modifying relatives (SS, SO) are more difficult
than object-modifying relatives (OS and 00). For Dutch, which has
different constructions than English with respect to embeddedness, the
prediction is: OS, 00 ~ SS, SO. For Turkish relative clause structures
difficulty depends on word order. The predicted order of difficulty in SOV
and SVO sentences is {SS, SO} ~{OS, 00}; in sentences with OSV and
OVS word order it is {OS, 00} ~{SS, SO}.

Another type of surface structure determinants is the presence or
absence of morphological cues such as case marking. Turkish has clear case
marking on definite object nouns, as was discussed previously in this chapter,
whereas Dutch has no case marking. Moreover, nominal subjects of non-
subject relative clauses are marked by both genitive case on the noun, and
for person on the nominalised verb. Subjects in subject relative clauses, on
the other hand, are not marked. Therefore, the order of difficulty of Turkish
relative clause constructions predicted by case marking cues is: {SO, 00} 1
{SS, OS}.

4.4 Predictions

Hypotheses mentioned in the previous section are based both on theoretical
assumptions and on empirical evidence. The assumption is that universal
principles underlie the strategies of processing relative clauses. This would
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mean that there are commonalities in the development of relative clauses for
various learners across languages. However, although these universal claims
are made, the studies giving evidence for these claims base themselves on data
in only one language. Usually this language is English. Sheldon (1974), for
instance, found strong support for the Parallel Function Hypothesis in her
own child L1 English data. In other studies on English (e.g. Tavakolian 1978
and De Villiers et al. 1979), however, these findings were not repeated.
Moreover, data from acquisition of structurally and typologically distinct
languages (e.g., Hakuta 1981 for Japanese, Clancy, Lee and Zoh 1986 for
Korean and Hansen 1986 for Hindi-Urdu) seem to disconfirm parallel
function as a universal variable. Furthermore, the mere fact that the various
hypotheses make different predictions, and that the data supporting them are
inconsistent, leads to the question of whether these universal claims can be
maintained.

Table 4.1 provides an overview of different predictions regarding relative
clause difficulty in Turkish and Dutch, based on experimental
comprehension studies discussed in section 4.3.

Hypothesis Turkish Dutch

Parallel a. {SS, 00} 1{SO, OS} (subject) {SS, 00} ~{SO, OS}
function b. SOV~SVO: {SS, SO} ~{OS, 00}

OSV~OVS: {OS, 00} ~ {SS, SO} (topic)

Perspective SOV~SVO: SS ~{SO, OS} ~ 00 SS ~{00, OS} ~ SO
maintenance OVS~OSV: SS ~ OS ~{SO, 00}

Accessibility {SS, OS} ~{SO, 00} {SS, OS} ~{SO, 00}
hierarchy

Adjacency~ SOVISVO: SO ~{SS, OS, 00} OS ~{SS, SO, 00}
word order OSV~OVS: SS - SO 3 OS - 00

Conjoined - SS 1 OS ~{SO, 00}
clause

Subject~object {SO, 00} ~ {SS, OS} {SS, OS} ~{SO, 00}
focus

Embedding SOV~SVO: {SS, SO} ~{OS, 00} {OS, 00} ~{SS, SO}
OSV~OVS: {OS, 00} ~ {SS, SO}

Morphological {SO, 00} 1 {SS, OS} -
cues

Table 4.1 Overview of predicted orders of di~culty of relative clauses comprehension in Turkish
and Dutch, based on different hypotheses
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Since most hypotheses seem to have a firm theoretical basis, it is difficult tb
decide which factors will be of more importance in relative clause acquisition
in Turkish and Dutch. It seems plausible that language-specific factors play ~
role. The clear perceptual clues offered by the system of case marking in
Turkish will, for instance, be a prominent factor, whereas similar clues are
absent in Dutch. It can easily be seen that a whole range of predictions can
be derived from the overview in Table 4.1. Some evidence on the relative
weight of particular predictions may be found in earlier research on the
comprehension and use of relative clauses in Turkish and Dutch. Vermeer
(1990) described the use of relative clauses of young ( age 6 to 9) Turkish and
Moroccan learners of Dutch as a second language. In his set of spontaneous
data, he found relatively few relative clauses (about 0.50~0 of the total number
of clauses). Between age 6 and age 9, no development in frequency of relative
clauses was found. The Accessibility Hierarchy Hypothesis was rejected,
because the number of relative clauses with subject pronoun was not
significantly higher than the number of relative clauses with a non-subject
pronoun.

Some evidence was found for Sheldon's Parallel Function hypothesis:
there were more SS and 00 sentences found in the data than OS and SO
sentences. Interestingly, no substantial differences between Turkish and
Moroccan children in the use of relative clauses were found. Moroccan
children, however, used more relative clause constructions, which might be
explained by their somewhat (but not significantly) higher proficiency in
Dutch. The actual order of difficulty that can be derived from the productive
data of Vermeer (1990) is the following: 00 1 SS ~ OS ~ SO. When this
order ís compared with the predicted orders listed in the right-hand column
of Table 4.1, it can be seen that it is not predicted by any one of the
hypotheses.

Slobin (1986) collected both comprehension and production data to
investigate relative clause acquisition in L1 Turkish, and compared these
with data on L1 English. He reports that 4-year-old monolingual Turkish
children were not able to understand sentences that are similar to the ones
used in the current experiment. On the other hand, in the transcripts of 2-
to 4-year-old monolingual children, Slobin found nineteen relative clauses,
both subject and non-subject. This number was about half of the amount of
relative clauses used by English children in the same age group. This
difference is explained by the fact that there are two psycholinguistic
processing problems in Turkish. The first one is that Turkish relative clauses
do not look like clauses, i.e., the non-finite verb forms are not recognised as
interpretable verbs by children. The second problem is that the construction
of different types of relatives (notably subject vs. non-subject) is not uniform
(Slobin 1986:277). Slobin's claim is that the genitive marking of the nominal
subject of a non-subject relative clause (see example 17, repeated here) is
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quite distant from the canonical clause structure in Turkish. Therefore,
Slobin argues, non-subject relatives are more complex to process than subject
relatives.

(17) arslan maymunun ok~adzga ayaya dóvsun
lion monkey-GEN stroke-DIK-POSS.3sg bear-ACC hit-OPT.3sg
`the lion hits the bear that the monkey strokes'

On the other hand, Boeschoten (1990:76) dismisses this claim, by stating that
non-subject relatives undoubtedly have one advantage: they are clearly
marked for person, whereas subject relatives are not. The subject of non-
subject relative clauses is overtly expressed, which should facilitate the
processing. Boeschoten (1990) does not find many relative clauses in his
recorded speech of Turkish children in the Netherlands. Within the data of
4- and 5-year-olds no relatives at all are found. The 6-year-olds use only four
subject relatives (with -(y~An). Boeschoten presents some additional
information on the acquisition of relative clauses, provided by results on a
sentence imitation task. This task contains, among other things, two items
containing subject relative clauses (with -(y)An) and three items with non-
subject (-DII~ relative clauses. Boeschoten finds an increasing capability to
understand and reproduce relative clauses. There is no apparent difference
between subject and non-subject clauses.

Another variable that must be taken into account is the nature of the
task used to test relative clause acquisition. Differences have been found
between use and comprehension of relative clauses. Furthermore, in most
comprehension experiments among school age children, an acting-out task
was used: subjects were asked to carry out the actions they heard in the test
sentences with puppet animals. Another technique is the measuring of
reaction times. MacWhinney and Pléh (1988:118) argue that it is likely that
the enactment task will enhance the effect of role determinants, while results
from reaction time studies are more influenced by surface structure relations.
It is easier to act out SS (one puppet-actor performing two actions) and 00
sentences (one puppet being object of both actions) than SO or OS
sentences.

4.5 Method

The acquisition of relative clauses in Turkish and Dutch by bilingual
children between age 4 and age 10 will be tested by means of two versions
(one in Turkish and one in Dutch) of an experimental task. Moreover, an
overview of relative clause constructions in the narrative production data
will be given. The emphasis, however, líes on comprehension, which has a
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practical reason. It may take hours of recording to collect a small sample of
relative clauses, whereas an experiment can easily test comprehension of a
large number of relative clause constructions in a short period of time.

4. S.1 Task construction
Following earlier acting-out experiments on relativisation, the current
experiment takes into account four types of relative clause construction: SS,
SO, OS and 00. The task sentences were constructed by attaching a relative
clause to a main clause. The following factors were systematically varied:

1. Role in main clause: Subject or Object
2. Role in relative clause: Subject or Object
3. Word order in main clause: SOV, SVO, OVS or OSV (Turkish

only)

The agents and objects in the test sentences were toy animals (monkey, lion,
bear, dog, cat and mouse). The possible actions were represented by simple
transitive clauses, using the following set of verbs:

Turkish version Dutch version English equivalent

ok;amak aaien stroke
dSvmek slaan hit
~imdiklemek knijpen pinch
~pmek kussen kiss

Before the actual experiment could begin it was tested whether the children
were acquainted with the names of the animals and activities.

The Turkish part of the experiment is dealt with first. The variation of
the three factors mentioned above yielded 2 x 2 x 4 - 16 sentences. In order
to have two items with similar factor settings, the number of 16 sentences
was doubled to 32. Some examples are given in (18) to (21):

(18) Word order SOV, Type SS
kediyi dóven fare kópegi ~imdiklesin
cat-ACC hit-AN mouse dog-ACC pinch-OPT
`the mouse that hits the cat pinches the dog'

(19) Word order SVO, Type SO
kópegin ~imdikledigi fare dóvsun kediyi
dog-GEN pinch-DIK-POSS.3sg mouse hit-OPT cat-ACC
`the mouse that the dog pinches hits the cat'
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(20) Word order OSV, Type OS
fareyi ópen kediyi kópek ~imdiklesin
mouse-ACC kiss-AN cat-ACC dog pinch-OPT
`the dog pinches the cat that kisses the mouse'

(21) Word order OVS, Type 00
farenin ok;adzgz kediyi dóvsun kópek
mouse-GEN stroke-DIK-POSS.3sg cat-ACC hit-OPT dog
`the dog hits the cat that the mouse strokes'

In the Turkish test sentences, the optative is used. This form is more natural
in the context of the task in which the experimenter gives an assignment to
the informant.

If we take the four sentence types in Dutch into account, a problem
arises. Sentence (22) has both an SS and an SO interpretation, although the
unmarked interpretation is SS. This marked form is the only structure in
which an SO sentence can be formulated. In that case the subject of the
relative clause must be stressed. This structure, however, is rarely used in
Dutch and is difficult to comprehend, even by adult native speakers. The
same problem occurs in sentence (23), which has both an OS and an 00
interpretation, whereas the unmarked reading is OS:

(22)
SS main clause

relative clause
SO main clause

relative clause

(23)
OS main clause

relative clause
00 main clause

relative clause

de beer die de aap kust, aait de leeuw
[ S V O]
[ S O V ]
[ S V O]
[ O S V]
`the bear that the monkey KISS-3sg STROKE-3sg
the lion'

de beer aait de leeuw die de aap kust
[ S V O ]

[ S O V]
[ s v o ]

[ O S V]
`the bear STROKE-3sg the lion that the monkey
KISS-3sg'

The most common way in which speakers of Dutch deal with this problem
is to express the SO and 00 meaning (the marked interpretations) by using
a passive verb form as in examples (24) and (25):
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(24) SO-like
main clause
relative clause

(25) 00-like
main clause
relative clause

CHAPTER 4

de beer die door de aap wordt gekust, aait de leeuw
[ S V O ]
[ `that by the monkey is kissed']

de beer aait de leeuw, die door de aap wordt gekust
[ S V O

[
l

`that by the monkey is kissed']

The use of passive verb forms in this task was considered to be undesirable,
because it is not clear to what extent this new variable would influence the
results. Another way of avoiding ambiguity in SO and 00 sentences is to
alternate number of subject and verb in main and relative clause. This last
option was considered more suitable to the purposes of the experiment. This
results in sentences like (26) to (29):

(26) SS de beren die de aap kussen, aaien de leeuw
`the bears that kiss the monkey, stroke the lion'

(27) SO de beren die de aap kust, aaien de leeuw
`the bears that the monkey kisses, stroke the lion'

(28) OS de beer aait de leeuwen die de aap kussen
`the bear strokes the lions that kiss the monkey'

(29) 00 de beer aait de leeuwen die de aap kust
`the bear strokes the lions that the monkey kisses'

In the Dutch test sentences present tense is used, which is the most
appropriate tense to use for indicating actions that are about to be
performed.

Appendix 2 contains a sample of Turkish and Dutch items that were
used in the relativisation task.

4.5.2 Procedure
The experiment was carried out in separate sessions for Turkish and Dutch
(see Chapter 2 for details on the organisation of these sessions). The
experimenter read out the test sentences one by one. Subsequently the
subjects were asked to act out these sentences, using toy animals. In the first
16 items a lion, a bear and a monkey were used, and in the second series of
16 items a dog, a cat and a mouse. First the experimenter made sure that
each subject was acquainted with the names of the animals and activities (see
4.5.1). The task was explained and two sample sentences were presented.
Each acting-out response was noted on a score form (see Appendix). This
means that of each action acted out by the informants, the actor and the
patient were registered. The experimenter was allowed to repeat each
sentence once, but not more than once.
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4. s.3 Analysis
The information on the score forms was computerised. For every age group
the scores per language and per sentence type were calculated. Analyses of
variance for repeated measurements were conducted to see which factors
influence these scores. Two different sources are used to compare the
bilingual informants' performance on the task with. First of all, comparisons
are made with monolingual children. Second, an overview of all relative
clauses in the narrative data is presented as well.

4.6 Results

In this section the results from the experimental task on relativisation are
presented, followed by an overview of relative clause constructions that were
found in the narrative data. In the first subsection the results of the bilingual
informants will be described. In 4.6.2 comparisons will be made with the
comprehension and use of relative clauses by the monolingual informants.

4.6.1 Bilingual children's acquisition of relative clauses
Experimental data. Table 4.2 presents mean correct scores of the bilingual
informants per age group on the four different sentence types in both
Turkish and Dutch. The results in Turkish of the 8-year-olds could not be
mentioned in this table, because these are lost due to an unrecoverable error
in the coding of the score forms. In all statistical analyses regarding the
Turkish data of cohort T2, those of the 8-year-olds are left out. The results
presented in Table 4.2 are graphically displayed in figures 4.1 (Turkish) and
4.2 (Dutch).

RC type
Turkish
SS SO OS 00

Dutch
SS SO OS 00

Cohort
Tl 4 0.39 0.11 0.39 0.06 0.89 0.06 0.17 1.06

5 0.50 0.44 0.61 0.44 2.06 0.33 0.17 2.83
6 1.22 0.72 0.75 1.78 2.50 0.11 0.39 2.83
7 0.67 0.56 0.83 1.78 3.11 0.06 0.61 3.61

Cohort
T2 8 ~ ~ " ~ 3.88 0.12 1.28 3.44

9 2.64 1.52 1.84 3.24 3.96 0.20 2.68 3.64
10 3.68 1.88 3.12 3.80 4.12 0.04 3.28 4.28

Taá(e 4.2 Mean correct scores on four types of relative clause constructions in Turkish and Dutch,
. by bilingual informants
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ss
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Figum 4.1 Bilingual infom7ants' perforrnance on the relativisation task in Turkish (x-axis: age
groups; y-axis: mean score per type; maximum score per type L 8~

What can be seen in Table 4.2 is that the bilingual informants show
considerable progress on all relative clause types, except for Dutch SO
sentences. The low correct scores on Dutch SO sentences, especially those of
cohort T1, are remarkable. When both the results in Turkish and Dutch are
taken into account, the factor Time is signíficant: F(3,51) - 27.33, p G.001
for cohort T1 and F(1,24) - 6.67, p G.05 for cohort T2. There are
significant differences between the four types as well: F(3,51) - 16.12, p G
.001 for cohort T1 and F(3,72) - 14.22, p G.001 for cohort T2. The
following order of difficulty of relative clause types in both Turkish and
Dutch can be derived from the data: 00 1 SS ) OS 1 SO.

When the results of the informants in cohort T1 in Turkish are
compared with the results of the same cohort in Dutch, it can be seen that
from an early age on, the correct scores in Dutch are higher than those in
Turkish, with the low scores on Dutch SO sentences as a possible exception.
Indeed, the factor Language is significant: F(1,17) - 28.05, p G.001. This
result is unexpected because of the fact that one would predict higher scores
in the first language. A possible explanation for the result found here is that
Turkish and Dutch each have their own way of constructing relative clauses,
which are so drastically diverging that different determinants play a role. The
processing of relative clause constructions in Turkish seems to involve other
skills than the processing of Dutch relative clauses. The difference disappears
when the children grow older: the same statistical analysis yields no
significant difference for the older age groups.
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O 4 5 ~ 8 m 7 B ~ 9

Figu~e 4.2 Bilingual informants' performance on the relativisation task in Dutch (x-axis: age groups;
y-axis: mean score per type; maximum score per type - 8~

Some statistical interactions are found as well. For cohort T1 there is an
interaction of the factors Language and Time: F(3,51) - 3.82, p G.05,
indicating that one of the languages (Dutch) shows a faster development of
relative clauses.

There is also an interaction of the factors Language and Type (F(3,51) -
14.59, p G.001), which signals a difference between Turkish and Dutch in
the relative difficulty of the four types. This is most evident in the low
scores on Dutch SO sentences.

For cohort T1 an interaction between Time and Type is found too:
F(9,153) - 2.39, p G.05. Initially, 00 sentences develop fast and later on
SS sentences do. Almost no development of SO sentences is found. For
cohort T2, Language by Type turns out to be the only statistically
significant interaction: F(3,72) - 6.25, p G.001.

Similar analyses are carried out on each language separately, with the
factors Time and Type. In the 7'urkish data of cohort T1 a development
over time is found (F(3,69) - 26.68, p G.001). Furthermore, significant
differences between types are established (F(3,69) - 5.43, p G.O1). The
order of difficulty for the Turkish data is somewhat different from the one
of the combined Turkish and Dutch data. There are hardly any differences
in scores between SS and SO sentences: 00 ~{SS, OS} ~ SO. There is
also an interaction of Time and Type: F(9,207) - 4.27, p C.001. 00
sentences develop faster than the other three types. Similar results are found
in the Turkish data of cohort T2. Time is a significant factor (F(1,24) -
7.77, p G.O1), as is Type (F(3,72) - 10.67, p G.001). Again, the order of
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difficulty is different from previous proposals for cohort T1: {00, SS} ~
OS ~ SO. There is no significant interaction of Time and Type, which
suggests a comparable development on all four sentence types.

As far as the Dutch data of cohort T1 are concerned, both factors Time
and Type, as well as the interaction between these two factors, are significant
(Time: F(3,54) - 16.48, p G .001, Type: F(3,54) - 17.35, p G.001, and
Time by Type: F(9,162) - 2.20, p G.05). Unlike in Turkish, the bilingual
children obtained almost equal scores on SS and 00 sentences in Dutch,
which generates the following order of difficulty: {00, SS} ~ OS ~ SO.
As far as the Dutch data of cohort T2 are concerned, the factors Time and
Type are significant (Time: F(2,48) - 7.50, p G.001 and Type: F(3,72) -
14.87, p G.001). Their correct scores suggest the same order of difficulty as
for their younger peers: {00, SS} ~ OS ~ SO. The interaction of Time
and Type is not significant.

The experiment has been devised in such a way that it is possible to
investigate the role of different word orders in Turkish. Table 4.3 presents
correct scores on the Turkish relativisation task, broken down for word
order.

Order
Type Age 4 Age 5 Age 6 Age 7 Age 9 Age 10

SOV SS 0.10 0.17 0.51 0.14 1.12 1.24
SO 0.08 0.11 0.19 0.12 0.52 0.52
OS 0.06 - 0.10 0.12 0.36 0.84
00 - 0.15 0.50 0.34 0.36 0.64

SVO SS 0.05 0.11 0.22 0.30 0.88 1.12
SO - 0.19 0.22 0.20 0.56 0.68
OS 0.11 0.13 0.29 0.12 0.32 0.76
00 - 0.05 0.42 0.46 0.56 0.72

OVS SS 0.19 0.11 0.18 0.14 0.44 0.88
SO - 0.07 0.27 0.16 0.32 0.48
OS 0.11 0.10 0.19 0.34 0.44 0.84
00 0.06 0.09 0.46 0.46 1.04 1.08

OSV SS 0.05 0.11 0.31 0.09 0.20 0.44
SO 0.05 0.07 0.04 0.08 0.12 0.20
OS 0.11 0.38 0.19 0.25 0.72 0.68
00 - 0.15 0.42 0.54 1.28 1.36

Tabk 4.3 Mean correct scores on relativisation task in Turkisb, broken down for word order and
type of relative clause construction

No significant differences between word orders have been found. This
indicates that Turkish children are capable to parse sentences regardless of
word order. This holds true for both cohort T1 and T2. However, for
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cohort T2 there is an interaction between Order and Type: F(9,216) - 13.07,
p c.001. The following orders of difficulty per word order can be derived
from Table 4.3:

SOV: SS ~{OS, 00} 1 SO
SVO: SS ~ {SO, OS, 00}
OSV: 00 ~{SS, OS} ~ SO
OVS: 00 ~ OS 1 SS 1 SO

In general, one might conclude for cohort T2 that in sentences that have
SOV or SVO word orders, the subject-modifying relative clauses are easier,
whereas in sentences that have OSV or OVS orders, the object-types are
easier.

Production data. The expectation was that, given their complexity, only
very few relative clauses would be used productively. The experimental task
was therefore considered to give valuable information on the development of
relative clauses which cannot be found in the narrative data. Indeed, in the
narrative data of the bilingual children only a very small amount of relative
clause constructions was found: eight in the Turkish data set and three in
Dutch. It is, however, interesting to compare comprehension of relative
clauses with production. In Table 4.4 the numbers of occurrences in the
narrative data are presented. It should be noted that in this table the letter O
stands for non-subject, rather than for Object, as can be seen in the
examples.

RC type
Turkish
SS SO OS 00

Dutch
SS SO OS 00

Cohort
T3 4 1 - - - - - - -

5 - - - - - - - -
6 - 2 - - - - - -
7 - - - - - - - -

Cohort
T2 8 - 2 - - 1 1 - -

9 - 1 - - - - - -
10 - - 1 1 - - 1 -

Tabie 4.4 Absolute frequenry of four types of relative clause constructions in narrative data of
bilingual informants

It is very hard, if not impossible, to derive an order of acquisition of relative
clause types from this table. At age 4 already one child uses one Turkish SS
sentence (see example 30), but the sentence is ungrammatical in terms of the
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adult norm (the correct way would be adamzn suya du;mesi yazzk olmu; `it
was a pity that the man fell into the water' with a nominalized verb form
-me and not a relative clause construction). Moreover, it turns out to be the
only time that a SS-like sentence is used at all in the Turkish data of the
bilingual informants.

(30) suya du~en adam yazzk olmu~
water-DAT fall-AN man pity be-M.PAST.3sg
`it was a pity, the man who fell into the'
[Figen, age 4]

If there is one of the constructions that can be nominated as the easiest one,
this surely is the SO structure, which is used 5 times in the data, from age 6
on. (31) up to (35) show the relevant occurrences:

(31) oglanzn kzzdzgz k6pek ~ok guzel kópegi
boy-GEN be.angry-DIK-POSS.3sg dog very beautiful dog-POSS.3sg
`the dog at which the boy was angry was his very beautiful dog'
[Figen, age 6]

(32) attzgz dallar~rrJ aga~lar bo; oluyor
throw-DIK-POSS.3sg branch-PLUR [~~] tree-PLUR empty be-
PRES.3sg
`the branches [~~] trees that he threw are empty'
[LJmit age 6]

(33) aradtgz kurbaga
search-DIK-POSS.3sg frog
`(it was) the frog which he searched'
[G~khan, age 8]

(34) arznzn ~eyi! b~yle yaptzklarz ~ey
bee-GEN thing-POSS.3sg! such build-DIK-POSS.3p1 thing
`(it's) a beething! (it's) such a thing that they build'
[Fatih, age 8]

(35) ama o górdugu agacz degilmi;
but that see-DIK-POSS.3sg tree-POSS.3sg not.be-M.PAST.3sg
`but it wasn't the tree which he saw'
[Fatih, age 9]

There is only one OS construction found in the data set (36) and also one
single 00 construction (37):
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(36) du,Ien agaczn arkaszna bakzyor
fall-AN tree-GEN behind-POSS.3sg-DAT look-PRES.3sg
`he looked behind the tree that had fallen'
[~igdem, age 10]

(37) Kerim'in bakttgi bo~lugun i~inden bir tane hayvan ~tktyor
Kerim-GEN look-DIK-POSS.3sg cavity-GEN inside-POSS.3sg-ABL
one animal come.out-PRES.3sg
`one animal came out of the cavity into which Kerim was looking'
[Betul, age 10]

A very tentative order of difficulty in Turkish on the basis of these
productive data would be SO 1{SS, OS, 00}.

In the Dutch data set the number of relative clauses is even less than in
Turkish, which makes it even harder to establish an order of difficulty. Only
three instances were found: one SS (see example 38), one SO (39) and one
OS (40).

(38) en toen was het een dier die daar was
and then is-PAST.3sg it an animal that there is-PAST.3sg
`and then it was an animal that was there'
[Sibel, age 8]

(39) en nou gingen alle kikkers komen wat die heeft gevonden
and now go-PAST.3p1 all frog-PLUR come-INF what he have-
PRES.3sg find-PAST.PART
`and now came all the frogs what he has found'
[Ramazan, age 8]

(40) en toen gingen ze achter een boom kijken die gehakt was
and then go-PAST.3p1 they behind a tree look-INF that cut-
PAST.PART is-PAST.3sg
`and then they looked behind a tree that had been cut'
[Gulhanim, age 10]

4.6.2 Comparison with monolingual children
In this subsection, the results of the bilingual informants are compared with
relative clause comprehension and production of Turkish and Dutch
monolingual children.

Turkish monolinguals. Table 4.5 presents mean scores on the Turkish
relativisation experiment. On the right-hand side those of the three age
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groups of monolingual informants are listed. On the left-hand side, scores of
the bilingual informants are repeated from Table 4.2.

RC type
Bilingual informants
SS SO OS 00

Turkish monolingvals
SS SO OS 00

Age 4 0.39 0.11 0.39 0.06
5 0.50 0.44 0.61 0.44 0.06 0.54 1.13 0.96
6 1.22 0.72 0.78 1.78
7 0.67 0.56 0.83 1.78 2.04 1.46 1.92 2.00

Age 9 2.64 1.52 1.84 3.24 3.69 3.20 2.88 4.00
10 3.68 1.88 3.12 3.80

Tabk 4.S Mean correct scores on four types of relative clause constructions in Turkish. Comparison
of bilingual and monolingual informants

On all relative clause types the monolinguals show a steady improvement.
At age 5 their scores on SS and SO sentences are comparable to those of the
bilinguals, whereas the monolinguals perform better on OS and 00
sentences. The 7- and 9-year-olds obtain higher scores than the bilingual
children on all four sentence types.

Within the age group of the 5-year-olds the factor Type is significant:
F(3,69) - 2.86, p G.05, which leads to the following order of difficulty:
{OS, 00} 1 SO ~ SS. At age 7, however, the factor Type is not
significant, which is mainly due to a considerable increase in correct scores
on SS sentences. The factor Type is again significant among the 9-year-olds:
F(3,72) - 4.79, p G.01. The order of difficulty is different from the one
proposed for the 5-year-olds: {00, SS} 1 SO 1 OS.

Table 4.6 gives an overview of relative clause constructions in the
narrative data of Turkish monolinguals.

Turkish monolinguals
RC type SS SO OS 00

Cohort T3 5 - 1 1 1
Cohon T4 7 - - - -
Cohort TS 9 - - - 6

Table 4.6 Absolute frequency of four types of relative clause constructions in narrative data of
monolingual Turkish informants

Only very few cases are found, which is similar to what is found in the
Turkish data of the bilingual informants. Table 4.6 provides some evidence
for the claim that Turkish non-subject relatives (SO and 00) are easier than
subject relatives (SS and OS). This is, however, not similar to the pattern
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found in the bilinguals. For Turkish monolinguals, 00 is the sentence type
used most often in the narrative data, whereas within the group of bilingual
informants there is only one occurrence of an 00 sentence.

Dutch monolinguals. Table 4.7 presents mean correct scores on the
relativisation task in Dutch by Dutch monolinguals (right-hand side)
compared with scores of the bilingual informants (left-hand side, figures
repeated from Table 4.2).

RC type
Bilingual informants (Tl ~ T2)
SS SO OS 00

Dutch monolinguals (DI I D2)
SS SO OS 00

Age 4 0.89 0.06 0.17 1.06 2.84 0.24 1.16 1.76
5 2.06 0.33 0.17 2.83 5.12 0.08 2.00 0.96
6 2.50 0.11 0.39 2.83 4.04 0.00 2.72 1.64
7 3.11 0.06 0.61 3.61 4.76 0.00 3.40 1.08

Age 8 3.88 0.12 1.28 3.44 4.04 0.36 4.84 1.60
9 3.96 0.20 2.68 3.64 4.32 0.56 6.04 1.68

10 4.12 0.04 3.28 4.28 2.96 0.76 6.80 1.40

Table 4.7 Mean correct scores on four types of relative clause constructions in Dutch. Comparison of
bilingual and monolingual infornzants

First observation shows that scores on SO sentences are very low. Both
bilingual and monolingual informants seem to have difficulty in
understanding this type of relative clause, even in the older age groups.

As can be seen in Table 4.7, the bilingual informants perform notably
better on Dutch 00 sentences than the Dutch monolinguals. Across the
different age groups, their performance on 00 sentences is even better than
on any other type, except for the performance of cohon T2 on SS sentences.
Earlier it was seen that both bilingual and monolingual Turkish informants
performed best on Turkish 00 sentences. This result seems to point at a
crucial factor for children acquiring Turkish. It may be hypothesised that
Turkish children, as a result of their success in comprehending Turkish 00
sentences, may also obtain high scores on Dutch 00 sentences. Since the
structural properties of Turkish and Dutch 00 sentences are quite distinct,
this claim does not seem very plausible. However, when the grammatical
role (parallel function of object in main and in relative clause) is taken into
account, some support for the claim can be found. Once the bilingual
informants master Turkish 00 sentences, they can easily transfer this skill
to their second language. The high scores on SS sentences provide some
supporting evidence for the role of parallel function.

Within Cohort D1 (age 4 to 7) the factor Time is significant: F(3,72) -
15.48, p C.001. Within cohort 2(age 8 to 10), on the other hand, hardly
any development in correct scores on SO and 00 sentencescan be seen.
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There is a sudden drop in correct scores on SS sentences. The only relative
clause type that shows some development is the OS type. Indeed, the factor
Time is not significant within cohort D2. There are significant differences
between the sentence types: F(3,72) - 19.43, p G.001 for cohort D1. This
yields the following order of difficulty: SS ~ OS ) 00 ~ SO. A
significant interaction of Time and Type is found as well: F(9,216) - 4.19, p
G.001. For the older age groups in cohort D2, a significant effect for Type
is found: F(3,72) - 32.28, p c.001. OS sentences are easiest now, and the
order of difficulty is as follows: OS ~ SS ~ 00 ~ SO. There is also an
interaction between Time and Type: F(6,144) - 2.84, p G.05. This indicates
that the score pattern across age groups is not identical for each of the
sentence types. Whereas SO and 00 hardly show any development between
age 8 and age 10, some development of OS sentences can be seen. Moreover,
a decrease in correct scores on SS sentences is found.

The relative clauses produced by the monolingual Dutch informants in
their narratives are presented in Table 4.8. Again, only very few relative
clause constructions appear in the data.

RC type
Dutch monolinguals
SS SO OS 00

Cohort D1 4 - - - -
5 - - - -
6 - - - -
7 1 - - -

Cohon D2 8 - - 1 -
9 - 1 - -

10 1 1 - -

Tab~ie 4.8 Absolute frequency of four types of relative clause constructions in narrative data of
monolingual Dutch informants

The figures in Table 4.8 are comparable to those in Table 4.4 in two
respects. First of all, both bilingual and monolingual informants use a very
low number of relatives in Dutch narratives. Secondly, neither the bilingual
nor the monolingual informants use 00 sentences.

4.7 Conclusions and discussion

The rather distinct ways in which Turkish and Dutch relative clauses are
constructed, was an important motive to investigate the acquisition of
relative clauses in Turkish-Dutch bilinguals. Earlier studies yielded a
multitude of different hypotheses about the importance of panicular
determinants. The comparison of relative clause acquisition of two
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typologically unrelated languages could reveal which factors are universal and
which are language-specific.

Both comprehension and production data were taken into account for
the investigation of relative clause acquisition. It appears that relative clauses,
of whichever type, are rather scarce in the productive narrative data. On the
other hand, a large number of relative clauses could be investigated by means
of an experimental task. The results of this comprehension task offer
substantial information about four specific types of relatives: SS, SO, OS and
00 sentences.

In the productive data it was found that the bilingual informants used
more Turkish relative clauses than Dutch relative clauses, although the
overall numbers were too small to make firm statements. On the
comprehension task, however, they performed better in Dutch than in
Turkish, although the difference was not significant for older children. When
both groups of monolingual informants were compared, it was seen that
scores in Turkish were somewhat lower than scores in Dutch. Language-
specific structural differences between Turkish and Dutch may underlie these
results. Slobin (1986), for instance, reports that monolingual English children
have less problems in understanding relative clauses than monolingual
Turkish children. He attributes this difference to two structural properties of
Turkish, which result in difficulty in processing: (i) Turkish -DÍK- clauses
(SO and 00) do not resemble the canonical form of Turkish clauses and (ii)
different types of relative clauses (-DÍK- vs. -(y)An sentences) are constructed
in rather diverging ways.

Although universality has been claimed, it can easily be inferred from
the data that for different groups of informants there are different orders of
difficulty. Table 4.9 presents an overview. First of all, it is clear that none of
the predicted orders (as summarised in Table 4.1) is exactly similar to the
actual orders found in the data set.

Informants Cohorts Order of difficulty

Turkish
Bilingual informants in Turkish (T1) 00 1{SS, OS} 1 SO
Bilingual informants in Turkish (T2) {00, SS} ~ OS ~ SO
Monolingual Turkish informants, age 5 (T3) {OS, 00} 1 SO 1 SS
Monolingual Turkish informants, age 7 (T4) 00 ~ SS - OS ~ OS
Monolingual Turkish informants, age 9 (TS) {00, SS} ~ SO 1 OS

Dutch
Bilingual informants in Dutch (T1) {00, SS} ~ OS ~ SO
Bilingual informants in Dutch (T2) {00, SS} ~ OS ~ SO
Monolingual Dutch informants (D1) SS ~ OS 1 00 ~ SO
Monolingual Dutch informants (D2) OS 1 SS ~ 00 1 SO

Table 4.9 Observed orders of diffuulty of relative clause types in Turkish and Dutch
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The bilingual informants show similar orders of difficulty in Turkish and
Dutch. The fact that for them 00 and SS are the easiest types of relative
clauses, gives credit to the parallel function hypothesis. The same is true for
the 9-year-old monolingual Turkish informants, who obtain the highest
scores on sentences in which the role of the head in the relative clause is the
same in the main clause (00 and SS). This means that the pattern of the
bilingual informants resembles the one of the monolingual Turkish
informants most. Although this all is in favour of parallel function,
differences are found in Turkish as soon as word order is varied. In sentences
with SOV and SVO word order, subject-modifying clauses are easier to
understand, whereas in sentences with OSV and OVS word order object-
modifying clauses are easier. The word order variable seems to play a role
here, although the difference is not significant.

The bilingual informants as well as the monolingual Dutch informants
have difficulty in processing Dutch SO sentences. The structure of SO
sentences may explain why this type of relative clause constructions is
difficult to process. Word order within this type of relative clause
construction is not the canonical order in Dutch (see 4.5.1). Only agreement
in number of subject and verb in the relative clause gives a clue for
processing this relative clause correctly. Although the monolingual Dutch
informants have difficulty in comprehending SO relatives, in their
productive data two SO relatives appear (see Table 4.8). The second type in
which word order in the relative clause is not canonical, is the 00 type.
Indeed, monolinguals do not obtain high scores on 00 relatives, although
they perform a little better than on SO relatives. The low scores on Dutch
SO relative clauses for both bilingual informants and monolingual Dutch
informants may also be explained by what MacWhinney and Pléh (1988) call
"perspective maintenance". According to this principle, there is a double
shift in perspective in SO sentences, which are therefore harder to
understand than the other types.

It must be taken into account that specific task factors may play a role
in the performance of some informants. For instance, probably the easiest
way of handling the toy animals when one does not understand the stimulus
item, is to act out both actions (one in the main clause and one in the
relative clause) using one and the same toy animal. Inspection of scoring
sheets reveals that in fact several informants showed this behaviour, which
yielded only correct responses on SS sentences.

It seems, in conclusion, that in the domain of relativisation the primary
source for correct processing of complex sentences is not one universal rule
which has the implication of being generalisable in all languages. Instead,
language-specific characteristics play a more prominent role. It seems likely
that the processing of relative clauses is guided by a combination of
determinants. Parallel function of the head noun in the main and relative
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clause, maintenance of perspective throughout a complex sentence structure,
word order and structural features, are the best candidates for playing a
decisive role.



Chapter 5

Acquisition of topic continuity

5.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3, a distinction was made between sentence-internal anaphors on
the one hand and discourse anaphors on the other. The scope or possible
domain for antecedents of the former type is confined to the same clause. If
it comes to narratives, however, more clauses are involved, each of which
can be connected through the use of discourse anaphors. When a speaker
creates a story, be it stimulated by pictures or not, the narrative as a whole
becomes the relevant domain. A growing command of discourse or narrative
abilities in younger speakers means a more extensive use of linguistic,
anaphoric, context-dependent means for reference. In this chapter, then, the
acquisition of the second type of anaphors that was distinguished in Chapter
3, discourse anaphors in narratives, is treated. Discourse anaphors are
regarded here as "forms" or "linguistic devices" that bring continuity into a
story. In other words, by using certain forms in one sentence that refer to
other forms in another sentence, a speaker composes a text and not just a set
of utterances. The present chapter deals with the following research
questions:

(1) What linguistic devices (nominal expressions, pronominal and zero
forms) do Turkish bilingual children of different ages use in
Turkish and Dutch, when introducing a referent, or switching to a
referent, or maintaining this reference?

(2) What are the differences between the bilingual informants on the
one hand and Turkish and Dutch monolinguals on the other?

It is generally agreed upon that a narrative involves a central focus. Brown
and Yule (1983) introduced the term `topic entity', a referent which is made
prominent in most of the clauses in a text. The topic in discourse might be
considered as the `theme', as that which a single proposition or a series of
utterances is about. Givón (1983:8) states that thematic continuity is the
most central type of continuity in discourse. Establishing characters (the
appropriate entities to talk about) in a story and maintaining reference to
them in the various events that take place throughout the narrative, is a
crucial condition for constructing a cohesive narrative. Referring to story
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participants is achieved by various referential devices (e.g. pronouns, NPs,
zero anaphors) that may be used alternately in the text. The way in which a
speaker uses different devices for establishing referential cohesion in narrative
production can be regarded as an indicator of the speaker's discourse skills in
a language. The study of topic continuity might reveal the speaker's
proficiency at customising his story to the listener and his ability to
distinguish between gíven and new information. Furthermore, it can display
the interrelation between the use of specific forms for reference to characters
on the one hand, and the developing linguistic and discourse-pragmatic
knowledge of the speaker on the other.

Another important variable in the study of topic continuity, is the
status of the character being referred to. A story can have one character in a
leading role, the main character, and a number of minor characters, having a
less important function in the actions of the story. McGann and Schwartz
(1988) collected narratives from preschool, kindergarten, second and fourth
grade English-speaking children. They found that these informants referred
to the main character in a different way than to minor characters, in that
more implicit linguistic forms (i.e. pronominals) were used more extensively.
They give the following characteristics of main character, based on a survey
of literature (McGann 8~ Schwartz 1988:216):

1. It is usually more agentive or is more intimately involved in causing
the events that constitute the story's actions

2. It is higher in animacy than any competíng character
3. It usually has a primary function in the story in terms of reaching a

goal
4. It almost always gets named if any characters do
5. It is referred to more frequently than any other character
6. It occurs in more than one scene and across more than one setting,

that is, is not dependent upon a single setting
7. It is usually introduced in the initial stage (or `setting') of a

narrative

In fact, this overview of characteristics can be subdivided into two types.
The first one concerns intrinsic (that is "narrator-independent") qualities of
the character (1, 2, 3 and 6). The second type concerns qualities that are
attributed to the characters by the narrator when (re-)telling the story (4, 5
and 7). It is easy to see that based on characteristics of the former kind, the
boy can be classified as the main character in the frog story. Whether the
informants treat the boy as main character in their narratives, remains to be
seen in the data.
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5.2 Reference to characters in narratives

The basic theme of this chapter is how bilingual children succeed in one of
the most central tasks in narrative production, namely picking the
appropriate characters to talk about. The basic question in this chapter, then,
is how bilingual children learn to successfully master devices for reference to
characters in both their languages. This question especially becomes relevant
when these languages differ in their means to do so. When a speaker refers
to characters in narrative discourse, he has a set of devices at his disposal for
personal reference: definite or indefinite nominal forms, personal or
demonstrative pronouns and zero anaphors. Languages differ in the way they
use certain forms in certain functions. In this section the differences and
similarities between Turkish and Dutch will be outlined briefly.
Furthermore, a description will be given of developmental patterns, based on
earlier research.

Reference in Turkish and Dutch. In both Turkish and Dutch the (adult
native speaker) norm to introduce a character is by means of a nominal
form, mostly an indefinite NP (in Dutch the indefinite article een f N; in
Turkish the numeral marking indefiniteness bir f I~. Once a character has
been introduced, the speaker can either go on maintaining this character in
topic position (maintenance of reference). If a story has more than one
participant, the speaker can also refer to different characters in different
clauses. By switching to another referent than the one in the previous
utterance, a shift of reference is established. Both terms, switch (referring to
the action of the speaker) and shift (referring to the phenomenon per se) are
used in this chapter. Dutch has nominal forms and third person pronominal
forms available for further reference to characters in a story. A definite NP
can be seen as the unmarked case for switching to another referent. A
pronoun (in the case of the frog story always hij `he', because de jongen `the
boy' and de hond `the dog' are both masculine in Dutch) can be seen as the
unmarked coding for reference maintenance. Zero anaphors are sometimes
used in ellipsis, indicating subsequent actions. The referent has clearly been
established in the preceding clause.

Turkish has three types of devices for topic continuity: nominal phrases
(either indefinite or definite), pronouns and zero anaphors. For shift of
reference, a simple noun (without marking for indefiniteness or case
marking) is the default case. For reference maintenance zero anaphors are
used. Subject pronouns are used only for contrast or emphasis. Moreover,
Turkish word order is an important means of expressing topic~focus
relations in clauses. Whereas word order is relatively free as far as syntax is
concerned, variation in word order has important consequences on a
pragmatic level. In a Turkish clause, the sentence-initial element is the topic
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(given information), the preverbal element is the focus (comment). The
postverbal position is mainly used for backgrounded information (Erguvanli
1979).

Development of reference. It is assumed that children, before arriving at the
pattern described above for reference to characters, show a developmental
profile of several stages. Karmiloff-Smith (1985:81) analysed children's story
retellings in different languages. She distinguished three phases in the
representational changes in memory. The first phase, which she called the
procedural phase, is characterised by the fact that children's behaviour is
stimulus-driven. When asked to describe a picture book story, phase-1
children give local descriptions of the stimuli. Definite articles and pronouns
are used in deictic function, i.e. as if they were demonstratives. They seem to
be linked to extralinguistic concepts and not yet to other referential devices
in the text. In phase 1, the use of a series of pronouns would not refer to
one and the same referent, but to different referents to whom the child refers
successively.

In the second phase, called the metaprocedural phase, children's
narratives are controlled by top-down processes. Children become ready to
organise internal representations by defining analogies of form and function.
Different forms with corresponding functions (e.g. different pronouns she~
he~ they) are linked together in memory. Likewise, when one form has
different functions, children might explicitly mark forms according to
function, although this does not always yield adult forms. Karmiloff-Smith
(1985:82) gives an example of French phase-2 children who distinguish un t
N for non-specific reference from un de t N for numerical function. Phase-2
children strongly pay attention to the global structure of a narrative, which
means that individual pictures are described poorly. This `holistic' approach
also has the effect that children focus on the main character (thematic
subject) and disregard secondary characters.

Phase 3 represents a dynamic interaction between the stimulus-driven
and top-down processes of phase 1 and 2 respectively. Children use the
internal representations from phase 2 to reassess the input data, and to
update their representational system. This systematic organisation enables the
child to use a rich variety of forms for a whole range of functions. In
narratives this would mean that characters (main and secondary) are referred
to by NPs, pronouns or zero anaphors, depending on the function they
have.

Cross-linguistic evidence for Karmiloff-Smith's three-phase model has
been found for instance by Hickmann (1991) for English, Chinese and
French, and Verhoeven (1990) for Turkish. Bamberg (1987) found in children
aged 3 to 10, acquiring L1 German, that younger children tended to refer to
the protagonist by means of a pronoun in both the `shifr-reference' function
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and the `maintain-reference' function. The older children followed a more
adult-like strategy, as they predominantly used nominal expressions to refer
to the character in case of shift of reference, and pronouns when reference
was maintained.

In a longitudinal study on adult second language acquisition, Broeder
(1991) found that adult L2 learners of Dutch showed similar patterns as
described above. There was, however, an important difference with child
language acquisition. Whereas young children gave local descriptions of
pictures (cf. Karmiloff-Smith 1985), adults in all stages of L2 acquisition paid
attention to the global structure of the narrative. They seemed to take into
account both the sequential and hierarchical structure and were able to mark
them both linguistically.

5.3 Predictions

It is expected that with progression of age, children get more and more
proficient in organising a narrative. Therefore, the longitudinal data will
display developmental patterns for the use of the various options in Turkish
and Dutch in order to express topic continuity. There is cross-linguistic
evidence in the earlier literature that a character is introduced by a nominal
form. For Turkish, Kuntay (1992) found a developmental trend towards a
more steady use of the indefinite article bir f N. However, in a condition in
which an informant (re)tells a story (on the basis of a film fragment or a
cartoon) in the presence of a researcher, there is shared knowledge between
informant and researcher. Therefore the narrator may introduce a new
character by means of a definite NP. Young children, who have not yet
mastered the skills of story-telling, often use deictic expressions (e.g.
demonstrative pronouns, accompanied by pointing), because of the here-and-
now context. The first prediction can now be given:

Prediction 1
Introduction of reference to a character will be given by means of a
nominal form. A development towards the use of indefinite article
plus Noun will be witnessed.

Following the three-phase model of Karmiloff-Smith (1985) and the results of
Bamberg (1987), it can be predicted that younger (phase-1) children switch
reference to another character by means of (deictic) pronouns, treating each
picture as a separate event. A development can be seen in older children
(phase-2 and phase-3) towards the use of nominal forms. The second
prediction is as follows:
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Prediction 2
Switching reference to another character will be realised as follows:
in Turkish, informants in an early stage of development will switch
reference by means of zero anaphors or deictic pronouns. In later
stages, nominals become the preferred form. In Dutch, informants
will initially use pronouns, which take the function of
demonstratives. At a later age they will use definite nominal forms.

Bamberg (1987) found a predominant use of pronominal forms for
maintaining reference to characters in children of all age groups as well as in
adults. For Dutch the same results can be predicted. The default way in
Turkish is the use of zero anaphors. The third prediction reads as follows:

Prediction 3
Maintenance of reference to a character will be realised in the
following way: in Turkish, reference will be maintained by means
of zero anaphors. This preference will become more salient across
the age groups. In Dutch, reference will be maintained by means of
pronouns.

We also expect differences between the bilingual informants and monolingual
informants, in that in a bilingual setting transfer from one language to the
other may occur. If this change means conventionalisation of elements of
Dutch into Turkish, it might be hypothesised that the bilingual informants
will use more pronouns than the Turkish monolinguals, since zero anaphors
are seldom used in Dutch. If, on the other hand, Turkish elements appear in
the Dutch narratives of the bilingual informants, they may use more zero
anaphors than monolingual Dutch informants, or they may more frequently
use them inappropriately. This leads to prediction 4:

Prediction 4
The bilingual informants will follow the pattern described in
predictions (1) to (3) in both L1 and L2 narratives. There will,
however, be an overrepresentation of forms, compared with what
the monolingual informants will do. Possible forms of transfer are
(i) from L1 to L2 an overrepresentation of zero anaphors, compared
with Dutch monolinguals; and (ii) from L2 to L1 an
overrepresentation of pronouns compared with Turkish
monolinguals.

Given the fact that young phase-1 children treat a series of pictures as
separate events, there is no need to assume differences between main and
secondary characters. The (thematic) status of a character is determined
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subsequently for every individual picture. The intermediate group of phase-2
children will give a global account of the story and therefore will refer
primarily to the main character, and less to the secondary character. The
older phase-3 children will functionally mark the difference between main
and secondary character. Given the more prominent status of the boy in the
narrative, the prediction is that children will have less need to explicitly
mention this character by means of an NP, which is a more pronounced and
distinctive form than a pronoun or zero anaphor. Prediction five is the
following:

Prediction S
The expected differences regarding reference to main and secondary
character are that in the younger age groups, the informants will
not make distinctions between main and secondary characters.
Later, a shift will occur to almost exclusive reference to the main
character (by means of NPs and pronouns and zero forms). In the
last stage, there will be less explicit forms (pronouns or zero forms)
for references to the boy.

Related to the issue of topic continuity is the perspective that a speaker can
take towards the narrative. Perspective refers to how the speaker presents a
given situation. Speakers can maintain the main character's perspective or
take the perspective of other characters as well. Perspective can, for instance,
be manipulated by assigning syntactic roles to different arguments in the
clause. It can be assumed that young children will comply with a thematic
subject strategy (Karmiloff-Smith 1981, 1986), that is they will view the
whole series of events from the main character's perspective. Older children,
on the other hand, will shift perspective (in the frog story from the boy to
the dog or to other characters). With their growing ability to create
narratives, children get more elaborate in their means to shift perspective.
Given two scenes in the frog story in which the speaker can choose from
different perspectives to render the events, the following prediction is made:

Prediction 6
Initially the story will be told from the perspective of the main
character. In a later stage more elaborate means will be employed:
other characters than the main character will be mentioned as actor,
or verb forms with multiple argument places, such as causatives,
will be used.
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5.4 Procedure

Narratives based on the frog story suit the purposes of this chapter
extremely well. A boy and his dog are looking for their pet frog, that
escaped from a jar. Both the boy and the dog get involved in different
activities and adventures, before there is a final happy reunion. In fact there
are two parallel story lines: the "boy" line and the "dog" line. The task of
retelling thus involves the connection of these two story lines and
consequently the switching from one referent, who has the status of main
character, to another. Besides these two characters, occasionally other
characters play a(marginal) role: a gopher, an owl, a deer and of course the
runaway frog and his relatives.

The transcribed versions of the narratives of bilingual children in seven
age groups (4 to 10 years of age) in two languages are analysed on topic
continuity. There are twenty informants per age group (see Chapter 2 for
details), which adds up to a total of 140 narratives in Turkish and 140 in
Dutch. Additionally, 70 narratives of monolingual Dutch informants (seven
age groups, 10 per group) and 30 narratives of Turkish monolinguals (three
age groups, 10 informants per group) are analysed.

As mentioned above, this chapter focuses on functions of nominal and
pronominal expressions to refer to the two most important characters in the
frog story, the boy and the dog. The first step in the analysis, therefore, was
to give a quantitative account on the distribution of referential devices in the
children's narratives. It can be expected that in their narration, the
informants will switch back and forth between the two protagonists of the
story, who become involved in different actions. All utterances containing
references to either the boy or the dog, have been selected for analysis. This
includes elliptic utterances, such as kópek te `the dog too' in (1):

(1) ~ocuk ta ayakkabznan i~ine baktyor. kópek te
child on-the-other-hand shoe-GEN inside-POSS-DAT look-
PROG.3sg. dog too
`the child looks into the shoe. the dog too'
[Sezai, age 7;1, in Turkish]

References to subjects of Turkish clauses containing the converbs -ken and
-erek were also included. Incomplete utterances (restarts) and utterances
containing direct quoted speech were not part of the analysis. Quoted
speech, which, by the way, is not common in the current data, falls outside
the range of foregrounded events referring to third persons. Moreover, all
references to situations or events outside the story-line, such as personal
digressions and comments that the children gave on their own text, were left
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out of the analysis, since they do not form a part of the story-line. An
example is given in (2):

(2) geyigi nastl tanzdtm biliyor musun? bir filim vardt...
deer-ACC how recognise-D.PAST.lsg know-PROG MU-2sg? a film
there-is-D.PAST.3sg...
`do you know how I recognised the deer? there was this movie...'
[Guler, age 7;1, Turkish monolingual]

For every coded NP referring to the boy or dog, the type of reference was
identified: first mention of one of the characters was coded as introduction
of reference. Subsequent mentions in subject position were coded as shift,
when another character was referred to than the one in the preceding
utterance, and as maintenance when the same character was referred to as in
the preceding utterance.

The available transcripts were analysed line by line and coded according
to these guidelines. The next step was to analyse on a micro-level those cases
where a deviation from the general pattern could be observed. Moreover, self

repairs were examined in order to gain insight into the strategies children use
for reference. A further analysis was performed on two particular scenes
from the picture book, in order to investigate the perspective taken by the
informants to represent the events. Following Aksu-Ko~ (1994:356ff) two
scenes were chosen for this purpose: the DOG-PUT-JAR-ON-HEAD scene
(picture 4) and the DEER-THROWS-BOY-INTO-WATER scene (picture
16). In the first scene the possible perspectives are:

1. dog as actor (dog puts jar on head)
2. dog as patient (the jar gets stuck on the dog's head)
3. stative focus (the jar is on the dog's head)

The possible perspectives in the second scene are:

1. boy as agent (boy falls down [from cliff] [into water~
2. deer as agent (deer throws boy)

It will be established which perspectives the informants in different age
groups take towards these scenes, and whether a developmental pattern
emerges from the data.
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5.5 Introduction of reference

In this section, as well as in sections 5.6 and 5.7, an overview is given of
which forms are used for referring to two characters of the frog story. This
section shows the way in which first reference to the boy and the dog is
established, whereas 5.6 and 5.7 show subsequent mentions, which are either
shifts of references, or maintained references to the boy and the dog. The
number of references to the boy and dog simultaneously, that is as plural
subject in utterances as they run or the boy and the dog are looking into the
jar, will be presented as well, but not analysed because of the low number of
occurrences.

S. S.1 Introductions in Turkish and Dutch
Table 5.1 displays the forms with which the bilingual informants introduce
the boy and the dog in Turkish and Dutch.

Turkish Dutch
Referent Age group Nom Pron Zero Nom Pron Zero

Boy 4 17 1 2 16 3 -
5 14 1 5 15 2 -
6 16 1 3 16 3 -
7 15 - 4 17 1 -
8 19 - - 19 1 -
9 20 - - 20 - -
10 20 - - 20 - -

Dog 4 19 - - 18 1 -
5 18 - 2 16 1 -
6 18 - 2 19 - -
7 18 - 1 17 1 -
8 19 - - 20 - -
9 20 - - 20 - -
10 20 - - 20 - -

Boy and Dog 4 - - - - - -
5 - - - - 3 -
6 - - - - 1 -
7 - - 1 1 1 -
8 - 1 - - - -
9 - - - - - -
10 - - - - - -

Table S.1 Number of nominal, pronominal and zero forms used by bilingual informants for
introducing characters in Turkish and Dutch, by age

As can be seen in this table, most children (with only few exceptions)
introduced the boy by means of a nominal form in both Turkish and Dutch.
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Until age 7 children used inappropriate (that is deictic)
Turkish and pronominal forms in Dutch for introduction:

(3) bagtrzyor
scream-PROG.3sg
`he (- the boy) screams'
[Serhat, age 5;9, in Turkish]

(4) hij heefQ een kikker
he haveQ a frog
`he (- the boy) has a frog'
[~iikran, age 6;5, in Dutch]

99

zero anaphors in

No cases of (less presupposing and thus even more inappropriate) zero
anaphors were found in the Dutch data. Only three instances of pronominal
introduction were found in the Turkish data, e.g.:

(5) bu da bagzrzyor
this too scream-PROG.3sg
`and this one (- boy) screams'
[Yavuz, age 4;5, in Turkish]

One Turkish child used the indefinite pronoun iemand `someone' in her first
mention of the boy in Dutch:

(6) c daar gaat 1(lf ~t daar gaat iemand zo
G there go-3sg 1[~] ~t there go-3sg someone like-this
`there someone goes like this'
[Sibel, age 4;1, in Dutch]

Sibel referred almost without exceptions to the boy with pronominal forms:
ze (`she'), dat (`that'), ie or hij (`he'). Only in one of the last utterances she
used an indefinite NP to refer to the boy:

(7) uh ~t hond gaat op de hoofd van een jongetje klimmen
er ~ dog go-3sg on the head of a boy climb-INF
`dog will go and climb on the head of a boy'
[Sibel, age 4;1, in Dutch]

Example (~ shows that Sibel, instead of combining the pictures to one story,
describes them as separate events. Sibel's level of narrative competence, at
least in Dutch, is poor. This type of behaviour has been observed earlier by
Berman (1988). The 3- and 4-year-old children from her study recounted the
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content of the frog story by treating each picture in isolation (Berman
1988:487). The pattern of first mentions of the referent dog is similar to that
of the boy, in that nominal references occurred most often. A difference is
that the use of zero anaphors (in Turkish) and pronouns (in Dutch) is even
more restricted than in first mentions of the boy.

The developmental picture that emerges from these data is clear: there is
a strong development towards the exclusive use of nominal forms for
introducing story participants. The nominal forms were subdivided into
different types. In Table 5.2 an overview is presented.

Ref. Age

Turkish

N Nm
indef
N

N t
POSS

dem
tN

Dutch

N Nm
indef
N

def
N

POSS
tN

Boy 4 15 - 1 - 1 13 - - 3 -
5 14 - - - - 9 - - b -
6 14 - - - 2 5 - 1 10 -
7 15 - - - - 3 - 3 17 -
8 10 5 4 - - - 5 5 9 -
9 15 - 5 - - 1 3 7 9 -

10 5 6 9 - - 1 9 8 2 -

Dog 4 16 - - 1 2 12 1 - 5 -
5 14 - - 3 1 9 - 1 6 -
6 18 - - - - 6 - - 13 -
7 15 - - 1 2 5 - 2 10 -
8 I1 1 2 5 - 2 1 5 10 2
9 15 - 1 3 1 - 1 8 9 2

10 4 1 6 9 - 1 4 7 5 3

Tablt S.2 Development of nominal forms used by bilingual informants for introducing characters
in Turkish and Dutch (N- single noun, Nm ~ proper name, indef N- indefinite article
plus noun, def Ns deftnite article plus noun, dem- demonstrative, I'OSS- possesstve
pronoun or su~z)

In Turkish, a single noun (without article) is the most frequently used form
in all age groups, except the oldest group. There is a development towards
the use of indefínite NPs. As far as reference to the dog is concerned, there
is another line of development, namely towards noun plus possessive suffix
(kópeg-i `his dog'). This clearly marks the status of the dog as a secondary
character. An example is given in (8):
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(8) Murat odasznda oturuyordu. bir tane kurbaga almz;tz. biraz sonra
kópegi de vardz
Murat room-POSS-LOC sit-PROG-D.PAST.3sg. One piece frog
took-PERF.3sg. Little after dog-POSS too arrive-D.PAST.3sg
`Murat was sitting in his room. he had taken a frog. a little later his
dog came over'
[Eray, age 10;9, in Turkish]

In Dutch, the most frequently used nominal forms for introduction were
definite NPs. Nevertheless, a development towards indefinite NPs can be
witnessed in the older age groups. Interesting to note is the pattern in Dutch
of the youngest children: the 4- and 5-year-olds most often used single nouns
for introduction:

(9) hond kikker kijken. jongetje ook kikker kijken
dog frog look-INF. boy-DIM too frog look-INF
`dog look at frog. boy look at frog too'
[Be~ir, age 5;7, in Dutch]

This form deviates from the adult norm in Dutch and can easily be
characterised as influenced from Turkish (where it is the default case).

5.5.2 Introduction of reference by monolingual informants
The devices of bilingual informants for introducing characters in their
narratives, are compared with those that are used by the two control groups
(Turkish and Dutch monolinguals) for reference. Whereas the number of
bilingual informants per age group is 20, the number of monolinguals is 10.

Turkish monolinguals. The forms used by the Turkish control group for
the introduction of referents (represented in Table 5.3) are mostly nominals.
Of these nominal forms, most are single nouns (see Table 5.4). A similar
development towards the use of indefinite NPs is seen, although less
convincing than in the group of bilingual informants. Whereas references to
the dog in the form N t POSS are rather frequent in the group of bilingual
informants, no first mentions of the dog in this form are found within the
group of Turkish monolinguals.
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Turkish monolingual informants
Referent Age group Nom Pron Zero

Boy 5 8 - -
7 9 - 1
9 9 - -

Dog 5 7 - -
7 10 - -
9 9 - -

Boy and Dog 5 - 1 1
~ - - -
9 - - 1

Tahle S.3 Number of nominal, pronominal and zero forms used by Turkish monolinguals for
introducing characters in Turkish, by age

Turkish monolingual informants
indef N dem

Referent Age group N Nm N tPOSS tN

Boy 5 6 1 1 - -
7 8 - - - 1
9 6 - 3 - -

Dog 5 6 - 1 - -
7 10 - - - -
9 8 - 1 - -

TaWe S.4 Development of nominal forms used by Turkish monolingual informants for introducing
characzers in Turkish

Dutch monolinguals. Table 5.5 gives an overview of devices used by the
monolingual Dutch informants for introducing reference to the characters
boy and dog, as well as to plural forms boy and dog. Across the age groups,
the majority of the informants introduce characters by means of nominal
forms. Compared with the bilingual informants, the Dutch children hardly
use pronominal forms for introductions. Only three cases are found. Again,
the number of plural references is very low.
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Monolingual Dutch informants
Referent Age group Nom Pron Zero

Boy 4 8 1 -
5 8 - -
6 8 1 -
7 10 - -
8 9 - -
9 9 1 -
10 10 - -

Dog 4 9 - -
5 8 - -
6 9 - -
7 10 - -
8 9 - -
9 10 - -
10 10 - -

Boy and Dog 4 - 1 -
5 - 2 -
6 - 1 -
~ - - -
8 - 1 -
9 - - -
10 - - -

Tabre S.S Numher of nominal, pronominal and zero forms used by Dutch monolinguals for
introducing characters in Dutch, by age

Table 5.6 gives the distribution of different nominal forms as first mentions
by the monolingual Dutch informants. What can be seen here is that the
younger Dutch monolinguals most frequently use definite NPs. Compared
with the bilingual informants, they seem to develop the use of indefinite
NPs in a much earlier stage. Another difference is that the monolingual
Dutch informants in cohort D2 (from age 8) frequently use proper names to
refer to both the boy and the dog. Similar to the bilingual informants, older
Dutch children use a possessive pronoun t noun to introduce the dog. One
Dutch child even uses this type of nominal form to introduce the boy, as in
example (10):

(10) dat hondje gaat [rJ Ggaat naar hetl [rrJgaat naar de kikker kijken.
G en met 1[lf inet t... zijn jongetje ook
that dog-DIM go-3sg [~] C go-3sg to the ~[~~] go-3sg to the frog
look-INF. G and with ~[~~] with f... his boy too
`that doggy is going to take a look at the frog. and his little boy as
well'
[Sandra, age 6;10, Dutch monolingual]
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Referent Age group

Monolingual Dutch informants
indef def POSS

N Nm N N tN

Boy 4 1 - 2 5 -
5 1 - 3 4 -
6 1 - 2 4 1
7 - - 3 7 -
8 - 4 2 3 -
9 - 5 1 3 -

10 2 5 2 1 -

Dog 4 1 - 1 6 1
5 - - 1 7 -
6 1 - 2 6 -
7 - - 2 8 -
8 1 2 1 5 -
9 - 2 1 4 3

10 3 1 1 3 2

Table 5.6 Development of nominal forms used by Dutch monolinguals for introducing characters
in Dutch

5.6 Shift of reference

This section describes the children's use of nominal, pronominal and zero
forms to refer to the two story participants in the frog story in those
utterances where they switch reference from one character in topic position
to another. In 5.6.1 the results of the bilingual informants are presented. In
5.6.2 those of the monolingual informants can be found.

5.6.1 Reference shift in Turkish and Dutch
Table 5.7 gives the numbers and percentages of forms used by the bilingual
informants of different age groups in Turkish and Dutch. In Turkish, the
bilingual children prefer nominal forms in cases where they switch reference
to the boy, while in about one third of the cases a zero anaphor is used. The
4-year-olds are the only age group that used a large proportion of
pronominal forms as well (230~0 of the reference shifts). This proportion
radically drops after one year to So~o. In utterances in which the bilingual
children switch reference to the dog, the same pattern becomes even more
salient: predominant use of nominal forms. Whereas in the case of the boy
also a considerable number of (unspecified) zero anaphors is used, the
bilingual informants use (unambiguous) nominal forms in almost all cases for
reference shift to the dog. This again provides evidence that the informants
indeed conceive of the boy as the main character and of the dog as a minor,
secondary, less presupposed story participant.
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Turkish Dutch
Age Nom Pron Zero Nom Pron Zero

soy
4 88 (47) 44 (23) 57 (30) 102 (59) 59 (34) 13 (7)
5 42 (47) 7(8) 40 (45) 67 (44) 73 (48) 12 (8)
6 70 (42) 7(4) 89 (54) 116 (55) 91 (43) 4(2)
7 91 (60) 8(5) 53 (35) 124 (67) 59 (32) 1(1)
8 124 (59) 13 (6) 74 (35) 139 (69) 63 (31) -
9 108 (69) 3(2) 46 (29) 127 (73) 46 (26) 2(1)

10 113 (66) 1(1) 56 (33) 142 (80) 33 (19) 2(1)

Dog
4 101 (84) 9(8) 10 (S) 116 (90) 5(4) 7(6)
5 39 (87) - 6(13) 89 (90) 10 (10) -
6 112 (92) 3(2) 7(5) 133 (96) 5(3) 1(30)
7 107 (94) 1(1) 6(5) 125 (97) 4(3) -
8 130 (97) 1(1) 3(2) 118 (94) 7(6) -
9 8b (95) 1(1) 4(4) 114 (95) 5(4) 1(1)
10 101 (94) - 6(6) 114 (97) 3(3) -

BtD
4 8(25) 5(15) 19 (60) 9(47) 9(47) 1(5)
5 5(23) - 17 (77) 2(10) 18 (90) -
6 8(19) 4(9) 31 (72) 14 (30) 31 (67) 1(2)
7 19 (2~ 2(3) 49 (70) 30 (48) 32 (52) -
8 13 (22) 5(9) 40 (69) 18 (30) 43 (70) -
9 22 (36) 1(2) 38 (62) 9(13) 58 (87) -
10 20 (24) 1(1) 62 (75) 15 (19) 61 (79) 1(1)

Table 5.7 Numbers and percentages of referential devices in Turkish and Dutch used by bilingual
informants for reference sbift, by age

In Dutch, the bilingual informants also use nominal forms for reference shift.
Again, the dog is referred to by means of a nominal form more often than
the boy. The two youngest age groups use a fair amount of zero anaphors,
which is not the standard means in Dutch for reference shift. An example is
given in (11), where there is a shift from hondje `doggie' to P1(referring to the
boy):

(11) hondje hier i~ en [lf f~t en brr['J zo doen sss ['J
dog-DIM here ~í and [~] 8Lt and brr ["]. like-this do-INF ssh ["]
`doggy here and brrr. 0[- boy] do like this: ssh!'
[Ismail, age 4;11, in Dutch]

For shifts to plural subjects in topic position, the bilingual informants
mainly use the least presupposing form in both languages: zero anaphors in
Turkish and pronouns in Dutch.
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5.6.2 Reference shift by monolingual informants
The devices used for reference shift in Turkish and Dutch by monolingual
informants are discussed in this subsection.

Turkish monolinguals. When the data of the bilingual group of bilingual
informants are compared with those of the monolíngual Turkish informants,
no substantial differences are found (see Table 5.8).

Turkish monolingual informants
Referen[ Age group Nom Pron Zero

Boy 5 60 (66) 10 (11) 21 (23)
7 86 (66) 8 (6) 37 (28)
9 102 (75) 15 (11) 19 (14)

Dog 5 58 (94) - 4 (6)
7 89 (97) - 3 (3)
9 90 (97) 1 (1) 2 (2)

Boy and Dog 5 4(14) 3(11) 21 (75)
7 13 (41) 1 (3) 18 (56)
9 19 (49) 5 (13) 15 (38)

Table 5.8 Numbers and percentages of referential devices in Turkish used by monolingual Turkísh
informants for reference shift, by age

The monolingual informants use an increasing proportion of nominal forms
for reference shift. To indicate reference shifr to the boy, they also use some
zero anaphors and only few pronominal forms. A functional distinction can
be made between the way young and older children use pronouns. Pronouns
seem to be deictic in the narratives of the 5-year-olds, as in (12), whereas the
9-year-olds use the pronoun o`he' in combination with the topic~focus
particle derda, as in (13). By means of o the main character is given topic
prominence.

(12) kurbaga burdan Szkzyor. bu uyanzyor
frog here-ABL get-out-PROG.3sg. this-one wake-up-PROG.3sg
`the frog gets out from here. This one wakes up'
[Melike, age 5;7, Turkish monolingual]

(13) kópek kariz yerin altzna saklanmz;. o da katzyor
dog snow-with place-GEN under-POSS-DAT hide-M.PAST.3sg. he
on-the-other-hand run-PROG.3sg
`the dog has hidden under the snow-clad place. he (- boy) on the
other hand) runs off'
[Ay~e, age 8;11, Turkish monolingual]
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Dutch monolinguals. The pattern displayed by the monolingual Dutch
informants (see Table 5.9) looks familiar. Again nominals are the preferred
forms, while about one third of the references is made by means of a
pronoun. The deictic nature of early narratives again comes to light in the
abundant use of pronouns in the two youngest age groups.

Monolingual Dutch informants
Referent Age group Nom Pron Zero

Boy 4 47 (52) 38 (42) 6 (6)
5 48 (49) 47 (48) 2 (2)
6 66 (65) 35 (35) -
7 83 (77) 25 (23) -
8 72 (71) 29 (29) -
9 49 (71) 20 (29) -

10 57 (66) 29 (33) 1 (1)

Dog 4 55 (95) 2(3) 1 (2)
5 48 (83) 10 (17) -
6 73 (95) 4 (5) -
7 65 (96) 3 (4) -
8 68 (94) 4 (6) -
9 56 (95) 3 (5) -
10 51 (96) 2 (4) -

Boy and Dog 4 2(12) 11 (69) 3 (19)
5 7 (26) 20 (74) -
6 7 (21) 27 (79) -
7 5 (15) 26 (79) 2 (6)
8 3 (17) 15 (83) -
9 8 (35) 15 (65) -
10 2 (12) 14 (88) -

Tabrt 5.9 Numbers and percentages of referential devices in Dutch used by monolingual Dutch
informants for reference shift, by age

The occurrences of zero anaphors by Dutch children are remarkable. Pro-
drop is not common in Dutch, but can be applied for stylistical purposes in
narratives to indicate more than one action occurring immediately after one
another (ik liep over de brug, .~ gleed uit en PI viel in het water. `I crossed the
bridge, fá slipped and 0 fell into the water'). In such cases, however, the zero
anaphors are used for reference maintenance and not for reference shifts. The
instances in our data set can be characterised as early developmental varieties
of elliptic utterances, such as (14):
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(14) dan kijk ~rwa ~aar de kikker is
then look 8zwhe where the frog be-PRES.3sg
`then 0[- the boy] looks where the frog is'
[Mark, age 4;2, Dutch monolingual]

When Dutch children switch reference to the dog, the same pattern holds
true. They use nominal forms in almost all cases. It was seen that in the case
of reference to the boy a large number of pronominals is used besides
nominal forms. Reference to the secondary character, the dog, however,
seems to require unambiguous forms. In this respect there is no difference
between bilinguals and Dutch monolinguals.

5.7 Maintaining reference

A similar analysis was made on devices for maintaining reference to the
characters in the frog story. The devices used by the bilingual informants are
presented first, in 5.7.1. In 5.7.2 a comparison is made with the devices used
by monolinguals for reference maintenance.

5.7.1 Reference maintenance in Turkish and Dutch
Table 5.10 gives the number and percentages of different forms in the
Turkish and Dutch narratives of the bilingual informants.

With respect to the forms used by the bilingual children in Turkish to
maintain reference to the boy, it is clear that the children in all age groups
preferred zero anaphors, while about one third were nominal forms. Here
too, just as in the reference shift function, the 4-year-olds use a strikingly
high number of pronominal forms. Again, the explanation can be found in
the typical phase-1 behaviour (Karmiloff-Smith 1985) of young children:
description of individual pictures by means of deictic pronouns. The
development towards the use of zero anaphors, however, can already be seen
in the high proportion of zero anaphors in the youngest age groups.

The developmental pattern in devices used for maintaining reference to
the dog is less clear. Younger children (until age 8) prefer nominal forms, an
intermediate group, aged 8 and 9, use predominantly zero anaphors, and
finally the oldest group, aged 10, again chooses nominals. It should be noted,
that there is only a small number of cases in which reference to the dog is
maintained. This ís again an indication that children see the dog as less
important than the boy in the flow of events, but it also means that the
percentages displayed in Table 5.10 may be somewhat deluding.
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Turkish Dutch
Age Nom Pron Zero Nom Pron Zero

soy
4 48 (28) 31 (18) 95 (54) 45 (28) 85 (53) 31 (19)
5 76 (37) 5(2) 123 (60) 44 (26) 100 (59) 25 (15)
6 38 (30) 9(7) 81 (63) 49 (26) 125 (66) 14 (7)
7 44 (34) 2(2) 83 (64) 36 (37) 55 (56) 7(7)
8 31 (21) 4(3) 114 (76) 13 (11) 98 (82) 8(7)
9 42 (25) 4(2) 119 (72) 22 (16) 106 (SO) 5(4)

10 16 (13) 1(1) 109 (86) 17 (14) 79 (66) 23 (19)

Dog
4 37 (76) 2(4) 10 (28) 28 (51) 11 (20) 16 (29)
5 13 (65) 3(15) 4(20) 11 (34) 16 (50) 5(16)
6 21 (41) 5(10) 25 (49) 18 (64) 9(32) 1(4)
7 18 (62) - 11 (38) 22 (67) 9(27) 2(6)
8 18 (37) 1(2) 30 (61) 15 (50) 13 (43) 2(7)
9 13 (46) - 15 (54) 15 (48) 15 (48) 1(4)
10 17 (50) 3(9) 14 (41) 11 (30) 20 (54) 6(16)

BfD
4 1(8) 1(8) 10 (83) 4(80) 1(20) -
5 - - 6(100) 6(30) 9(45) 5(25)
6 2 (5 ) - 37 (95) 3 (18) 14 (82) -
7 5(9) 1(2) 51 (89) 8(27) 21 (70) 1(3)
8 2(5) 4(11) 31 (84) 6(15) 35 (85) -
9 3(9) - 19 (91) 2(4) 48 (91) 3(5)
10 3(7) - 42 (93) 3(5) 49 (86) 5(91)

Table 5.10 Numbers and percentages of referential devices in Turkish and Dutch, used by bilingual
informants for maintaining reference to two cbaracters in tbe frog story

In Dutch, the preferred way of maintaining reference to the boy is the use of
pronouns. Second are nominal forms. The two youngest age groups (age 4
and 5) as well as the oldest age group (age 10) also used a fair amount of zero
anaphors. Maintenance of reference by means of zero anaphors in Dutch is
possible, although under the syntactic constraint that the actions expressed in
the verbs take place one immediately after the other. It appears from the
data that the 10-year-olds obey this constraint (see example 15), whereas the
younger children do not (see 16).

(15) jongen was blij en pakte zijn kikker en ging naar huis
boy be-PAST.3sg glad and 0 take-PAST.3sg his frog and fd go-
PAST.3sg home
`boy was glad and took his frog and went home'
[Muhammed, age 10;8, in Turkish]
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(16) en jongetje hebQ hem gepakt. en daarna hier roepen
and boy-DIM have~ him catch-PART. and thereafter here call-INF
`and boy has caught him. and after that 0 called here'
[Serkan, age 4;1, in Dutch]

References to the dog show an irregular pattern again, although the general
option seems to be a nominal form.

5.7.2 Reference maintenance by monolingual infornzants
Turkish monolinguals. When the results of the bilingual informants are
compared with those of the monolingual Turkish informants, similar
patterns are found (see Table 5.11): zero anaphors for maintaining reference
to the boy, a mixed pattern of nominals and zero anaphors for maintaining
reference to the dog, and again zero anaphors for plural reference.

Turkish monolingual informants
Referent Age group Nom Pron Zero

Boy 5 19 (29) 1(1) 46 (70)
7 27 (34) 4 (5) 48 (61)
9 20 (28) 2 (3) 49 (69)

Dog 5 11 (55) 1(5) 8(40)
7 20 (57) 1 (3) 14 (40)
9 4 (29) - 10 (71)

Boy and Dog 5 - - 24 (100)
7 4 (13) - 27 (87)
9 7 (25) - 21 (75)

Table 5.11 Numbers and percentages of referential devices in Turkish, used by Turkish monolinguals
for maintaining reference to two cbaracters in the frog story

Dutch monolinguals. The devices for reference maintenance used by Dutch
monolinguals are listed in Table 5.12. Monolingual Dutch informants across
all age groups mainly use pronominal forms to maintain reference to the

boy, in a similar way as the bilingual informants. In references to the dog,
the younger Dutch monolinguals prefer nominal forms and in later age
groups, from age 8 on, they prefer pronouns. It should be noted, however,
that they maintain reference to the dog only in a small number of

utterances.
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Monolingual Dutch informants
Referent Age group Nom Pron Zero

Boy 4 21 (30) 46 (67) 2(3)
5 14 (19) 58 (79) 1 (2)
6 18 (26) 48 (71) 2 (3)
7 14 (29) 33 (67) 2 (4)
8 19 (23) 58 (72) 4 (5)
9 12 (13) 62 (70) 15 (17)

10 7 (8) 82 (89) 3 (3)

Dog 4 10 (50) 8(40) 2(10)
5 7 (54) 5 (31) 2 (IS)
6 9 (53) 8 (47) -
7 14 (61) 8 (35) 1 (4)
8 7 (24) 21 (72) 1 (3)
9 5 (19) 17 (62) 5 (19)
10 5 (20) 16 (64) 4 (16)

Boy and Dog 4 - 13 (93) 1(7)
5 1 (5) 20 (95) -
6 3 (13) 18 (78) 2 (9)
7 1 (6) 16 (94) -
8 - 7 (100) -
9 - 7 (7 0) 3 (30)
10 - 14 (87) 2 (12)

Table 5.12 Numbers and percentages of referential devices in Dutch, used by Dutch monolinguals for
maintaining reference to two characters in the frog story

5.8 Strategies for reference

The previous sections showed that some developmental patterns are found in
the data. In this section the narratives will be looked at in more detail, in
order to find out more about the particular strategies informants in different
age groups use in choosing a particular form for referring to characters.
Besides developmental features which may explain the choice of a certain
form of reference, pragmatical motivations may underlie this choice in some
cases.

Karmiloff-Smith (1985) described typical behaviour of children in phase-
1, which can be characterised as the inability to interpret two or more
subsequent pictures into a combined narrative. Indeed some children in the
youngest age groups seem to treat the pictures in isolation. This happens in
their L1 as well as in their L2. An example is given in (17), where the 5-year-
old Ali thinks that the character in one picture is different from the
character in a second picture. He talks about a girl who is going to sleep and
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a boy who is not, whereas girl and boy are the same character (at least as
intended by the author of the frog story).

(17) en de meisje gaat zo ~ slapen. en de jongen niet
and the girl go-3sg like-this sleep-INF. and the boy not
`and the girl is going to sleep like this. and the boy (is) not'
[Ali, age 5;10, in Dutch]

Thís developmental feature is not merely indicative for second language
acquisition. Some Turkish and monolingual Dutch informants show it as
well.

In some cases children monitor and correct their speech (Aarssen 8Z Bos
1993). Most of these self-repairs in Dutch are corrections from pronominal to
nominal reference:

(18) G en hij ~w ~[~lJde jongen is in de water zit
G and he 8tw ~[~~] the boy be-PRES.3sg in the water sit'

` G and he 8~w ~[~~] the boy is sitting in the water'
[Ali, age 5;10, in Dutch]

Monolingual Dutch informants make the same kind of corrections:

(19) ging ze [rrJdie hond dat opeten
go-PAST.3sg she [~~] that dog that eat-INF'
`did she [~~] that dog go to eat that'
[Ryan, age 4;11, monolingual Dutch]

Since in Turkish pronominal forms are not frequently used, the Turkish data
do not yield any self-corrections of this kind. A typical example, however, of
the awareness that topic shift requires a nominal form is the following, in
which the switched topic is expressed in final position in the utterance:

(20) Kurbaga yok. kurbagayt arzyor !í ~ocuk
Frog is-not. frog-ACC search-PROG.3sg ~f child
`There is no frog. he looks for the frog f~ the child'
[Emine, age 8;11, in Turkish]

In 5.7 it was seen that zero anaphors in Turkish and pronouns in Dutch are
used to maintain a character's identity throughout a number of subsequent
utterances. Many cases, however, in which a nominal form is used for
maintenance of reference, can be explained by the fact that at that particular
place in the narrative a new episode begins. It should be mentioned that
there was no point in making an a priori "narrative-independent" subdivision
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of the story into episodes, by which is meant a scheme of events and

subevents on the basis of the picture book. Every speaker created his or her

own story and was free to include or omit a certain episode, whether it had

a clear representation in the pictures or not. The speakers made their own

division into episodes. The analyses are thus based on the narratives as

constructed by the informants. It is possible to check whether the

informants staned a new episode at places where they used a noun in

maintenance function. This can be seen as "re-introducing" the character by

means of a nominal form. In (21) an example in Dutch is given, and in (22)

an example in Turkish:

(21) maar de jongen was gevallen op de grond. ~t de jongen ging op de steen
but the boy be-PAST.3sg fal1.PART on the ground. ~l the boy go-
PAST.3sg on the stone
`but the boy had fallen to the ground. {~ the boy went on the stone'
[Funda, age 6;6, in Dutch]

(22) ~ocuk bagzrzyor. dz;arzya bakzyor. kópek te bakzyor. sonra kópek
du;uyor
child scream-PROG.3sg. outside-DAT look-PROG.3sg. dog too
look-PROG.3sg. after-that dog fall-PROG.3sg
`the child screams. he looks outside. the dog looks too. then the
dog falls'
[Rabia, age 4;11, in Turkish]

The ratio between NP-reintroductions on the one hand and pronoun- or
zero-reintroductions on the other is about 2:1, which means that re-
introducing a character at the beginning of a new episode by means of a
nominal form is indeed a rather common strategy. This type of behaviour
should not be confused with the local description of individual pictures as
was observed in the younger children. Young children who use NPs for
reference maintenance almost solely use NPs, whereas older children
predominantly use zero anaphors (in Turkish) or pronouns (in Dutch) and
occasionally a noun.

Sometimes children use a nominal form in cases where a pronoun would
make the sentence difficult to interpret, because the referent has been out of
focus for some time. In the following example, Ryan, a monolingual Dutch
informant, makes use of a noun, because between this form and the previous
one, he clarifies the object in a number of (elliptic) utterances. The distance
between the two points of reference seems to make a full-NP necessary.
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(23) ging die met [rlJ een kikkertje pakken. een kleine. niet een grote. of
niet die vader en Cde moeder~ [rlf die moeder. en dan ging die
kindje met die hond een kikker pakken
go-PAST.3sg that-one with [~~] a frog catch-INF. a small-one. not a
big. or not that father and Cthe mother~ [~~] that mother. and
then go-PAST.3sg that child-DIM with that dog a frog catch-INF
`he went to catch with [~~] a frog. a small one. not a big one. I
mean not the father and G the mother ~[~~] that mother. and then
that child went with the dog to catch a frog'
[Ryan, age 4;11, Dutch monolingual]

There are examples in the data of pronoun use for reference shift in which
interpretation of the "actor" did not cause a problem. The dog cannot put
on clothes and does not say more than "woof" (example 24), whereas it is
unlikely that the boy will "lick" the dog (example 25):

(24) en de hond blaft. zegt íe "waar ben je?"
and the dog bark-PRES.3sg. say-PRES.3sg he "where are you?"
`and the dog barks. he (- the boy) says: "where are you?"'
[Gulhanim, age 8;0, in Dutch]

(25) sonra ~zkzyor ~ocuk. sonra da yaltyor
thereafter go-away-PROG.3sg child. thereafter too lick-PROG.3sg
`and then the child goes away. and then he (-dog) licks'
[Rabia, age 4;11, in Turkish]

In other cases, the intended referent can be inferred correctly by simply
looking at the picture book. Since in the specific assignment given to the
informants before they started retelling, it was announced that the researcher
was not able to see the picture book, these cases suggest that the informants
made an incorrect assessment of the knowledge of their audience. This
problem decreases as the children grow older.

As was shown in the data, topic shifts to plural subjects were mostly
done by means of a zero anaphor in Turkish (with optional marking for
number on the verb) and pronominal form in Dutch. Since these utterances
are hardly ambiguous (it is clear that both boy and dog are referred to) it
suffices to use zero anaphors or pronouns. As can be seen in examples (26)
and (27), both boy and dog are mentioned in the preceding utterance(s):

(26) suya da dii~uyor. o da. oturuyorlar
water-DAT too fall-PROG.3sg. he too. sit-PROG.3pl
he (- boy) falls into the water. so does he (- dog). they sit
[Sibel, age 6;2, in Turkish]
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(27) en de hond blaft. zegt ie "waar ben je?" dan gaan ze zoeken
and the dog bark-PRES.3sg. say-PRES.3sg he "where be-PRES.2sg
you?" then go-PRES.3p1 they search-INF
and the dog barks. he (- the boy) says: "where are you?" then they
(- boy and dog) go searching
[Gulhanim, age 8;0, in Dutch]

The selection of one of the characters in the story as main character (i.e. to
consider this character to have thematic status), certainly has influence on
the perspective that narrators adopt in certain situations. In general young
children give local descriptions and pick a main character for every
individual picture, whereas older children give thematic status to the boy.

5.9 Perspective

On a micro-level two particular scenes in the Turkish and Dutch narratives
of four age groups (age 4, 6, 8, and 10) of bilingual informants were analysed
in order to investigate the development of perspective: the DOG-PUT-JAR-
ON-HEAD scene and the DEER-THROWS-BOY-INTO-WATER scene. In
the first scene (picture 4 in the original picture book), the possible
perspectives are:

1. dog as actor (dog put jar on head), example (28)
2. dog as patient (the jar got stuck on the dog's head), example (29)
3. stative focus (the jar is on the dog's head), example (30)

(28) toen gaat die hond snel [.2J in de bak kijken
then go-PRES.3sg that dog quickly [?] in the tank look-INF
`then the dog quickly [?] takes a look in the tank'
[Sezai, age 6;4, in Dutch]

(29) kafasanan ustunde kavanoz ge~mi,~
head-POSS-GEN top-POSS-LOC jar get-on-M.PAST.3sg
`the jar had come on top of his head'
[Muhammed, age 10;8, in Turkish]

(30) kópek te onun i~inde
dog too it-GEN inside-POSS-LOC
`the dog is in it'
[Serkan, age 7;7, in Turkish]
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Since this is an action in which the secondary character, and not the main
character, is involved, one might expect that many young children, telling
the story from the main character's perspective and giving a global overview
of the story, do not even mention the scene. If they do mention it, they will
most probably pick the "easiest" perspective, which is "dog as actor". This is
in fact the case, as can be derived from Table 5.13. At age 4, more than SOalo
of the informants omitted reference to the scene.

Language Perspective
Cohon T1
age 4 age b

Cohort T2
age 8 age 10

Turkish
Dog Agen[ 9 10 13 11

Dog Patient - 1 1 3
Stative Foci - 1 - 4
No mention 11 8 6 2

Dutch
Dog Agent 6 13 11 9

Dog Patient - - - -
Stative Foci - 1 - 5

No mention 14 6 9 6

TabJe 5.13 Frequency of different perspectives on Dog and Jar scene, by age, in Turkisb and Dutch

In all age groups, the "dog as actor" perspective remains the predominant
one, although some of the older children use more elaborate means to
indicate perspective.

This becomes even more apparent in the second scene. Here, the
possible perspectives are:

1) boy as agent (boy falls down [from cliff] [into water~, example (31)
2) deer as agent (deer throws boy), example (32)

(31) jongetje valt in de water
boy-DIM fall-PRES.3sg into the water
`little boy falls into the water'
[~iikran, age 6;7 in Dutch]

(32) sonra o geyik kópegi ve o~ocugu dis;urdu frsu suyun i~inde
then that deer dog-ACC and that child-ACC fall-CAUS-
D.PAST.3sg 8~wa water-GEN inside-POSS-LOC
`then that deer dropped the dog and that child into the water'
[Umit, age 9;3, in Turkish]
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It appears from the data in Table 5.14, that children frequently choose to
mention both perspectives: they mention both the deer that throws the boy
down from the cliff into the water and the boy that falls (example 33).

Language Perspective
Cohon T1
age 4 age 6

Cohort T2
age 8 age 10

Turkish
Boy Agent 9 10 3 3

Deer Agent 5 - 6 9
Two Perspectives 3 8 11 8

No mention 3 2 - -

Dutch
Boy Agent 9 16 3 9

Deer Agent - 1 5 9
Two Perspectives 2 3 11 2

No mention 9 - 1 -

Table 5.14 Frequenry of different perspectives on Boy and Deer scene, by age, in Turkish and Dutch

(33) koyun kópekle ~ocugu du;urdii a;agz. ~ocuk yere du~tii
sheep dog-with child-ACC fall-CAUS-D.PAST.3sg down. child
ground-DAT fall-D.PAST.3sg
`the sheep dropped the child with the dog down. the child fell to
the ground'
[Sezai, age 6;4 in Turkish]

Strictly speaking, based on an adult native speaker norm, this double
perspective is redundant: for instance Turkish X dii~ur- Y (`let-fall', causative
form of du;- `fall') implies X du;- (`falls'). It can be argued that there are two
pictures in which both actions are depicted: in picture 17 the deer throws
the boy into the water, and in picture 18 the boy is falling. If children
choose to mention both perspectives they in fact give local descriptions of
both pictures.

Since in this scene the main character perspective is conceivable, it is
expected that there are less "no mentions" than in the Dog and Jar scene. In
fact, most children mention the Boy and Deer scene. In both Turkish and
Dutch the developmental shift is from boy as agent to double perspective
and eventually to deer as agent. Older children tend to choose the deer as
agent, although in Dutch they just as frequently choose the perspective of
the boy as agent.
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5.10 Conclusions and discussion

In this last section the findings are discussed in the light of the earlier
mentioned predictions. The first prediction was that speakers introduce a
character by means of a nominal form and that a development towards
indefinite article plus noun is witnessed. This prediction is confirmed in both
the Turkish and the Dutch data of the bilingual informants. As early as at
age four, the children seem to have acquired this general principle. This
result is comparable to Bamberg's (1987) findings for German L1 acquisition.
It is interesting to note that from age 7 on the bilingual informants show a
consistent development towards the use of an indefinite article t N for
reference introduction in both languages.

In this respect they differ from the Turkish monolinguals, who adhere
to the use of nominals and use only a small amount of indefinite NPs.
Kuntay (1992) found in monolíngual speakers of Turkish a developmental
change towards preference for birfN. Her findings are similar to those in
the Turkish data of the bilingual informants, but differ from the data of the
monolingual Turkish informants in the present study. It is not easy to
explain these differences. One might think of differences in procedure or
instruction to the informants. Instructions, however, are similar in both
studies. Since in both studies a slightly different procedure is used during the
sessions (the researcher turning away from the picture book in the present
study vs. the child telling the story to a familiar adult in Kuntay's study) one
would expect to find differences between Kuntay's informants on the one
hand, and both bilingual and monolingual informants from this study on the
other. This, however, is not the case. There may be another, coincidental,
factor that results in different results in the data of the monolinguals. Some
of them mentioned the fact that they read (or were told) a story about a boy
in class in the previous week. In this case, there is some amount of
"givenness" of the boy which results in the use of a form that presupposes
some mutual knowledge between speaker and listener. On the other hand,
the fact that the bilingual informants had seen the frog story booklet for the
sixth time (at three different ages, in two languages), does not lead to an
extended use of nouns for reference introduction. There is also a small
difference with the monolingual Dutch informants. Whereas their use of
indefinite NPs remains stable throughout the different age groups, they seem
to develop towards the use of proper names for reference introduction.

The second prediction was that younger informants switch reference by
means of zero anaphors or deictic pronouns in the Turkish data. For older
informants nominals become the preferred form. Prediction 2 also claims
that younger informants use pronouns, which take the function of
demonstratives, in their Dutch narratives. At a later age they use definite
NPs. This prediction is panly confirmed. The bilingual informants generally
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prefer nominal forms in both languages and this preference becomes more
prominent with age. In their Turkish narratives, the bilingual informants in
the youngest age groups (age 4 to 7) use many zero anaphors and at age 4
they also use a fair amount of pronouns. In their Dutch narratives, they
mainly use nominal forms across all age groups, whereas the number of
pronominal forms decreases over time. Reference shifts to the dog are almost
without exception made by means of nominals by all children. No
substantial differences with the monolingual informants are found.

Prediction 3 concerns the use of devices for reference maintenance. In
the Turkish data, a preference for zero anaphors for reference maintenance,
becoming more salient with age, was expected. This is confirmed with
respect to reference to the main character. Reference to the dog is made by
nominal forms until the age of 7. After that age there is an equal distribution
of nominal forms and zero anaphors. In the Dutch data, the use of pronouns
for reference maintenance was expected. This again is confirmed for
reference to the boy, but not fully confirmed for reference to the dog: until
age 7 the bilingual informants use more nominal forms.

A comparison can be made of the results of the older bilingual children
with earlier results of research by Verhoeven (1990:446) and Schaufeli
(1991:181) on devices of topic continuity in Turkish narratives by Turkish
children living in the Netherlands. In these two studies the stimulus material
consisted of picture books different from the frog story, and the data
presented refer to all characters in the stories (not only the main character).
Nevertheless, the similarities concerning maintenance of reference are
striking: both Verhoeven (8-year-old children, 130~o nominal, llo~o
pronominal, 760~o zero) and Schaufeli (11-year-olds, 240~o nominal, 8010
pronominal, 680~o zero) report the same pattern as the one concerning the
main character, presented in Table 5.10. On the other hand, there are
differences as far as devices for reference shift are concerned. Compared with
the proportions in the present study, in both Verhoeven's (8-year-olds, 320~0
nominal, 390~o pronominal, 240~o zero) and Schaufeli's (11-year-olds, SSo~o
nominal, 200~o pronominal, 2201o zero) research, the proportion of zero
anaphors is lower, and the proportion of pronominal forms is higher.

One might be led to think of transfer from Dutch, but that does not
explain why the current results are different. The difference may be due to
the fact that ín the two other studies the number of deictic occurrences (as
opposed to anaphoric forms) is higher than in the present study. Schaufeli
makes a distinction between deictic and non-deictic pronouns. It is not clear,
however, which forms she considers to be deictic and which pronominal. It
is hard to unequivocally distinguish deictíc from anaphoric~ cataphoric uses
of bu a.nd ~u in a Turkish narrative. Moreaver, a correct classification of o is
also problematic, since this form not only functions as a personal pronoun
but also as a demonstrative, in which case it is deictic. Another factor may
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play an important role here. The low number of deictic forms and indeed
the overall small quantity of pronominal forms in the current study may
result from the deliberately chosen way in which data were collected: it was
premeditated that, in order to avoid deictic reference in the narratives as
much as possible, the researcher should turn away from the child and tell
that him or her not to look at the pictures (see Section 2.2.2). The findings
suggest that this way of collecting data was done for good reasons.

The fourth prediction in the present study concerns the comparison of
the bilingual informants with monolingual peers. It can be concluded that
the results of the bilingual children point in the same direction as those of
the monolingual Turkish and Dutch children. There does not seem to be an
extreme structural difference, but only a difference in rate. Two patterns of
transfer were predicted. First, possible evidence for transfer from Turkish
into Dutch can be derived from the fact that bilingual informants use more
zero anaphors than Dutch monolinguals. Second, there may be transfer from
Dutch into Turkish, when bilingual informants use more pronouns than
Turkish monolinguals. In the Dutch data of the 4- and 5-year-old bilingual
informants more zero anaphors are found than in the data of older age
groups (not only for reference maintenance, but also for reference shift).
Furthermore, in the Turkish data of the 4- and 5-year-old bilinguals more
pronouns are found than in the older age groups (again for reference
maintenance and shift). However, it was also found that monolingual
Turkish 5-year-olds use relatively more pronouns than 7- and 9-year-olds. It
seems to be the case, then, that this pattern should not be interpreted as a
structural feature of Turkish in the Netherlands but merely as a
developmental phenomenon. Older children seem to make the appropriate
choices from an array of rhetorical options. It can be speculated that they
"know" that in colloquial spoken Turkish in the Netherlands pronouns are
used frequently, but they also seem to know that in one particular type of
discourse the rules are more strict and closer to the norms of standard
Turkish.

Furthermore, differences between reference to main and secondary
character were predicted. In the discussion on predictions 1 to 3, some of
these differences have already been mentioned. At age 4, no differences are
found. At age 5, the narratives as a whole become shorter and especially the
number of references to the dog decreases. It seems that at this age children
follow the thematic subject strategy as mentioned by Karmiloff-Smith (1985).
The main character is therefore referred to more often than any of the other
characters. In all age groups the dog is referred to more often by means of a
nominal form than the boy. It seems that the prominence of the main
character (the boy) causes this difference. The use of a less explicit form (a
pronoun in Dutch or a zero anaphor in Turkish) leads to a less problematic
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interpretation when referring to the main character than when referring to
the secondary character.

Prediction 6 states that young children tell the story from the
perspective of the main character. Older children employ more elaborate
means. Other characters than the main character are mentioned as actor, or
verb forms with multiple argument places, such as causatives, are used. This
prediction was tested by looking at two particular scenes in the data. It
appears that younger children opt for the perspective of the main character.
If the main character does not appear in a particular scene, i.e. when the
main character perspective is not available, the younger informants do not
mention this scene at all. In a later stage, they widen their possibilities to a
broader range of perspectives and seem to develop towards the `adult norm'.
Other characters than the main character are mentioned as actor, whereas
the main character gets the role of patient.

The data lead to the conclusion that, cross-linguistically, there is a high
degree of similarity. There seem to be conventional ways for reference
introduction, maintenance and shift which are valid in two languages which
are typologically very different. New characters are established by means of
the least presupposing device, which is both in Turkish and in Dutch an
indefinite NP. Subsequent references are made by "less explicit devices",
given the fact that characters already have been mentioned. These devices are
zero anaphors (in Turkish) or pronouns (in Dutch) for maintaining the
character's identity in a chain of foregrounded activities. When a character
temporarily has been out of focus, he is reintroduced by means of nominal
forms. It can be concluded that assigning a referential function to a character
is not so much a syntactic skill as it is part of developing discourse
proficiency, governed by pragmatic motivations.

From the data it also appears that younger informants may not yet have
acquired the ability to give a hierarchically organised representation of the
events depicted in the picture book. They are, for instance, not able to
establish a main character in their narratives. By using deictic means for
reference, and by not being able to distinguish between fore- and
background, their frog stories seem to be static descriptions of single
pictures. This conception of the task of retelling the frog story is notably
different from what older children do. Older children present a story based
on a series of pictures, i.e., give a dynamic account by relating foregrounded
events and alternating with backgrounded descriptions, and as such use a
range of forms for referring to characters, depending on the particular
discourse function. The informants' different conceptions of their task (static
description of individual pictures vs. hierarchically organised account of
related events) will be picked up again in the next chapter on the acquisition
of temporality.



Chapter 6

Acquisition of temporality

6.1 Introduction

Telling or retelling a story involves situating it on a time axis. A speaker
talks at a given time about something that happened at the same or a
different given time. No matter how elaborate or poor other narrative skills
are, the speaker has to assign a certain temporal structure to each utterance.
From every set of utterances a certain temporal framework evolves.
Temporality can be expressed through different linguistic means: temporal
features of the verb (tense, aspect, Aktionsart or inherent semantic meaning),
adverbs, prepositions and particles may constitute the time frame of the
narrative. In this chapter, the Turkish and Dutch narratives of bilingual
children will be investigated with respect to temporal relations. Emphasis lies
on the following research question:

How do children in the age range from 4 to 10 develop the ability
to conceptualise and express temporal structures in narratives in
their first and second language?

In order to answer this question, the Turkish and Dutch narratives of 20
bilingual informants per age group are selected for analysis from the database
(see chapter 2 for a detailed description). In addition, comparisons with
monolingual informants ( 10 per age group) will be made. This general
question will be specified in section 6.5.

For a number of reasons the expression of temporality is an interesting
topic in language acquisition research. The first reason is that temporality is
a fundamental category of human experience and cognition. In all languages
there are certain means by which temporality can be expressed. These means
are "similar, but not identical" (Klein 1993:73). For a language learner this
involves the acquisition of a clearly defined set of forms for expressing
temporal relations. The acquisition of this set as a whole is not
instantaneous, but can be seen as the outcome of a developmental process.
Therefore, certain forms will, in the course of time, serve new functions,
while new forms are acquired for expressing old functions (Slobin 1973). For
adult second language learners, who already have access to a set of forms
with specific temporal functions in their first language, this means that they
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have to learn a temporal system in their second language that is more or less
different from the one in their mother tongue. Children simultaneously
acquiring two languages with diverging sets of devices for expressing
temporal relations, are faced with the task of keeping track of the right

system in the right language. In this respect, the category of temporality is
an interesting object of study, because it allows the researcher to investigate
the order and the way in which learners tackle these acquisitional problems.
The cross-linguistic perspective of the present study, in which Turkish and

Dutch are the two languages under investigation, fits these purposes rather
well.

The study of temporality yields insight in the interaction between
lexicon, syntax and pragmatics. Temporal relations can be expressed by a
substantial collection of ineans on different linguistic levels. The
phenomenon of temporality is therefore not just isolated, but can be seen as
an interacting system of lexicon, morphology, syntax and pragmatics.
Temporal reference has both local dimensions (on the level of the utterance),
such as tense and aspect, and global dimensions, by which temporal
structuring principles at the discourse level are understood. This means that
in narratives not only every single utterance has temporal features, but also
that utterances are temporally linked to other utterances by means of
intersentential temporal relations. One structuring principle which is relevant
in narratives is that of the natural order of events (PNO). In the default case,
a speaker will represent events chronologically. He can, however, make
exceptions to the chronological order of successive events, but these
exceptions should be marked clearly by means of specific linguistic devices,
in order to guide the listener's understanding. Reversed order of events can
be marked by devices that indicate `but first' or `before', simultaneity of
events by devices indicating `meanwhile'. The term `devices' (and not the
names of specific grammatical categories such as subordinating conjunction,
etc.) is used here on purpose, since different languages may have different
means (not necessarily only grammatical, but also pragmatic ones) for
indicating a violation of PNO, such as the expression of simultaneity.

Furthermore, an important category of temporality, tense marking, is
always studied in relation to the finiteness of the verb. Finiteness, in its turn,
is a crucial element in the development of utterance structure (providing that
the language in question has finite verbs). Much research on temporality has
been devoted to the acquisition of morphological marking of tense and
aspect. Klein (1993) labels this as the infl~ional paradigm bias: the treating of
only one aspect of temporality and therefore bearing the danger of being
incomplete with regard to the full picture of temporal relations. Investigation
of tense marking on verbs is surely not the only way to analyse children's
narratives on temporal relations. Therefore, it will be necessary to widen the
view and look for other temporal means as well. From this perspective, the
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mere counting of forms would be a useless enterprise, since it is the relation
between form and function, the development of forms and the changing
functions they serve, that will give insight into the children's ability to relate
events in time.

The focus of this chapter is on both local and global dimensions of the
temporal organisation of narratives. The first objective is to obtain insight
into the global organisation of the narratives. It will be investigated which
tense children choose for presenting events. One important criterion for the
well-formedness of a narrative is the consistent selection of one tense
throughout the story, the anchoring tense. Furthermore, it will be looked at
how (and if at all) the informants temporally chain clauses into a narrative,
that is, whether they maintain the temporal frame adopted as introductory
tense. A second objective is to give a detailed account of the way in which
children express simultaneous events in their stories.

To be able to make claims about the system of temporal relations in
Turkish and Dutch, and to be able to compare the systems of both
languages, a conceptual framework is chosen for analysing temporality in
general. The expression of a temporal concept, rather than temporal forms, is
the basic unit of analysis. The concept of simultaneity (which can be
described roughly as the relation between two events or states taking place at
the same time) was adopted as the starting point in the analysis of temporal
relations.

There are a number of reasons for adopting this particular concept.
First, simultaneity is a core notion of temporality (the other two being
anteriority and posteriority or before and after relations respectively). Second,
simultaneous events are perceptually accessible for children, even as young as
age 4, although they may avoid them: expressions for simultaneity are more
marked than expressions for anteriority and posteriority (di Luzio 1994:249).
Third, narrators may feel the need to express particular events as
simultaneous in a narrative. Fourth, the concept can be expressed by means
of a large variety of forms, which holds especially true when two languages
as different as Turkish and Dutch are analysed in combination. In the
expression of simultaneous events, grammatically advanced principles such as
subordination (in Dutch) or the formation of converbs (in Turkish) are
involved, in combination with discourse principles (such as violation of
PNO). Fifth, the concept of simultaneity can be expressed both at the local
level (chaining two adjacent utterances) and at the global discourse level
(connecting different episodes or scenes). Finally, the temporal relation of
simultaneity in narratives has received only little attention so far in language
acquisition research.

In this chapter developmental patterns within age groups of language
learners will be described. Secondary to that, cases of individual learners will
be highlighted in order to describe and explain the patterns (or lack thereof).
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The analyses are inspired by the research on temporal relations in L1
acquisition of German and Turkish by Aksu-Ko~ and Von Stutterheim
(1994). The underlying framework of time, which will be dealt with in the
next section, is the one developed by Klein (1993, 1994) in his research on
adult second language acquisition.

6.2 Different times at utterance level

The study of temporality and its expression has a long tradition. There are
many theoretical frameworks in which attempts are made to comprehend the
concept of time in language. The present study will look at two notions of
temporality at the utterance level: tense and aspect. More specifically the
distinction between the aspectual notions of boundedness and
unboundedness of events will be investigated. An event is temporally
bounded when it has left and right temporal boundaries, that is when it has
a clear beginning and a clear ending. An event is temporally unbounded
when it can be characterised as having no clear boundaries (imperfective,
ongoing). It should be noted here that throughout this chapter, the notion of
aspect is used in the meaning of `perspective on events' and not of `inherent
temporal features of the verb' (Aktionsart).

For descriptions of temporality at utterance level, and more specifically
of tense, Reichenbach's (1947) model of temporal systems has been widely
applied in child language acquisition literature (see e.g. Weist 1986).
Reichenbach (1947) described a threefold time system, in which a distinction
is made between three concepts of time: Speech Time (S), Event Time (E)
and Reference Time (R). Speech Time is the actual time interval during
which the speaker utters a certain proposition, the time of the speech act.
The Event Time is the point in time or the stretch of time during which a
certain situation (event, state or process) takes place. Whereas S and E are
easy to grasp, the category of R is not intuitively clear. Reichenbach himself
defined it as the time of some other event typically mentioned in the
preceding context, which is used as the point of reference or time of
reference. Weist (1986:356) states that R is equal to the temporal context.
Klein (1994:25) argues that in some cases it is absolutely unclear what the
temporal context is. Therefore he proposes a temporal framework which
consists of the Time of Utterance (TU), Time of Situation (TSit) and Topic
Time (TT). TU and TSit are roughly (but not entirely) equivalent to S and E
respectively. TT is the time for which a certain claim is made. Whereas TSit
refers to the non-finite part of an utterance, TT is the time which
corresponds to the finite component. For instance, when a child is building a
narrative on the basis of the frog story, he may use an utterance such as:
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(1) the frog escaped from the jar

Utterances such as (1) describe a certain situation, in this case frog escaping
from jar, which is the non-finite component (TSit). (1) also has a finite
component, which in this case is the past tense: the time for which the
information given by the infinitive component is true. This means that tense
imposes a temporal constraint on the situation described in the infinitive
component: the particular situation can only be true for some given time.
There is evidence that children develop their capacity to express increasingly
complex configurations of temporal concepts by going through four
temporal systems (see Weist 1986: 357ff). According to Weist (1986:387),
children reach the final stage, in which TU, TSit and TT can represent three
different time spans on the time axis, around the age of 4. That means that
the bilingual informants in this study might already have reached this stage
in their first language. However, according to Weist, the establishment of
this fourth stage continues to develop after age 4. An increase in number and
complexity of devices can still be seen in children after age 4. It therefore
seems worthwhile in the present study to analyse relevant means, such as
converbs in Turkish and subordinate clauses in Dutch.

Aspectual categories are perfective versus imperfective. These terms refer
to the perspective taken by a speaker to represent an event. When a speaker
opts for the perfective aspect, the events are presented as temporally
bounded with respect to some TT. Imperfective utterances, on the other
hand, are unbounded at a given TT. The distinction between bounded and
unbounded events is crucial when it comes to temporal reference in larger
stretches of texts.

6.3 Temporal relations in narratives

Beyond the level of single clauses, there are several discourse principles that
can be used by a speaker to organise a text temporally. In order to
communicate a larger piece of text, such as a narrative, the speaker has first
of all to establish a temporal starting point, which anchors the overall text in
time. The speaker has the option of choosing between present tense and past
tense to represent the events. In present tense narratives, TSit is being
represented as happening at the TU. In past tense narratives, TSit is being
represented as having taken place before TU. By choosing one tense, the
speaker places the events on a time axis and thus temporally "anchors" the
narrative. Moving through the narrative, the speaker has to relate subsequent
utterances to this anchoring tense. In the representation of successive events,
the anchoring tense should be maintained (that is, a shift in time implies
tense maintenance). Most events will have temporal boundaries, which can
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be used as a reference point for a shift-in-time in the next utterance. The
boundary can be given in the utterance itself, or can be expressed by means
of, for instance, `and then', which is a strong indicator for chronological
ordering of events. Only when the structuring principle of natural order
(PNO) is not applied, tense shifts may occur. Speakers may digress from the
plot line and give background information, such as descriptions of the scene
or of the protagonists, or they may refer to some state or event that
happened before or simultaneously with the events in the foreground. Also,
if some state is temporally unbounded (that is, if it does not have a"right"
boundary), it can function as a temporal reference frame for the next
utterance. It implies maintenance of temporal reference.

Nevertheless, sequentiality, the ordering of foregrounded events as
subsequent on the time axis, is the dominant temporal relation between
utterances in narratives. This is especially true for a picture retelling task
such as the frog story, as the order of the pictures presented to the
informant might easíly dominate the order of inentioning events in the
narrative. Thus, narratives consist of foregrounded events that are in a shift-
in-time relation, and of backgrounded states referentially attached to the
foregrounded events. In descriptions, however, the picture is reversed: the
foregrounded descriptions are expressed within the same temporal frame,
whereas events can be regarded as background information embedded into
these frames (Von Stutterheim 1991:391). In other words, the type of
discourse defines the dominant temporal relation. This is of importance here,
since the task of narrating a picturebook is essentially ambiguous (Aksu-Ko~
8L Von Stutterheim 1994:402). Speakers can give either static descriptions of
single pictures, or combine the pictures into a dynamic account of related
events.

Much earlier research on the acquisition of temporality in child language
is devoted to the concepts of before and after relations (e.g. Clark 1971), or to
the inflexional system of the verb (Aksu-Ko~ 1990, Weist 1986). Before and
after are concepts that are expressed at a stage when temporal relations are
still deictically anchored (Aksu-Ko~ 8t Von Stutterheim 1994:395), that is,
when children do not yet produce coherent narratives. Only a limited
number of studies have been carried out on the concept of simultaneity
(Aksu-Ko~ 1990, Aksu-Ko~ 8L Von Stutterheim 1994). Simultaneity can be
described as the relation between situations (events, states, processes) that
happen at the same time. The expression of simultaneity can have the
function of presenting backgrounded events or backgrounded information.
Given the fact that the default structuring principle in narratives is that of
sequentiality, some contexts demand explicit marking of simultaneity. In
fact, three types of simultaneity should be distinguished: (1) simultaneity of
events or states in the foreground (two characters are involved in different
actions), (2) simultaneity of events or states within the background, and (3)
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simultaneity of events or states across foreground and background. The
rather loose definition of simultaneity as the relation between situations
taking place at the same time needs some investigation, in order to see
whether it fits our purposes. Simultaneity of events may mean that their
respective right and left temporal boundaries coincide. However, it hardly
ever occurs that two situations are entirely simultaneous in this strict sense.
Moreover, in most cases, linguistically encoded information will not be
sufficient to assess whether two situations referred to in narrative discourse
are simultaneous. Therefore, following Aksu-Ko~ and Von Stutterheim, the
following definition is adopted in this study:

"Two events, processes or states are simultaneous if they share a
value on the time axis. Temporal boundaries need not coincide"
(Aksu-Ko~ 8~ Von Stutterheim 1994:396)

As a first condition, in order to be able to conceptualise and express two
situations as simultaneous, speakers have to have some general sense of the
abstract notion of a time axis on which both situations can be placed. Very
young children do not seen to have this notion. Around age 4(see Weist
1986:386) children are able to distinguish the three different time concepts
distinguished by Klein (1994). These three concepts can be used to
differentiate three levels of simultaneity:

(i) Simultaneity of Tsit's. Two situations have the same TU and TT
and the time intervals referred to are either identical or overlap, as
in example (2):

(2) the boy was sleeping. the frog escaped from the jar

(ii) Simultaneity of TT's, which relates to the perspective taken by
speakers to present the events. This means that speakers may go
beyond temporal ordering of events according to the principle of
natural order, and take a subjective perspective on events. In such
cases, simultaneity occurs when the TT's of two situations fall
together temporally, whereas the actual situations (TSit's) are
sequential in time. In example (3) simultaneity of TT's is marked by
means of the adverbial phrase `in the meantime' and by a shift in
tense (from simple past to past perfect):

(3) the deer ran with the boy on his back. in the meantime
the dog had entered the scene. he ran along.
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The result of the second event is presented as simultaneous with the
first event.

(iii) Simultaneity of "time axis of perception". If in one picture two
situations occur (and the frog story has a substantial number of
these), the narrator may perceive these situations as simultaneous.
This level is important because of the fact that the way in which
the informants conceive of the task (as a dynamic description of
related events or as static description of isolated pictures) may have
an impact on the analysis of simultaneous relations. From earlier
research (see Berman and Slobin 1994) it has become clear that
young children sometimes consider the frog story task to be
description of single pictures. A description of one picture may
bring about the following pair of simultaneous utterances:

(4) there is a boy in the room. and there is a dog.

6.4 The expression of simultaneity in Turkish and Dutch

In this section an overview is given of how simultaneous relations are
expressed in the two languages in question. The relevant information for
Turkish can be found in 6.4.1 and for Dutch in 6.4.2.

6.4.1 Simultaneity in Turkish
Turkish expresses simultaneous relations by means of various devices, mainly
through verb morphology: converbs and nominalised forms of the verb.
There are some other lexical means as well. Converbs are non-finite verb
forms, attached to the verb stem, which take their temporal specification
from the main verb. Four converbs can encode actions as simultaneous with
the action expressed by the main verb.

The converb -ince (example 5) means `as soon as' and indicates
immediate succession. It sometimes carries a causal meaning. As it denotes
partial overlap between two bounded events, it can imply simultaneity. The
converb -ken `while' (example 6) has a more explicit simultaneous meaning,
and the action is typically from an imperfective perspective, i.e. seen as an
ongoing process. Both -ince and -ken specify the TT of the event in the main
clause: they define the time span during which the main clause event takes
place.
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(5) -ince:
oglan geyigi górunce hemen tutuyor
boy deer-ACC see-INCE immediately grab-PROG.3sg
`when the boy sees the deer, he immediately grabs him'

(6) -ken
oglan uyur-ken kurbaga ka~ma;
boy sleep-KEN frog escape-M.PAST.3sg
`while the boy was sleeping the frog escaped'

Whereas -ince and -ken may have a different subject than the one given in the
main clause, two other converbs, -ip `and (then)' and -erek `by V-ing', require
the same subject. They both function to integrate two situations as either
immediately successive or simultaneous. The converb -ip (example 7) serves
to package constituents of an event into a larger event (Aksu-Ko~ 1994:347)
and is close in meaning to Indo-European coordinatíng conjunctions. The
meaníng of -erek (example 8) is manner of action or instrumentality.

(7) -1P
~ocuk kalkap kurbagayt aramaya ba,~lada
boy get.up-IP frog-ACC search-INF-DAT begin-D.PAST.3sg
`the boy got up and started to look for the frog'

(8) -erek
gulerek kavanozdan ~akta
laugh-EREK jar-ABL get.out-D.PAST.3sg
`he got out of the jar laughing'

Nominalised verb forms are marked (by means of a possessive suffix) for
person and number and serve as adverbial clauses. There are two types that
may express simultaneity, which both have the suffix -dik as the nominaliser:
the first one is -digi zaman (verbtdiktPOSS followed by postposition
zaman), meaning `at the time of V-ing'. The second one is -diginde
(verb f dik f POSS f LOC), meaning `at V-ing'. The situation expressed in
these adverbial clauses is seen as perfective.

A special case in Turkish is the coordinating conjunction ve `and'.
Although it is syntactically correct to connect adjacent utterances by means
of ve, it is, in a pragmatic sense, not the preferred way. The form ve is not
very often used in adult speech and not at all in adult writing. More often
the converb -ip or mere juxtaposition, without any lexical or morphological
marking, are used.

Converbs and nominalised verb forms are morphological means that
express simultaneity at a local level (connecting adjacent utterances). Turkish
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has synthetic means as well, which represent simultaneity at a more global
level. These synthetic devices may have meanings that are similar to those of
morphological means, but they have their own pragmatic meaning.
Adverbial devices may mark a topic shift, and are frequently used to relate
episodes. Bu aradaro arada `in the meantime' and óte yandan `on the other
hand' express a simultaneous relation between two episodes. They typically
introduce a new situation as foregrounded. O zaman `at that time' and ayna
anda `at the same time' may be used to present two isolated situations as
simultaneous.

The standard topic~focus particle de (or its allomorphs da, te and ta),
meaning `too', can be used to express simultaneity. Aksu-Ko~ and Von
Stutterheim (1994) consider it to be a compensatory device in children's
speech. This label, however, is highly normative and does not fit well in
their classification. Aksu-Ko~ and Von Stutterheim (1994) make a threefold
classification of ineans for expressing simultaneity: explicit lexical means,
implicit means and compensatory devices. Contrary to this classification, de
will be regarded in the present study as an explicit form for marking
simultaneity. The subjective interpretation of whether it is a compensatory
device or not, is not for the researcher to decide upon.

Finally, various forms do not explicitly encode the temporal relation of
simultaneity, but their meaning contributes to the interpretation of two
situations as being simultaneous. This implicit simultaneity can be expressed
by means of complement clauses (-dik or ki `that') or causal adverbial clauses
(-digi i~in `because of' and ~unku `for'). Other adverbial means such as hala
`still', hemen `immediately' and tam `just', can be used to attach an
imperfective meaning to an utterance, making the event or state unbounded
(see 9):

(9) oglan bagzrzyor. kópek te hálu ara kovastna bakzyor
boy shout-PROG.3sg. dog DE still bee hive-POSS.3sg-DAT look-
PROG.3sg
`the boy shouts. the dog still looks at the beehive'

When such an utterance is preceded or followed by an utterance without a
specific temporal reference, both events might be interpreted as having a
relation of simultaneity.

6.4.2 Simultaneity in Dutch
Compared with Turkish, Dutch is rather limited as regards the available
means for expressing simultaneity. In many ways it resembles German (see
Aksu-Ko~ and Vcn Stutterheim 1994:402ff). In many instances there is no
overt marking of simultaneity. Dutch does not have any morphological
means for expressing simultaneity, other than the sparingly used present
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participle, as in hij kwam lopend `he came walking'. Instead, Dutch uses
conjunctions and adverbs. The adverb ook `too' can express simultaneity,
depending on the context. Since the semantics of ook are similar to those of
German auch, it can be inferred that Aksu-Ko~ and Von Stutterheim would
consider it to be a compensatory marker, as was the case with de in Turkish.
The objection against their label of `compensatory marker' is even stronger
when it comes to ook. In this study, ook will turn out to be an important
explicit adverbial device in Dutch for expressing simultaneity.

The coordinating conjunction en `and' may express simultaneity of both
coordinated clauses. The subject of both clauses can be the same as in (10) or
different as in (11):

(10) Ik liep op straat en zong een lied
I walk-PAST.3sg on street and sing-PAST.3sg a song
`I walked down the street and sang a song'

(11) Jan speelde piano en ik viool
John play-PAST.3sg piano and I violin
`John played the piano and I(played) the violin'

Temporal subordinating conjunctions are toen `when' (f PAST), alsrwanneer
`when' (t PRES) and terwijl `while'. The adverb (en) toen `(and) then' is
comparable to Turkish o zaman, in that it may function to switch
perspective to unrelated but simultaneous actions. Only in the meaning `at
that time' it expresses simultaneity. The prototypical use of ~en) toen in
children's narratives, however, is the expression of successive actions. In this
way, it can be regarded as an easy filler form or discourse marker to start an
utterance. Among the adverbs and adverbial phrases that express simultaneity
are tegelijkr tegelijkertijd `in the meantime', intussen `meanwhile', and op dat
moment `at that moment'. These adverbs express simultaneity at a global
level, relating simultaneous episodes.

In many ways simultaneity can be inferred from the context, from the
inherent meanings of the specific clauses. Among the devices that do not
encode simultaneity explicitly but imply it from the context are causal
conjunctions (want `for' and omdat `because~since'), and complement clauses
with of `whether' or hoe `how'. Utterances can be made temporally
unbounded by means of expressions which have a durative or imperfective
meaning. If this utterance is followed or preceded by an utterance that does
not have any temporal reference, the two will be interpreted as
simultaneous. Such expressions are adverbs like net `just', nog `still', altijd
`always' etc.
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6.5 Research questions and predictions

The devices in Turkish and Dutch for the expression of simultaneity are
quite different. Whereas Turkish has both morphological and lexical means,
Dutch only has lexical devices. As the focus of this study is on Turkish-
Dutch bilingual children's expression of simultaneity, the specific research
questions are the following:

1) How do bilingual children temporally organise their narratives in
both languages? Which tense is used to "anchor" their narratives in
Turkish, and which in Dutch? Are tense shifts motivated or erratic?

2) How do bilingual children express the temporal relation of
simultaneity at different ages, in both Turkish and Dutch? What are
the functions of the expression of simultaneity? How does the
ability develop to conceptualise and express different types of
simultaneity relations?

3) What are the differences or similarities when compared with
monolingual control groups?

Prior research suggests the following predictions. Different conceptions of
the task will yield different discourse types (dynamic representation of
related events into narratives versus static descriptions of single pictures),
which results in different ways of organising the discourse. Children
gradually acquire the ability to organise their speech into coherent narratives
and there will be a development from "mere juxtaposition" to hierarchical
discourse structures.

One way of organising a narrative is to maintain an anchoring tense
across the text. The number of narratives in which there is not one
consistently favoured tense (hence called "mixed tenses") is expected to
decrease when children grow older. Younger children will use present tense
as anchoring tense, and older children will gradually use past tense more
often. However, there does not seem to be a default tense for 3rd person
narratives. Aksu-Ko~ (1994:334) found that most children and adults used the
-iyor present for representing the frog story. It could be argued that a
preference for present tense is a function of the task, in which the
informants tell the story while looking at the pictures (Aksu-Ko~ 1994:335).
However, another study (Erguvanli-Taylan 1987) used film retellings after
the informants saw a Turkish movie. In more than 700~0 of those narratives

the present tense -iyor was used. This suggests that the present tense is

appropriate for vivid narrations in Turkish (Aksu-Ko~ 1994:335). Turkish has

a powerful tool for making a distinction between states and events in
narratives. The present -iyor is used for events, whereas the -mi~ morpheme
(evidential past) is used for states (as a result of past events). The alternate
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use of these forms is obviously not counted as an "unmotivated" mix of
tenses. Turkish also has two past tense forms: -di and -mi~. The -di past tense
(D.PAST) is used for relating past events that are known to the speaker. In
(12) it expresses that the speaker actually saw the snow falling. On the other
hand, when a speaker uses -mi~ past tense as in ( 13) he can only infer from
the fact that there is snow lying on the ground that it has snowed. Besides
evidential past, the latter also expresses narrative modality.

(12) D.PAST:
kar yagda
`it has snowed'

(13) M.PAST:
kar yagma;
`it has snowed'

Children will make use of an expanding set of forms to express simultaneity.
Forms acquire new functions in their grammars over time. At first children
use a limited set of forms, with broad meaning. At later stages, they will use
a wider set of forms and attach appropriate meanings. Not only are new
forms acquired, there is also a growing command of discourse functions.
Simultaneity on the level of perception will be expressed more often by
younger children that give static descriptions of pictures, since they give a
description of foregrounded states that can be conceived as perceptually
simultaneous. Older children will develop skills to organise their texts
temporally and learn to distinguish different functions of simultaneity with
respect to foregrounding and backgrounding. In this phase, they will start to
look for expressive devices that mark these distinctions. A developmental
change in the text is predícted from local to global organisation. Simultaneity
at the local level will be expressed earlier in the development than
simultaneity at a more global level, as the findings of Aksu-Ko~ and Von
Stutterheim (1994:410-411) suggest.

From a cross-linguistic perspective, the claim can be made that the
structural properties of the language-specific devices available in Turkish and
Dutch will also affect the developmental process. Given the fact that
bilingual children have to acquire two typologically diverging sets of forms
for the expression of simultaneity in two target languages, it can be predicted
that there will be some traces of transfer from one language into the other.
This will be investigated by comparing the bilingual children with
monolingual children. The main difference between Turkish and Dutch is
that Turkish uses converbs whereas Dutch uses subordinating and
coordinating conjunctions. Although Dutch does not have converbs, Turkish
does have conjunctions, such as the coordinating conjunction ve `and', which
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may be expected to be overgeneralised. As mentioned above, however, this
conjunction is hardly ever used in both speech and writing. Most Turkish
adults use other means for coordination, such as the converb -ip or simple
juxtaposition (see Lewis 1986:206).

There may also be a difference between Turkish and Dutch in the use
of explicit versus implicit devices for the expression of simultaneity. Since
Turkish has more explicit devices than Dutch, it can be predicted that the
Dutch narratives (both of the bilingual and the monolingual informants)
contain more implicit devices than the Turkish narratives. It may also be
predicted that bilingual children who already have acquired explicit forms in
their first language, will look for explicit devices for the expression of
simultaneous events in their second language. This may result in an overuse
of explicit forms, compared with monolingual Dutch children.

6.6 Procedure

Analyses of temporal relations were carried out on the transcribed versions
of the narratives in seven age groups of bilingual children (4 to 10 years of
age) in both languages (see Chapter 2). There are twenty informants per age
group, which adds up to a total of 140 narratives in Turkish and 140 in
Dutch. In addition, 70 narratives of Dutch monolingual informants (seven
age groups, 10 per group) and 30 narratives of Turkish monolinguals (three
age groups, 10 informants per group) were analysed.

The first analysis was done by reading through all transcripts line by line,
while coding for anchoring tense in all clauses expressing foreground events
(that is, the introductory tense and tense shifts that could either be classified
as unmotivated or motivated). What may influence the choice for present or
past is the fact that the assignment given by the researcher before the
retelling starts, also contains tense. Since this tense might be guiding the
selection of an anchoring tense by the informants, this assignment was
always consistently given in present tense (`can you say what happens' and
not `can you say what happened').

It should be noted here that typical stage setting at the beginning of the
narrative is regarded as background information and therefore not taken into
account in the analyses. Therefore, what is called "introductory tense" here
is not in all cases similar to "the first tense marked verb". The informants
can start to narrate foregrounded events in present tense (either following
the temporal frame provided by the researcher, or independently of it), or in
past tense. It was looked at whether whichever time chosen as introductory
tense was maintained throughout the story. It is clear that only tense
maintenance in foregrounded events is of interest here.
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There are in fact two kinds of unmotivated tense shifts. The first one is
when children start off in one tense and somewhere in the middle
unexpectedly switch to the other tense. In the second type the larger part of
the narrative is in one tense, with tense shifts occurring only in some single
clauses. For the latter type, it seemed necessary to set a minimum number of
shifts, since these might be slips of the tongue only, and not clear-cut signs
of the unability to organise discourse. The fact that single unexpected shifts
occur in adult speech as well, supports this claim. The minimal number was
set at five cases: if single unmotivated tense shifts occurred more than five
times, the narrative was labelled as having "mixed" tense. This number is
substantially stricter than the criterion used by Aksu-Ko~ (1994:333), which
was 250~0 or more. Motivated tense shifts were, of course, considered as part
of the story-line, but not counted as a deviation from the anchoring tense.

In addition, a computerised analysis was performed on the narratives in
text file format to track down those specific devices that might express
simultaneity. These forms were located and presented with parts of the
context (in terms of clauses before and after the clause containing the target
form). The output files were scrutinised in order to distinguish those forms
that explicitly or implicitly expressed simultaneity from those forms that had
different functions in the text.

Some scenes in the frog story seem more appropriate candidates for the
expression of simultaneity on the level of perception, for instance the
gopher~beehive scene (and especially picture 11). The two most important
characters of the story appear in this scene, both involved in foregrounded
actions. Special attention will be paid to these particular scenes.

6.7 Results

In this section the findings will be described per language (Turkish in 6.7.1
and Dutch in 6.7.2). First, anchoring tenses in the narratives are presented.
Second, an account of the expression of simultaneity is given. In subsection
6.7.3 comparisons will be made with monolingual peers.

6.7.1 Temporal relations in Turkish narratives
In Table 6.1 the anchoring tenses in foregrounded events in the Turkish data
of the bilingual informants are presented. Table 6.1 shows that the bilingual
children start off their Turkish narratives with mixed tenses. The majority of
the 4-year-old bilingual informants make use of mixed (present and past)
tense in their Turkish narratives. There are no instances at all of narratives
~~ith past tense only.
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Bilinguals
Age

Cohort Tl
4 5 6

N-20
7

Cohort T2
8 9

N-20
10

Turkish
Present 8 12 6 7 6 10 -
Past -di - - 4 3 2 3 7

-mi~ - - 3 2 5 2 6
Mixed Pres~Past 12 8 7 8 7 5 7

TabiÍe 6.1 Ancboring tenses in LI Turkish narratives of bilingual informants, per age group

At age 4 there are parts in present tense and also parts in past tense within
the same narratíve. These shifts in tense are in most cases `unmotivated':
there is no explicit need for presenting the particular event as temporally
different from the other events. At age 5 the informants mainly choose the
present as the anchoring tense in their narratives, but still a large number of
mixed tense narratives is found. From age 6 onwards, children gradually
acquire the ability to use past tense as the dominant tense (both -di and -mi;).
In Turkish narratives of 7-year-olds, 600~o use mixed past and present tenses.
There is, however, also a tendency to use the past tense more often than the
present tense as the anchoring tense. The Turkish narratives of the 8-year-
olds show less examples of erratic tense shifts, and more present-only texts.
Still, past tense narratives, both with -di forms and -mi~ forms, seem to gain
ground. Half of the 9-year-olds use present tense as the anchoring tense in
their Turkish narratives. However, none of the bilingual 10-year-olds uses
the present as the anchoring tense. This means that all informants use past
tense forms, although 7 out of 20 still make unmotivated tense shifts.

Simultaneity in Turkish. Table 6.2 presents a quantitative overview of
devices for expressing simultaneity in the Turkish data of the bilingual
informants. The first figure in each column gives the absolute number of
occurrences of that particular form in the data of a given age group. The
second figure indicates the number of informants that used the particular
form. The first part of the table contains a list of devices that are used for
expressing simultaneity explicitly. For Turkish, these explicit devices are
subdivided into five classes: converbs, adverbial clauses, adverbials,
conjunctions and particles. Many of the devices mentioned here, can express
functions other than simultaneity. For instance, the default function of the
adverbial o zaman `and then' is to indicate sequentiality, and not
simultaneity. Moreover, there are many cases in which o zaman does not
express the sequential order of events, but seems to be used as a filler or
dummy only. The cases of o zaman and other devices listed in this table are
only those that appear in contexts in which simultaneity is implicitly or
explicitly expressed. The particle derda is also listed here, contrary to its
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classification as compensatory marker in Aksu-Ko~ and Von Stutterheim
(1994) (see Section 6.4).

Bilinguals
Age

Cohort
4

Tl
5 6

N-20
7

Cohort
8

T2
9

N-20
10

Explicit means
a. converbs

Vtince 1~1 - lIl - 1~1 4l4 5l4
Vtken 9~2 - - 1~1 11~7 8~3 1418
Vtip 1~1 - 2~1 2~2 1~1 3~3 6~4
Vterek - - 1~1 - 1~1 - 4l3

6. adverbial clauses
Vtdiktde - - - - 1~1 - 1I1
Vtdigi zaman - 2I1 - - 1~1 - 3~3

c. adverbials
o zaman 12~3 6~4 15~6 15~5 8~4 9~3 3~1

d. conjunctions
ve 1~1 - 2~2 - 1~1 - 5l4

e. par[icles
derdarterta 44~13 10~7 32I16 33I12 81~20 46~18 51~18

Implicit means
a. compl. clauses

VtDIK - - - - 1~1 1~1 -
ki - - 3I2 3~2 5I3 7~4 6~4

b. adverbial clauses
Vtdigi i~in - - - - 2~2 - -
~iinkii - - - 2~1 2~2 - 2~2

c. adverbs
hala - - - - 1~1 - -
tam - - - 1~1 1~1 - -

TaWe á2 Distribution of expressions of simultaneity in LI Turkish narrarives of bilingual
informants, by age

The second part of each column in Table 6.2 specifies those devices which
imply simultaneity in a given context. In Turkish, complement clauses,
causal adverbial clauses and adverbs may imply simultaneity (cf. Section
5.4.1).

On the whole there are not many instances in the Turkish data in
which simultaneous events are expressed. Moreover, a large number of
implicit means, such as the adverbial phrases óte yandan `on the other hand'
or bu arada `in the meantime', or the adverb hemen `immediately' do not
appear in the data at all. For all age groups the adverb o zaman and the
particle de are the most frequent forms.

In the Turkish data of the 4-year-old bilingual children no implicit means
were found. The most frequent explicit means for expressing simultaneous
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relations are the adverbial o zaman, and especially the particle de~da
(example 14).

(14) oglan uyandz. kópek de uyandz
boy wake.up-D.PAST.3sg. dog DE wake.up-D.PAST.3sg
`the boy woke up. the dog woke up too'
[Ali, age 4;11, in Turkish]

The default use of o zaman `then, that time' or o zamanda `then, at that
time' seems to be that of indicating sequentiality (at age 4 it was used 32
times for expressing sequentiality and 12 times for expressing simultaneity).

Of the converbs, -ken is most frequent; it is used nine times. This form
meaning `while' in the target language was used correctly in three cases, as in
example (15):

(15) ~ocuk uyurken kurbak i~inden ~zkzyor
child sleep-KEN frog inside-POSS-ABL get.out-PRES
`while the child is sleeping, the frog gets out from inside'
[Rabia, age 4;11, in TurkishJ

One child, however, uses the -ken form six times in combination with the
verb git- `go'. The action expressed by the main verb is simultaneous to the
going of the actor, whereas the going of the actor is being presented as a
continuous action, as the following example shows:

(16) sonra da giderken G anne [rJanne ben oraya gidecem )['Jdiyormu~
after DE go-KEN G mother [~] mother I there-DAT go-FUT-lsg ~
["] say-PAST.PROG
`While he was going he said G mother, mother I'm going over
there 1 ["]'
[Figen, age 4;4, in Turkish]

In adult speech, the converb -ip would be the expected form in such a
context. This 4-year-old child, however, uses the -ip form exclusively with
the verb git- `go' (gidip) as a kind of prototypical structure to start an
utterance (12 times). In 7 cases, the second verb is negative and gidip is
followed by the particle te (one allomorph of the panicle de) as the second
gidip in (17).
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(17) sonra da gidip ba;ka bir ~ey alirmz;. sonra gidip te ba,~ka bir ~ey
alamamz;
after DE go-IP other one thing take-M.PAST.3sg. After go-II' DE
other one thing take-not.able-M.PAST.3sg
`and then he went and took something else. and then he went and
couldn't take something else'
[Figen, age 4;4, in Turkish]

The use of gidip te combined with a negative verb marks a break between
actions of the two verbs joined together. This means that there is no
simultaneity intended. This particular informant does not use this gidip form
when she grows older. It is interesting to note that the same informant uses
the only occurrence of the converb -ince found within this age group:

(18) annesi de gelince ona kzzmz;
mother-POSS-3sg DE come-INCE him-DAT be.angry-M.PAST.3sg
`when his mother came, she was angry at him'
[Figen, age 4;4, in Turkish]

This single occurrence of -ince, though used correctly, illustrates, together
with the examples of -ip and -ken, that Figen is struggling to get her converbs
right, although the story she created at age 4 is hardly coherent. It is all the
more striking then that at age 5 she does not use any of these forms at all.

In the analysis of -ip a distinction was made between one "combined"
action, as in ( 19) and two simultaneous or immediately successive actions as
in (20). The latter cases were counted as simultaneity of two actions, whereas
the first ones express a kind of lexical unity and were therefore regarded as
one and the same action.

(19) ~zkzp gidiyor fare
get.out-Il' go-PRES mouse
`the mouse goes out and away'
[Ismail age 4;11, in Turkish]

(20) kópek te ~zkzp bakzyor
dog DE get.out-IP look-PRES.3sg
`the dog goes out and looks'
[Levent age 4;6, in Turkish]

Only very few expressions of simultaneous relations are found in the data of
the bilingual children at age 5. Contrary to the data of the 4-year-olds (and
to all other age groups as well, as will be seen later) no converbs appear. The
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only explicit devices that are used are the derda particle, the adverb o zaman
and the -digi zaman adverbial clause. There are no implicit means.

The o zaman adverb is sometimes combined with deictic adverbs that
have a spatial meaning. The use of spatial deictics strongly indicates that
children are describing pictures locally, instead of narrating a series of events.
In the following example the adverb orda `there' is used in this sense:

(21) stktyorlar suydan. o zaman orda (lf orda G óyle ;ey ~(rrJ uil ta;a
stktyor
get.out-PRES-3p1 water-ABL. that time there [~] there such thing
[~~] owl stone-DAT get-PRES
`they get out of the water. then there [~] there something [~~] owl
comes to the stone'
[LTmit, age 5;8, in Turkish]

The adverbial clause with the non-finite verb form -digi zaman is used twice,
by the same informant, as in example (22):

(22) o oglan ~zkttgz zaman ba;kastntn evine bakzyor
that boy get.out-DIGI ZAMAN other-POSS-GEN house-POSS-
DAT look-PRES.3sg
`that boy, when he got out, looks at the house of someone else'
[Ísmail, age 5;10, in Turkish]

The 6-year-olds use all forms that are used by the two younger age groups,
except for the converb -ken and the adverbial clause -digi zaman. Again o
zaman and the particle derda are the most frequent forms. The converbs
-ince and -ip expressing simultaneous actions reappear in the data, whereas
they were absent in the data of the 5-year-olds. New forms in this age group
are the converb -erek and complement clauses with ki, which is the first
implicit device found in the Turkish data. -Erek is used in a"manner sense"
(`the way in which'), as in example (23):

(23) oglan da bagzrarak ~tkmz;
boy DE scream-EREK get.out-M.PAST.3sg
`the boy has come out screaming'
[Murat, age 6;1, in Turkish]

Complement clauses with ki appear in most cases after a clause with the
main verb bak- `look'. This is in fact standard use of the form, which means
`I looked and saw that...' (Lewis 1986:212). The interpretation, however, of
the utterance in (24) is that ki means `whether', following the pictures in
which the frog is actually gone:
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(24) baktzlar ki kurbaga orda
look-D.PAST-3p1 whether frog there
`they looked whether the frog was there'
[ismail, age 6;9, in Turkish]

The conjunction ve is primarily used for enumeration of actions. Multiple
actions by one protagonist can be expressed by means of ve, as in example
(25). It can also express a series of actions by different protagonists, as in
(26). In (26) the second ve combines two actions of the boy and dog (aldtlar
`they took' and góturdïsler `they brought') with one action of the frog and
his family (yaptzlar `they did'). The latter interpretation (frogs being the
subject of yaptzlar) is reinforced by the use of the pronoun onlar `they' in
combination with the particle de, indicating a topic switch.

(25) yavrularznz górdii ~l ve de oynuyordu onlarlan
young.anímal-POSS.3p1-ACC see-PAST.3p1 ~ and DE play-
PAST.PROG.3sg them-with
`he saw his children !~ and he was playing with them'
[Sezgin, age 6;9, in Turkish]

(26) aldzlar ve eve gótiirdiiler ve onlar da daag('J yaptzlar
take-D.PAST.3p1 and take-D.PAST.3p1 and they DE bye ["] do-
D.PAST.3p1
`they took and brought home and they did bye ["]'
[Yawz, age 6;4, in Turkish]

Only in two cases this conjunction is used for simultaneity, namely when it
connects two actions by two protagonists, as in example (27), where it is
combined with the particle da that marks a shift of topic:

(27) kópek gidiyor ve oglan da oturuyor
dog go-PRES.3sg and boy DE sit-PRES.3sg
`the dog goes and the boy is sitting'
[Sibel, age 6;2, in Turkish]

In the data of the 6-year-olds, some cases were found in which the form o
zaman takes a special position within the clause. The default position is at
the beginning of a clause. In example (28), however, o zaman takes an
intermediate position, because clause-initial position has been taken by kópek
te, which is in contrastive focus to ~ocuk.
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(28) ~ocuk ayakkabzszna bakzyor, yok. kópek te o zaman dz,~arzya bakzyor
child shoe-POSS.3sg-DAT look-PRES. is.not. dog DE that time
outside-DAT look-PRES
`the child looks at his shoe. (it) is not there. the dog too looks
outside then'
[Sezai, age 6;4, in Turkish]

In example (29), shift of tense suggests the effort of the child to express
simultaneity (where sequentiality is the default case), with the intention to
express one event as continuous in contrast to the other, which is a bounded
event. In fact, the reverse would be expected, i.e., the past progressive form
in the first clause and simple past in the second.

(29) uyudu. o zaman o kurbaga ~zkzyordu
sleep-PAST.3sg. that time that frog get.out-PAST.PROG.3sg
`he slept. at that time that frog was getting out'
[Sezgin, age 6;9, in Turkish]

Another example illustrates that at age 6 some children have developed the
ability to take a perspective for presenting events in such a way that the
order of inention is not the order of events. In (30) a tense shift from present
to past can be seen. The -mi; past has a clear perfective meaning. The result
of the action expressed by the -mi; verb, is simultaneous with events
expressed by the verbs with -iyor (the present tense morpheme, which is the
anchoring tense in this particular narrative). In other words, the effect of the
second event (the frog being gone) is presented as simultaneous with the first
event. Although there is no simultaneity of the actual time spans in which
the events take place, the Topic Time of both events is identical.

(30) ge~ kalkzyorlar. bakzyorlar. o zaman ka~mz;
late get.up-PRES.3p1. look-PRES.3p1. that time escape-M.PAST.3sg
`they get up late. they look. then he has escaped'
[Selim, age 6;1, in Turkish]

Within the age group of the 7-year-olds, the converb -ken appears in the data
again, although only once. The converb -ip is used twice. The default
meaning is to indicate sequentiality of two events by the same actor. The
form is, however, also used for simultaneous relations (see Aksu-Ko~ and
Von Stutterheim 1994:411), as in (31):
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(31) oglan oturup bakzyor
boy sit-IP look-PRES.3sg
`the boy sits and watches'
[Figen, age 7;0, in Turkish]

The cases in which the implicit form ki is used, are complement clauses of
the verb bak- `look', as was also seen in the data of the 6-year-olds. In this
case, however, ki is used in the standard way, meaning `look and see that...':

(32) oraya baktz ki kurbaga ka~tz
there-DAT look-D.PAST KI frog escape-D.PAST.3sg
`he looked there and saw that the frog had escaped'
[Murat, age 7;0, in Turkish]

In this example, like in example (30), there is simultaneity of Topic Time of
both events and not on the level of the Time of Situation.

Expressions of implicit simultaneity appearing for the first time in the
data set are causal adverbial clauses containing the conjunction ~unkii:

(33) oglan kzzdz ~unkïc o~ey G kapot yapmz~tz ~~rrJkzrmz~tz
boy get.angry-D.PAST.3sg because that thing G to.pieces make-
PAST.PERF.3sg ) [~~] break-PAST.PERF.3sg
`the boy got angry because G he made that thing go to pieces 1[~~]
he smashed it'
[Figen, age 7;0, in Turkish]

Note that the informant who introduces ~iinku as a new form here in her
narrative, is the same as the one who used the -ince, -ken and -ip converbs at
age 4.

The main explicit form for expressing simultaneity within the 8-year-
olds, is the particle de. Compared with the 7-year-olds, however, the number
of o zaman decreases. A nice example of simultaneity of perception with o
zaman and tense shifting can be found in example (34). In the first clause in
this example, the informant presents one event (dog playing with beehive)
using past tense (which is actually the anchoring tense). In the second clause,
she switches to another event (mouse~gopher popping out of a hole) which
happens in the same picture as the previous event.

(34) kópek oynadz arz yuvasznan. o zaman bir tane fare geldiydi
dog play-D.PAST.3sg bee hive-POSS-with. that time one single
mouse come-D.PAST.PERF.3sg
`the dog played with the beehive. then a mouse had come'
[Sibel, age 8;11, in Turkish]
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In this example the child found a way in which she can express the
simultaneous events of the dog-and-bees and the boy-and-gopher, appearing
in one single picture. Besides o zaman and the derda particle, the converb
-ken is used 11 times by seven 8-year-olds. What is denoted by the verb
taking the -ken suffix, are temporally unbounded events, as in examples (35)
and (36):

(35) sonra ~rkur o bagzrzrken kópek du~tu yere
after 8tfro he shout-PRES-KEN dog fall-D.PAST.3sg ground-DAT
`then while he was shouting, the dog fell to the ground'
[Zizhal, age 8;1, in Turkish]

(36) ~ocuknan kópek uyurken kurbaga ka~mt~
child-with dog sleep-PRES-KEN frog flee-M.PAST.3sg
`while the dog and the child were sleeping, the frog has fled'
[Muhammed, age 8;9, in Turkish]

This same child uses -ken in the sense of - ip twice, as the following example
shows:

(37) ~ocuk giderken kurbaga yakalamz;
child go-PRES-KEN frog chase-M.PAST.3sg
`the child went and chased (went to chase) the frog'
[Muhammed, age 8;9, in Turkish]

One 8-year-old gives a nice example of -ken in intrasentential position:

(38) ondan sonra ak;amleyin kurbaga onlar uyurken ka~mz;
there-ABL after evening-ADV frog they sleep-PRES-KEN flee-
M.PAST.3sg
`and then in the evenings the frog, while they were sleeping, has
fled'
[Hanim, age 8;7, in Turkish]

Explicit forms appearing for the first time in this age group (both of them,
however, only once) are the temporal adverbial clause with -diginde `at the
time when' in example (39) and the complement clause with -dik in example
(40):

(39) sonra da 3~ ~zktzgtnda ali kalktt
after DE N get.out-DIGINDA ali stand.up-D.PAST.3sg
`and then when he got out, ali stood up'
[Yurdagiil, age 8;10, in Turkish]
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(40) sonradan bilmedi nerede oldugunu
after-ABL know-NEG-D.PAST.3sg where be-DIK-POSS-ACC
`and then he didn't know where he was'
[Eray, age 8;10, in Turkish]

Besides two cases of ~unku, there are two cases of causal adverbial clauses
containing the non-finite verb construction -digi i~in, as in the following
example:

(41) oglan da kzzmz; ~ok ~t yuzunït yaladzgz i~in
boy DE be.angry-M.PAST much. face-POSS.3sg-ACC lick-DIGI for
`the boy was very angry ií for he licked his face'
[Hanim, age 8;7, in Turkish]

The 9-year-olds use the converb -ince as an explicit device, in addition to de,
o zaman and the converb -ken, as in (42):

(42) kópek bal yerine [rlJevine gidince bal [rlJarzlar hep ~zkzyor
dog honey place-POSS-DAT [~~] house-POSS-DAT go-INCE honey
[~~] bee-PLUR all come.out.PRES.3p1
`as soon as the dog goes to the honey place [~~] house, all the
honey [~~] bees come out'
[Muhammed, age 9;9, in Turkish]

-Ince is in some cases attached to the verb bak- `look' in combination with
the main verb gór- `see'. The meaning then changes from `as soon as X, then
Y' to a semantic cluster `X and Y':

(43) bakznca bóyle kurbaga ailesini górityor
look-INCE thus frog family-POSS.3sg-ACC see-PRES.3sg
`he looks and thus sees the frog family'
[Ziihal, age 9;2, in Turkish]

In other cases, -ince is used as a positional temporal adverb:

(44) ondan sonra sabah olunca yatmz~
there-ABL after morning become-INCE sleep-M.PAST.3sg
`and then, when it became morning, he slept'
[~zlem, age 9;6, in Turkish]

The converb -ken appears 8 times in the data of the 9-year-olds. There is one
example in which -ken is used, where -erek would be expected. In example
(45) the subject of ko~uyorken and gelmi; is the same (the deer):
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(45) o zaman G bir tane ~[rÍJbir ~ey hzzlz kosuyorken gelmi~
that time G one 1[~~] a thing quickly run-PROG-KEN came-
M.PAST.3sg
`then one [~~] a thing came running quickly'
[Ramazan, age 9;0, in Turkish]

There are only few implicit devices found that express simultaneity.
Within the age group of the 10-year-olds, all explicit forms found in the
entire data set are used. The narratives do not differ drastically from those of
the 9-year-olds. All four converbs are used, but still only by a minority of
the informants. Even at this age examples can be found of -ince `as soon as'
used as if it were -ip `and then' (46) and vica versa of -ip used as -ince (47):

(46) ka~znca G her ;ey ~ [rlJoglan yere du~itcyor
flee-INCE G every thing 1 [~~] boy ground-DAT fall-PRES.3sg
` G everything ~[~~] the boy flees and falls to the ground'
[Ali Osman, age 10;7, in Turkish]

(47) arzlar arkastndan gidip é1~o ~ocuk [lf cocuk dït,~mu~
bee-PLUR behind-POSS-ABL go-IP 8Zchi child [~] child fall-
M.PAST.3sg
`as soon as the bees went after him (-dog), the child fell'
[Muhammed, age 10;8, in Turkish]

Again the number of implicit devices is low. Only six complement clauses
with ki and two adverbial clauses with ~iinku are found.

6.7.2 Temporal relations in Dutch narratives
Whereas the previous section was devoted to temporal relations in the L1
Turkish narratives of the bilingual informants, this section contains
corresponding information on their L2 Dutch narratives. Table 6.3 presents
the distribution of anchoring tenses in Dutch.

Bilinguals
Age

Cohort T1
4 5 6

N-20
7

Cohort T2
8 9

N-20
10

Dutch
Present 7 14 13 12 10 5 3
Past 1 1 2 2 6 9 13
Mixed Pres~Past - 1 4 5 4 6 4
Mixed (other) 6 3 1 1 - - -
Infinitives only 3 - - - - - -
No verb forms 3 1 - - - - -

TaMe !x3 Anchoring tenses in L2 Dutch narratives of bilingual informants, per age group
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In the L2 Dutch narratives, a substantial number of informants at age 4 and
5 does not use finite verb forms at all or only in combination with
infinitives. Four children do not use any verb forms at all. They merely list
the protagonists and other concrete elements (bed, jar, tree, etc.) in the
pictures. Three other 4-year-old informants only use infinitives instead of
finite verb forms, as in the next example:

(48) kikker pakken. jij ook kikker pakken. hij pakken jongetje kikker. en
jongetje allemaal kikker zo doen
frog take-INF. you too frog take-INF. he take-INF boy-DIM frog.
and boy-DIM all frog like-this do-INF
`take frog. you too take frog. he take boy frog. and boy all frog do
this'
[Ismail, age 4;11, in Dutch]

These two types of story-telling (`no verb' and `infinitive only') are
illustrative for the way in which young informants give static descriptions
based on single pictures in the frog booklet. Infinitives are typical means for
the description of a static situation, similar to merely mentioning characters
and objects without presenting them as actors in the story. Narrative
discourse requires finite verb forms.

From age 5 and 6 onwards, the present tense becomes the most
prominent anchoring tense, and past tense forms start to appear in the data.
First, they appear rather randomly (mixed Present~Past) and unmotivated.
From age 8, however, they start to become more prominent, becoming the
most frequently used anchoring tense at age 9 and 10.

Simultaneity in Dutch. Table 6.4 presents an overview of devices expressing
simultaneity in the Dutch data of the bilingual informants. Similar to Table
6.2, the first figure gives the absolute number of occurrences of that
particular form in the data of a given age group. The second figure indicates
the number of informants that used the form.

The top half of the table contains all explicit devices for expressing
simultaneity that were found in the data. There are two subclasses for
Dutch: conjunctions (subordinating and coordinating) and adverbs. The form
toen appears both under the heading "conjunction" (meaning `when') and
under the heading "adverb" (meaning `then'). The default function of the
adverb (en) toen is to indicate sequentiality, and not simultaneity. The cases
of (en) toen listed here are only those that relate two simultaneous events.

The adverb ook is regarded as a prominent form for expressing
simultaneity in certain contexts. Aksu-Ko~ and Von Stutterheim (1994) list
the German auch `too' under the heading "compensatory device". This
category, however, is not adopted in Table 6.4, since it is a highly normative
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classification. Therefore, Dutch ook belongs to the category of explicit
devices, analogous to the classification of Turkish de.

The bottom half of each column in Table 6.4 specifies those devices
which imply simultaneity in a given context. In Dutch both causal
conjunctions, complement clauses and adverbs may imply simultaneity (cf.
Section 6.4.2).

Bilinguals
Age

Cohort TI
4 5 6

N-20
7

Cohort T2
8 9

N-20
10

Explici[ means
a. conjunctions

toen - - - 6~4 4~3 3~3 17~7
als 1~1 2~1 - - 3I1 - 4~3
en 7~6 8~6 9~6 20~11 24~14 20~8 21I11

b. adverbs
(en) toen - 1~1 - - 5~5 7~5 -
ook 23~11 18~9 18I9 21I14 30~16 18~13 23~12

Implicit means
a. causal conj.

want 1~1 - - 1~1 - - Sl4
omdat 1~1 - - 1~1 2I2 - -

b. compl. clauses
of - 1~1 - - 1~1 lIl 3~1
hoe - - - - - - -

c. adverbs
net 1~1 - - - - - -
nog - 6~2 1~1 2~1 5~4 5~4 2~1
opeens - - - - - 4~4 7~4

Tabile 6.4 Distribution of expressions of simultaneity in L2 Dutch narrat:ves of bilingual
informants, by age

A first observation of Table 6.4 shows that on the whole there are not many
cases in which simultaneity is explicitly or implicitly expressed. A second
observation shows that obvious means for simultaneity, such as the
conjunction terwijl `while', or adverbs such as gelijkl tegelijkertijd `at the same
time' are not used at all. The conjunction en and the adverb ook are the
most frequent in all age groups.

Within the age group of the 4-year-olds, only few examples of
simultaneity were found. Children at age 4 do not yet express the concept of
simultaneity on all levels. An obvious exception is the explicit device ook
`too', which is used in a construction parallel to the one in the previous
clause and refers to activities of two protagonists, either as subject or as
object. This means that at the level of simultaneity of perception 4year-olds
do seem to express simultaneous relations. Some examples are given in (49)
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and (50). In the latter example, there is ellipsis óf both subject and verb.
Hond `dog' is object of ging vallen doen `went to make fall'.

(49) die jongen kijkt naar kikker. die hond kijkt ook naar kikker
that boy look-PRES-3sg to frog. that dog look-PRES-3sg also to frog
`that boy looks at frog. that dog also looks at frog'
[Levent, age 4;6, in Dutch]

(50) hert ging vallen doen hem. i~ hond ook
deer went fall-INF do him. ~f dog too
`deer went to make him fall. dog too'
[Salim, age 4;8, in Dutch]

Less frequently than ook, the coordinatíng conjunction en `and' is used for
expressing simultaneous relations:

(51) hond ging dan rennen en weglopen
dog go-PAST.3sg then run-INF and run.away-INF
`then dog went rushing and running away'
[Salim, age 4;8, in Dutch]

The majority of en forms, however, refer either to the specification of
characters and items in static picture descriptions, which are then counted as
simultaneity of foregrounded states, or to listing events in chronological
order (which are clear cases of sequentiality).

Occasionally, the 4year-olds use implicit forms. Of these implicit forms,
the conjunctions want `for' and omdat `because' indicate a backgrounded
state or event:

(52) hij heb~ um stil ['J gezegd. want uh G hondje gaat~[lf {~ hondje gaat
dur in
he has er hush ["] say-PRES.PART. for er G dog go-PRES-3sg ~[~]
dog-DIM go-PRES-3sg there in
`he has said hush ["], for the dog goes into it'
[Funda, age 4;5, in Dutch]

(53) hij gaat hem prikken omdat hij kijkt naar hem
he go-PRES-3sg him sting-INF because he look-PRES-3sg to him
`he will sting him, because he looks at him'
[Sezgin, age 4;8, in Dutch]

Within the group of 5-year-olds, the form ook is still the most frequently
used explicit form for expressing simultaneity. However, it can now also be
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seen that ook, when it is associated to the verb (and not to a noun), mostly
takes the function of expressing sequentiality (and not simultaneity), as in
example (54).

(54) sst ['Jzegt ie. hij kijkt ook daar op
shh ["] say-PRES-3sg he. he look-PRES-3sg too there on
`shh ["] he says. He also looks on that'
[Salim, age 5;9, in Dutch]

The adverb toen appears for the first time, although only once, as a device
for expressing simultaneity. In the following example, the first toen is
sequential, and the second one indicates a simultaneous action by a different
character. This reading of simultaneity is reinforced by the use of ook `too'.

(55) toen keek de hond dur in. de jongen keek toen ook
then look-PAST the dog there in. the boy look-PAST then too
`then the dog looked in it. the boy looked too then'
[Rabia, age 5;11, in Dutch)

Implicit means for the expression of simultaneity still play a minor role.
There is one example of a complement clause with of

(56) dan kijkt ie naar [rrJ of die er is
then look-PRES-3sg he to [~~] whether that there is
`then he looks at [~~] whether he is there'
[Salim, age 5;9, in Dutch]

The form nog `still, another' is used 6 times, by two informants, expressing a
simultaneous relation between two descriptive states, as in example (57):

(57) daar waren allemaal kikkertjes. babykikkertjes moederkikkertjes en
vaderkikkertjes. en nog grote kinderkikkertjes
`there were a whole lot of froggies. babyfroggies motherfroggies and
fatherfroggies. and other big childfroggies'
[Rabia, age 5;11, in Dutch]

In the Dutch narratives of the bilingual 6-year-olds, only a very small
amount of expressions of simultaneity were found. Besides the explicit
devices en and ook, there is only one case of the implicit device nog, used to
express an unaltered backgrounded state or event, as in (58):
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(58) en dan roept ie kikker ('J die ding is nog bij zun hoofd
and then call-PRES.3sg he frog ["]. that thing is still near his head
`and then he calls frog ["]. that thing is still near his head'
[Ali, age 6;10, in Dutch]

The explicit devices used by the 7-year-olds in Dutch are en and ook. In
addition to these, the subordinate conjunction toen `when' first appears at
age 7:

(59) toen ze in donker was toen ging de kikker zo dur uit met zo voet
when she in dark is-PAST.3sg then go-PAST.3sg the frog like-this
there out with like-this foot
`when she was in dark then the frog went out like-this with foot
like-this'
[Rabia, age 7;7, in Dutch]

Whereas in Turkish causal adverbial clauses appear, the Dutch forms want
`for' and omdat `because' reappear (they were both used once by 4-year-olds).
The informant who used them, is again the girl who introduced converbs in
her Turkish narratives rather early and who started to use the Turkish ~unku
`for' at age 7. Examples (60) and (61) show both cases. In (61) again there is
simultaneity of Topic Times: the effect of the event "frog being gone" is
simultaneous with the state "boy not happy".

(60) en die hond ging gauw rennen want dat jongen was op het kangoeroe
and that dog go-PAST.3sg quickly run for that boy be-PAST.3sg on
the kangaroo
`and that dog started to run quickly for that boy was on the
kangaroo'
[Figen, age 7;0, in Dutch]

(61) het jongen is niet blij omdat de kikker weg is gegaan.
the boy be-PRES.3sg not glad because the frog away be-PRES.3sg
go-PRES.PART
`the boy is not glad because the frog has gone away'
[Figen, age 7;0, in Dutch]

Within the group of 8-year-olds, ook and en are again most frequently used.
In this age group, several examples of the adverb (en~ toen can be found, as
well as examples with toen as subordinate conjunction.

The number of implicit devices is still small. Nevertheless, the adverb
nog steeds (still) is used several times in the scene in which the two most
important characters of the story are involved in foregrounded actions (the
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gopher~beehive scene). Nog is in fact used to indicate that the time span
being talked about in previous utterances is still the same. For example:

(62) een rat gaat hem neus bijten. en hier wil die hond nog steeds honing
a rat go-PRES.3sg him nose bite-INF. and here want-PRES.3sg that
dog still honey
`a rat starts biting his nose. and that dog here still wants honey'
[Cemal, age 8;11, in Dutch]

The 9-year-olds use in their Dutch narratives two types of toen (the adverb as
well as the conjunction), ook and en as explicit means for the expression of
simultaneity. In the following example, en is used for relating a foregrounded
event to a backgrounded state:

(63) ze keekten achter een boom en daar zaten de mankikker en de
mevrouwkikker
they look-PAST.3p1 behind a tree and there sit-PAST.3p1 the
man.frog and the lady.frog
`they looked behind a tree and the manfrog and the ladyfrog were
sitting there'
[Betiil, age 9;0, in Dutch]

Of the implicit means, the adverbs nogrnog steeds `still' and opeens `suddenly'
are used. Nog (or nog steeds) refers to a previously mentioned situation or to
the recurrent main theme of the frog story: the search for the frog (see 64).

(64) en die jongen zit nog steeds te roepen
and that boy sit-PRES.3sg still to shout-INF
`and that boy is still shouting'
(Gulhanim, age 8;11, in Dutch]

Opeens is first used by four informants in this age group. It expresses the
"closing of the time gap" between two situations. In this way, the informants
manage to express a relation of simultaneity or immediate succession of two
events. The interpretation of opeens expressing simultaneity is suggested
strongly by the picture, in which both events are depicted. An example is
given in (65):
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(65) en de hond zit nog steeds te spelen. opeens komen er bijen uit de huisje
van de honing
and the dog sit-PRES.3sg still to play-INF. Suddenly come-PRES.3p1
there bee-PLUR out.of the house-DIM of the honey
`and the dog is still playing. Suddenly bees come out of the little
house of the honey'
[Cemal, age 9;9, in Dutch]

The conjunction toen is very frequent in the Dutch data of the 10-year-olds.
The adverb (enJ toen, on the other hand, disappears. Other rather frequent
explicit devices are en and ook. In example (66) the unbounded event
expressed by the verb vasthouden `to hold on to' is related to the bounded
event roepen `to call' by means of the coordinating conjunction en.

(66) hij houde die tak vast en riep ckikker waar ben je ~~'J
he hold-PAST.3sg that branch and call-PAST.3sg c frog where be-
PRES.3sg you 1 ["]
`he held on to that branch and called c frog where are you ~["]'
[Emine, age 9;11, in Dutch]

Whereas younger children used ook to indicate similar actions or states by
different protagonists, at age 10 there is an example in which the first state is
not explicitly mentioned, but can be derived from the clause containing ook:

(67) G o mijn kikker is weg ~('J zeg ron. en pietje kijk ook verbaasd
G o my frog be-PRES.3sg away ~["] say-PRES-0 ron. and pietje
look-PRES-0 also surprised
` C o my frog has gone ~["] says ron. and pietje also looks
surprised'
[Eray, age 10;9, in Dutch]

Furthermore, the 10-year-olds make use of a small number of implicit
devices, such as the causal conjunction want `for', complement clauses with
of `whether, if', the adverbs nog `still' and opeens `suddenly'. The subordinate
conjunction als `when' appears four times. There is one example of als
erroneously used with past tense (that is, as if it were toen):

(68) als kees wakker werd zag hij C dat ze 1 (rlJ dat hij niet er was
as kees awake become-PAST.3sg see-PAST.3sg he c that she ~[~~]
that he not there be-PAST.3sg
`when kees woke up, he saw c that she ~[~~] that he was not
there'
[Ozlem, age 10;7, in Dutch]
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6.7.3 Comparison with monolingual informants
Turkish monolinguals. Table 6.5 gives the anchoring tenses of the Turkish
monolingual control group. The Turkish monolinguals shift tense regularly,
even at age 9. It seems that, like the bilingual informants, the Turkish
monolinguals have difficulty too in establishing a stable temporal frame in
which they can tell their stories. If, however, one tense is adopted, it is the
present tense. Only two 5-year-olds use the -mi~ past. This is striking, since
for the bilingual children a development towards the use of past tense
narratives was found.

Turkish monolinguals
Age

Cohort T3
5(NL 10)

T4
7(N -10)

T5
9(N a 10)

Turkish
Present 3 6 7
Past -di - - -

-mi,s 2 - -
Mixed Pres~Past 5 4 3

Table á5 Anchoring tenses in Turkish per age group in narratives of monolingual Turkish
informants

Table 6.6 lists the expressions of simultaneity in the data of the monolingual
Turkish children, in a similar format as was used for the data of the bilingual
children.

The first similarity between the figures in Table 6.6 and those in Table
6.2 is that both bilingual and monolingual Turkish children seldom express
simultaneity. Implicit means in particular are very infrequent in both groups.
A further observation is that both bilingual and monolingual informants use
all four converbs in later age groups, although in a very limited number of
cases. Furthermore, the particle derda is the most frequently used explicit
device (used by all monolingual children, and by 900~0 of the bilingual
children). A major difference is found in the low frequency of o zaman,
which appears only once in the monolingual data set, whereas it was fairly
frequently used by the bilingual children.

In their development of devices for expressing simultaneity, the
monolingual Turkish informants display features that are similar to those
found in the bilingual informants. For instance, not all converbs are used
according to the adult norm, such as in (69) in which one would expect
itekle-yerek `by pushing...', especially because of the postverbal position of
the converb.
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(69) o ~ocugu du~iirdu itekleyip
that boy-ACC fall-CAUS-D.PAST.3sg push-IP
`he let the boy fall and pushed'
[Ece, age 7;0, monolingual Turkish]

Turkish monolinguals
Age

Cohort T3
5 (N -10)

T4
7 (N -10)

T5
9 (N -10)

Explicit means
a. converbs

Vtince - - 1~1
Vtken 2~2 2~2 5~3
Vtip 1~1 1~1 2~2
Vterek - lIl 1~1

b. adverbial clauses
Vtdik tde - - -
Vtdigi zaman - - 1~1

c. adverbials
o zaman - - 1~1

d. conjunctions
ve 1~1 - 5~4

e. particles
derdarterta 30~8 18~8 60~ 10

Implicit means
a. complement clauses

VtDIK - - -
ki - lll 2~2

b. adverbial clauses
Vtdigi isin - lIl -
siinku - 2I2 -

c.adverbs
hala - - 2~ 1
tam - - -

Table á6 Distribution of expressions of símultaneity in Turkish narratives ofmonolingual Turkish
informants, by age

Dutch monolinguals. Table 6.7 lists the anchoring tenses of the
monolingual Dutch control group. Until age 7, the Dutch monolinguals
primarily use present tense forms in their narratives. From age 6 past tense
narratives appear, and from age 8 there is an equal distribution of present
and past.
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Dutch monolinguals
Age

Cohort Dl
4 5 6

N-10
7

Cohort D2
8 9

N-10
10

Dutch
Present 6 7 4 6 5 4 5
Past - - 1 2 4 4 5
Mixed Pres~Past 3 3 5 2 1 2 -
Mixed (other) 1 - - - - - -

Table 6.7 Anchoring tenses in Dutch per age group in narratives of monolingual Dutch informants

Table 6.8 is, again, a quantitative breakdown for devices expressing
simultaneity in L1 Dutch of monolingual children.

Dutch monolinguals
Age

Cohort Di
4 5 6

N-10
7

Cohort D2
8 9

N-10
10

Explicit means
a. conjunctions

roen lIl 3~1 1~1 3~1 1~1 3~2 3~2
als - - - - 3~3 - 3~2
en 9~8 7~6 1216 18I8 18I8 25~9 20~7

b. adverbs
(enJ toen 1~1 - 1~1 - lll - -
ook 5~4 7~3 10I7 16~7 15~8 7~5 9~6

Implicit means
a. causal conj.

want 2~2 3~2 2I2 5I4 6~3 6~4 2I2
omdat - 1~1 - - lIl 3~3 -

b. compl. clauses
of 1~1 - 1~1 - 5~4 2~1 3~3
hoe - - - - - - 1~1

c. adverbs
net - - 1~1 - - - 1~1
nog 1~1 4~3 11I5 8~5 6~4 6l4 3~2
opeens - - - 1~1 2~2 8~3 4~2

Table á8 Distribution of expressions of simultaneity in Dutch narratives of monolingual Dutch
informants, by age

These monolingual children use all forms that the bilingual children use in
Dutch. En and ook are the most frequent explicit devices. Relatively
frequent, at least compared with the ones listed in Tables 6.2 (Turkish of
bilinguals), 6.4 (Dutch of bilinguals) and 6.6 (Turkish of monolinguals), are
the implicit devices. The complement clause with hoe, which appears only
once in the data set (see example 70) is the only implicit form which is not
used at all by the bilinguals.
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(70) de hond wil natuurlijk ook wel kijken hoe het kikkertje eruitziet
the dog want-PRES.3sg of.course also look-INF how the frog-DIM
look.like-PRES.3sg
`of course the dog wants to take a look and see what the froggy
looks like'
[Desiree, age 10;0, monolingual Dutch]

Differences between bilingual and monolingual Dutch informants are that in
the latter group certain forms were found to appear at an earlier age than in
the bilingual group. The conjunction toen already appears at age 4, just as the
adverb nog. Moreover, Table 6.8 clearly shows that the use of forms over
time is more consistent for the monolingual group than for the bilingual
group. Monolingual Dutch informants hardly drop forms that are once
acquired and put to use, with some obvious exceptions (en toen, omdat, net).

6.8 Conclusions and discussion

In this chapter two issues relating to temporality in narratives were
considered: the development of temporal anchoring of texts, and the
development and use of devices expressing simultaneity of events. Both issues
were found to be related to a more general developmental trend: a change in
type of discourse, from static description of isolated pictures at age 4 to the
dynamic narration of related events at age 10. The use of infinitives only in
some narratives of young children, and the absence of verb forms in some
other narratives, show that some children at ages 4 and 5 do not give an
account of events but instead give static descriptions based on the pictures in
the frog booklet. Moreover, the stories in which the children mix present
and past tense, also support the claim that the 4year-olds give static
descriptions of isolated pictures, instead of relating successive or simultaneous
events into a coherent narrative. However, within the group of 5-year-old
bilinguals some attempts to temporally organise texts can be seen. A clear
sign of this is a significant rise (compared with the 4year-olds) in number of
(en) toen and (enJ dan `(and) then' used as a means for indicating
sequentiality. At a later age there is a development towards the steady use of
one favoured tense to anchor the narrative. A majority of the bilingual
children at age 10 prefer past tense in both their Turkish and Dutch
narratives. The Turkish monolingual informants, however, prefer present
tense, whereas the Dutch monolinguals show an equal distribution of present
tense and past tense narratives. As yet it is unclear why these differences
exist. More research is needed.

This development in command of discourse clearly effects the way in
which children organise their texts: at an early stage they connect single
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utterances (at a local level) and at a later age they seem to be capable of
hierarchically structuring their texts (at the global text level). This is, in turn,
related to a change in function of simultaneity, from the level of perception
(single pictures) at an early stage, to more advanced levels at which
simultaneity is used for adding background information to foregrounded
events, or for relating simultaneous episodes. In both the Turkish and the
Dutch data of the 4- and 5-year-olds, there are many occurrences of spatial
adverbs referring to the picture book context (the spatial deictic adverbs
burda~orda in Turkish and hier~daar in Dutch). At this early age, the
children do not relate the events within the pictures or across a series of
pictures, but merely use deictic orientation to give a static description of
what they see in the picture. Apparently, these children have not yet reached
the final stage of development of temporal systems (cf. Weist 1986:387) in
which the Time of Utterance (TU), Time of Situation (TSit) and Topic Time
(TT) can represent three different time spans on the time axis. Children at
this age seem not yet able to comprehend the concept of simultaneity of
TSit's or TT's. The ability to distinguish between the abstract notions of
TU, TSit and TT is a prerequisite for the ability to conceive of two
situations as simultaneous. Young children might, however, be able to
distinguish simultaneity on the level of perception. There is a development
from chaining utterances in which children rely on spatial deictics
(hererthere) towards a gradually expanding set of devíces to build hierarchical
structures in the text. Older children develop the skills to organise their texts
temporally and learn to distinguísh different functions of simultaneity with
respect to foregrounding and backgrounding. In this phase, new expressive
devices that mark these distinctions, are acquired and used.

As they grow older, children make use of more and more forms to
express simultaneity. The fact that within the group of 5-year-olds less
devices for the expression of simultaneity in Turkish are found, is in
accordance with the observation made in Chapter 5 that 5-year-olds present a
more global story line, which results in shorter stories. These global stories
may also be indicative of a`learning phase', during which children are in the
middle of the process of acquiring new devices. They are uncertain about
which function to attach to certain forms, and use a lesser number of forms
because of this uncertainty. Whereas in younger age groups some forms
expressing simultaneity appeared only once in the data, in the older age
groups (age 9 and 10) an accumulation of forms can be seen.

Some devices that are used for expressing simultaneity appear to acquire
new functions across time. At first, children use a limited set of forms with
broad meanings. Gradually, they expand this set of forms and there are shifts
in meaning of some forms. The data show that the Turkish converb -ip is
used by some young informants to express all kinds of temporal relations
(`while', `after', `when'). Across the age groups, a development towards a
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more restricted use can be seen (two verbs expressing one "combined"
action), reflecting adult use. Some devices are used less frequently in later age
groups than at an earlier age. Examples are the Turkish adverbial o zaman `at
that time' and the Dutch (en) toen. Even at age 10, not all possible forms are
used. Furthermore, individual differences were observed. Some children
turned out to be more adventurous than others in using, for instance,
Turkish converbs and Dutch conjunctions.

Simultaneity was expressed at the local level only. Adverbials meaning
`meanwhile' or `on the other hand' were not found at all in the data. In fact,
it is not surprising that no clear cases of simultaneity at the global level were
found. As for the Dutch data, this result is similar to the findings of Aksu-
Ko~ and Von Stutterheim (1994) in German. In their data, only adults (and
two 9-year-olds) used adverbial means for relating different episodes. In the
Turkish data, however, they found some more frequent cases of simultaneity
at the global level. Besides, the informants retell the story picture by picture,
by looking at them. This procedure results in a more sequential ordering of
events at the expense of potentially simultaneously represented events.
In the Dutch data of both bilingual informants and monolingual Dutch
informants more cases of implicit simultaneity were found than in the
Turkish data. It was also predicted that bilingual children who have already
acquired explicit forms in Turkish, will look for explicit devices in Dutch
and prefer them to implicit devíces. There is no evidence, however, that the
bilingual informants make more frequent use of explicit devices, compared
with the monolingual Dutch informants.

In the Turkish data no structural differences between bilinguals and
monolinguals were found. There are only very few forms that monolingual
children use, which are not used by the bilingual children. Moreover, both
bilingual and monolingual Turkish informants seem to develop new
functions for particular forms, such as converbs. There is no difference either
in the number of instances in which the informants express a relation of
simultaneity. In the Dutch data, however, monolingual Dutch children on
the whole use more forms, and many forms are used earlier compared to the
bilingual children. It was observed in Section 6.4 that Dutch is rather
limited, in comparison with Turkish, as regards the number of devices for
relating simultaneous events in narratives. Thus, it is striking that whereas
both bilingual and monolingual Turkish children use only a small amount of
explicit and implicit means for the expression of simultaneity, the Dutch
monolingual children seem to use their limited set of devices in an optimal
way.



Chapter 7

General conclusions and discussion

In the present study, the linguistic proficiency of Turkish-Dutch bilingual
children in both Turkish and Dutch was investigated in four chapters, each
dealing with one specific topic. Throughout this book, the notion of
linguistic proficiency has been regarded as the interrelation of syntax and
discourse. Therefore, the integrated development of both syntax and
discourse was dealt with. Chapters 3 and 4 demonstrated that children at
school age are still in an ongoing process of acquiring (more advanced)
grammatical means, such as reflexives and relative clauses. Chapters 5 and 6
showed how children move from first merely encoding individual events
with abundant reference to the deictic here-and-now context, to organising
these events hierarchically, first adhering to the natural order of successive
events and later also finding means to encode simultaneous events. Children
learn to analyse situations into components (what Berman and Slobin (1994)
call "filtering") and encode them in multiclausal constructions ("packaging").

This final chapter focuses on the more general issue of how bilingual
proficiency develops, more especially on the simultaneous development of
syntax and discourse in Turkish and Dutch. Across both languages many
similarities were found in the way in which forms and functions were related
in developing child grammars. The actual rate and order of development
seemed to be influenced by the grammatical resources of a given language.

Before we deal with this emerging proficiency in two languages, a
summary is given of the main findings presented in Chapters 3 to 6. In
Section 7.1 the development of syntactic features will be discussed. The
development of discourse proficiency will be outlined in Section 7.2. In
Section 7.3, the central theme of this study is returned to: the development
of cohesive devices in Turkish and Dutch, and the interaction between these
forms and their functions. An attempt is made to relate the findings to an
emergent bilingual proficiency. In the final section, 7.4, the implications of
this study for further research are discussed.

7.1 Development of syntax

The results presented in Chapter 3 and 4 on the level of syntax make clear
that, intralinguistically, Turkish-Dutch bilingual children do not develop
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differently from monolingual children. Furthermore, on the interlinguistic
level, that is, comparing L1 Turkish with L2 Dutch acquisition, only minor
differences were found, which were related to language-specific features.

Anaphoric reference. Turkish-Dutch bilingual children, at the beginning of
primary school, showed a reasonable performance in Turkish on free
anaphor items (pronouns) and a poor result (around chance level) on bound
anaphor items (reflexives). From age 8, performance on bound anaphor items
reached the level of scores on free anaphor items. The development from age
8 to 10 was parallel for both types of anaphors. There were no differences in
rate of development compared with monolingual Turkish children.

The same bilingual children performed poorly on Dutch reflexive
items and slightly better on Dutch pronominal items, until age 7. From age
8 to 10, they obtained equal scores on both types of anaphors. Although the
scores of younger bilingual children were significantly lower than those of
their monolingual Dutch peers, no difference was found between older
bilinguals and Dutch monolinguals.

The way in which acquisitional patterns of reflexives and pronouns in
the current data were found to differ, was not in accordance with what
Binding Theory would predict. Principle A of Binding Theory states that
bound anaphors are bound within their governing category (- co-indexed
with a c-commanding argument). For every bound anaphor, the antecedent
must be found in the same category. Principle B states that free anaphors
must be free in their governing category. The antecedent of a free anaphor
cannot be the c-commanding argument within the same governing category.
Since Principle A gives a linguistic rule for the interpretation of a reflexive
and Principle B only states what elements are not antecedents of pronouns,
Binding Theory predicts different patterns of acquisition of bound and free
anaphors. In their acquisition of both Turkish and Dutch, the bilingual
children performed, as predicted, better on free anaphor items than on
bound anaphor items, until the age of 7. However, contrary to the
prediction that bound anaphors would develop more rapidly than free
anaphors (i.e., scores of children older than approximately age 6 or 7 on
bound anaphor sentences would be higher), the older children also showed a
strong development of free anaphors. As a result, equal scores on bound and
free anaphor items were found.

Other possible explanations for the findings were presented. The
higher scores on free anaphor items by younger children were explained by
the fact that children acquire (deictic) pronouns rather early and temporarily
overgeneralise this knowledge of pronouns to reflexives.

Another partly explanation for the results may be offered by a
Lexically Directed Orientation strategy (LDO) (Koster 1993:64), which states
that children have some lexical knowledge of the argument structure of
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bound and free anaphor items. When a child hears a sentence with a
reflexive element, he will choose a picture with a reflexive action, i.e., either
comes up with a correct answer or makes an antecedent error. When on the
other hand a child hears a sentence with a pronoun, he will choose an other-
oriented action picture. In this case, again, the child picks either the correct
picture or the one with an antecedent error. Since the sum of correct scores
and antecedent errors was found to be higher than the sum of anaphoric
errors and double errors (with the exception of scores of the youngest age
groups), there seems to be ground for the claim that there is indeed some
LDO effect taking place.

Furthermore, some evidence was found for the linear processing of
items. Turkish and Dutch test items contain complex NPs (possessive
constructions) in subject position, with opposite directions of head and
modifier. The Turkish construction is head-final (Kerim'in arkada~z), whereas
the Dutch construction is head-initial (de vriend van Kerim). One strategy
(minimal distance between antecedent and reflexive and maximal distance
between antecedent and pronominal) could account for the order of
difficulty as found in the 8-year-olds. Another strategy (maximal distance
between antecedent and reflexive and minimal distance between antecedent
and pronominal) could explain that of the 10-year-olds.

Some evidence for transfer was found in the data. The bilingual
children obtained significantly higher scores on items with the lexical
reflexive kendini than on items with a verb containing the reflexive suffix
-(Í}n. The monolingual children performed equally well on both types. The
analytical structure and productive use of the lexically expressed kendini (as
opposed to the non-productive, synthetic and opaque form -(Í}n) may
account for this finding. Funhermore, influence from the Dutch "lexical"
reflexive zich may underlie this preference for kendini. This preference was
thus regarded as a feature of Turkish in a bilingual context, where the
dominant language makes use of analytic structures only, instead of synthetic
ones. Schaufeli (1991) reaches a similar conclusion concerning ki sentences
which were used more often by bilingual children than by monolinguals, at
the expense of (analytical) nominalised verb forms.

Relativisation. The second experiment was used to investigate
comprehension of relative clause constructions. In Turkish, the bilingual
children performed best on 00 and SS sentences. The word order variable
seems to play some role in Turkish, since differences were found as soon as
word order was varied. In sentences with SOV and SVO word order,
subject-modifying clauses are easier to understand, whereas in sentences with
OSV and OVS word order object-modifying clauses are easier. The 9-year-old
monolingual Turkish children also obtained the highest scores on 00 and
SS sentences. This finding shows that Parallel Function (equal function of
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the head noun in the main and in the relative clause) has a positive impact
on comprehension of relative clause constructions in Turkish.

For the bilingual children, Dutch 00 and SS sentences turned out to
be the easiest types of relative clause constructions. The most difficult type
of Dutch relative clause construction is the category of SO sentences.
Monolingual Dutch children had similar difficulties in understanding SO
sentences. The obvious difficulty the bilingual children as well as the
monolingual Dutch children have in processing Dutch SO sentences was
explained by the non-canonical word order within this type of relative clause
(OVS). NVN clusters in Dutch are most often regarded as SVO and not as
OVS, even by adult native speakers. Another explanation was offered by the
principle of perspective maintenance. Within SO sentences, perspective shifts
twice, which makes them harder to understand than the other types, in
which there is no or only one shift.

The results on the relativisation task were cross-linguistically similar in
Turkish and Dutch. The bilingual children show similar orders of difficulty
in both languages. However, language-specific features turned out to be an
important factor too in the comprehension of relative clauses. The bilingual
children performed better in Dutch than in Turkish, although the difference
is not significant for older children. This result confirms an earlier finding of
Slobin (1986), who reported that monolingual English children have less
problems in understanding relative clauses than monolingual Turkish
children. This difference was attributed to two structural properties of
Turkish, which result in difficulty in processing. First of all, the genitive
marking of the subject in Turkish -DÍK- clauses (SO and 00) differs from
the canonical structure of Turkish clauses. In the second place, the
construction of different types of relative clauses (-DÍK- vs. -(y~An sentences)
is not uniform. It seems that the same two arguments can be applied in
relative clause comprehension by the bilingual children. Whereas the order
of difficulty in Turkish and Dutch is highly similar, the more opaque
structure of Turkish relative clause constructions provides the learners with
more problems, resulting in a delay compared with the comprehension of
Dutch relative clauses.

7.2 Development of discourse

The results presented in Chapters S and 6 strongly suggest a correlation of
development of grammatical forms and command of discourse organisation,
which as a consequence leads to a change in type of discourse over time.
Younger children may not yet have acquired the ability to represent the
events depicted in the picture book as hierarchically organised. They are, for
instance, not able to establish a main character in their narratives.
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Furthermore, they regularly switch from past to present tense reference and
vice versa within one narrative. They are able to express simultaneity only
when two events occur in one single picture frame. Since they use deictic
means for reference, and are not able to distinguish between fore- and
background, their frog stories can be characterised as static descriptions of
single pictures. There is a development from mere juxtaposition of clauses
towards a gradually expanding set of devices to build hierarchical structures
in the text. Older children develop the skills to organise their texts by using
a range of forms for referring to characters, depending on the particular
discourse function and by distinguishing different functions of simultaneity
with respect to foregrounding and backgrounding. They are able to give a
dynamic account of a series of pictures by relating a series of foregrounded
events and by alternating these events with backgrounded descriptions. The
outcome that picture book retellings essentially lead to two types of
discourse (descriptive vs. narrative) is a fact to be considered here. The
question is whether it is allowed to compare these distinct types of data.
Since this difference in types of discourse is an effect of age, older children
becoming more proficient narrators, I am inclined to regard it as an
important result rather than as a disadvantage of eliciting narratives by
means of a picture story book.

Topic continuity. As for topic continuity, cross-linguistically similar
conventional ways for reference introduction, maintenance and shift were
found. New characters are established by means of the least presupposing
device, which is in both Turkish and Dutch an indefinite NP. Given the fact
that characters already have been mentioned, subsequent references are made
by "less explicit devices", such as zero anaphors (in Turkish) or pronouns (in
Dutch) for maintaining the character's identity in a chain of foregrounded
activities. Reference shift occurs when a character temporarily has been out
of focus and is being reintroduced by means of nominal forms. The
conclusion was drawn that the attribution of referential functions to
characters in narratives is governed by pragmatic motivations and depends
only to a lesser extent on syntactic skills.

Temporality. On the level of temporality, a clear developmental trend was
found towards the selection and usage of one and the same tense for
presenting the foregrounded events in a narrative (past tense in Turkish,
present tense in Dutch). Some of the bilingual children at age 4 and 5 used
infinitives only in their Dutch narratives, whereas others in the same age
group did not use any verb forms at all. Tense mixing was found to decrease
aver time.

Across age groups, the bilingual children used an expanding set of
forms to express simultaneous relations between events. It was found that
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simultaneity was expressed at the local level only. Devices used for the
connection of simultaneous episodes, such as adverbials meaning `meanwhile'
or `on the other hand' were not found at all in the data. The function of
simultaneity was found to develop as well. Many 4 and 5-year-old bilingual
children relied on deictic means for giving descriptions of what they saw in
the picture, in both their Turkish and Dutch stories. They were able to
relate simultaneous events on the level of perception (single pictures). In the
narratives of older children more advanced dimensions of simultaneity were
used: simultaneous foregrounded events were interrelated, and foregrounded
events were related to simultaneous background events.

7.3 Emergence of Turkish-Dutch bilingual proficiency

The investigation of developing grammatical and pragmatic proficiency
shows that bilingual children do not develop differently from monolinguals.
This may seem surprising at first, since bilingual children are faced with the
task of acquiring forms in two languages, of uncovering what rhetorical
options can be used in two typologically different codes. The results in this
study lead to the conclusion that bilingual children acquire two first
languages, which develop into a Turkish-Dutch bilingual proficiency
throughout the school years.

In Chapter 1 three reasons were given of why young children
(bilingual and monolingual) have only a limited set of forms available for
expressing themselves in narrative discourse. The first reason is that children
cannot cognitively conceive of every possible perspective for encoding events.
This is in fact indicated by the change in discourse (from single picture
descriptions to integrated narratives). Furthermore, in Section 5.10 it was
argued that children become more proficient in manipulating different
perspectives. Older children have mastered the capability to shift perspective
from main to minor character, or to alternate agent and patient roles.
Another illustration of cognitive development was given in Chapter 6. It was
shown that children develop from presenting simultaneous events that they
perceive as happening at the same time, to relating events that have
simultaneous Topic Times (which includes the capability of departing from
the natural order of events). The process of cognitive maturation in both
bilingual and monolingual children is basically similar. They proceed from a
procedural phase (in terms of Karmiloff-Smith 1983) during which top-down
control processes that generate the behavioural output, are success-oriented.
In phase 2 children rely on organisation-oriented procedures which may
initially result in a regression in linguistic proficiency.

Young children are also communicatively less advanced than older
children. Young children are not yet able to fully assess the listener's
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viewpoint. Very often, the clues they give about which participant they are
referring to, are not explicit enough for the listener, so that he may
understand the story fully and unambiguously. The abundant use of deictic
reference by young children, which emerged in both the Turkish and Dutch
narratives, suggests that this is a characteristic which occurs across languages.

Finally, children develop in a linguistic sense: they acquire more and
more forms for specific functions. The narrative data (and to a lesser extent
also the experimental data) provide evidence for the claim that any linguistic
device acquires new functions with age. In Chapter 3 it was argued that
children comprehend reflexive anaphors as if they were pronouns. In
Chapter 5 it was found that pronouns are used deictically first, after which
they acquire a new referential function. They are used for maintaining the
character's identity (in Dutch) or for emphasising the character that is
maintained as topic in a series of foregrounded utterances (in Turkish).
Another new function of pronouns is that they are used for reference shift
to the main character. In Chapter 6 it was seen that children initially use
converbs in Turkish for indicating the temporal relation of sequentiality. As
they grow older, they learn to deploy these already acquired forms to
express simultaneity, in a way which reflects adult usage.

Whereas these shifts in functions of pronouns and converbs are
examples of how forms acquire functions, the data also support the reverse:
functions acquiring forms. As soon as a new function emerges, old forms are
used first. In a later stage of development, new forms, especially "equipped"
to serve the new function, will be developed. It must be noted that children
also learn to abandon certain forms used for certain functions, because these
forms are inappropriate or unconventional. Examples are Turkish o zaman
and Dutch en toen both meaning `and then', and the expression meaning
`too' (the Turkish particle de and the Dutch adverb ook). These devices are
among the first forms used for the expression of simultaneous events, but
decrease in number as the children grow older. At a later age, children
reserve these forms for expressing sequentiality and express simultaneity by
means of other devices, such as conjunctions (in Dutch) and converbs (in
Turkish).

There is ample cross-linguistic evidence for such a form-function
interaction. Berman and Slobin (1994), who use this interaction as the
leitmotif in their book, give many examples of linguistic devices that change
their functions in L1 acquisition of English, German, Hebrew, Spanish and
Turkish. The present study contributes to this finding by claiming that, in
addition to L1 acquisition, form-function interaction occurs in child second
language acquisition as well. Utterances in L2 can be considered as new
functions, whereas the rules, structures and elements from L1 are the old
forms (Appel 1984, Meisel 1982). This would result in a considerable amount
of transfer from L1 into L2. In the current data, however, differences in
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linguistic proficiency in Dutch between the bilingual children and the Dutch
monolingual children were interpreted as developmental differences and not
as transfer phenomena. For instance, the use of zero anaphors for reference
shift was not regarded as transfer from Turkish (where it is a rather common
device for reference shift to at least the main character). On the contrary,
Dutch monolinguals at age 4 and 5 use, to some extent, zero anaphors as
well. Therefore, this finding was considered to be a developmental feature.

The experimental results illustrate that the language balance within the
bilingual children switches from Turkish to Dutch. When the proficienty in
anaphor resolution and in relative clause processing in Turkish and Dutch is
considered, Turkish is the stronger language for young children. After age 8,
the scale tips towards Dutch: the level of receptive grammatical skills in
Dutch is getting more and more close to that in Turkish. This result is in
line with earlier findings that around the age of 8 Dutch becomes the
dominant language (Schaufeli 1991, Narain and Verhoeven 1994).

The age range of the children in the present study is from 4 to 10.
Consequently, no issues of primary acquisition are addressed (see for early
Turkish-Dutch bilingual acquisition Van der Heijden forthc.). The
investigation of cohesive devices in the present study indicated an ongoing
development between age 4 and 10. The cognitive task of creating a
narrative, and of making appropriate choices from an array of "rhetorical
options" is a complex one. The data suggest that the development of form-
function interactions continues well after age 10. Children must learn what
forms and what rhetorical options are available, and must be aware of the
listener's viewpoint (what information is shared, can be inferred or must be
expressed explicitly). To be able to perform this task in two languages, may
be rather demanding for the bilingual children. On the other hand,
comparison of their results with those of the monolingual speakers of
Turkish and Dutch shows that learning two languages more or less
simultaneously may be beneficial in the end: bilingual children have a later
start, but are not later finishers than monolingual children.

7.4 Outlook

In Chapter 1 linguistic proficiency was operationalised as the interaction
between grammatical and discourse proficiency. The combination of
experimental comprehension tasks and narrative production tasks for the
investigation of linguistic proficiency turned out to be useful. The
experimental data gave insight into the growing command of syntax at
school age. The narrative production data showed the important role of
discourse principles, developing in school children.
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A relatively high number of informants participated in this study. This
enabled us to make statements on developments within age groups, even
when the absolute number of certain features was low (for instance,
expressions of simultaneity).

The corpus of Turkish-Dutch frog story narratives, collected within
the timespan of a couple of years, will soon start to lead a life of its own.
The data (in ASCII file format) will be submitted to the CHILDES database
in due course. A short user's manual about the files that are present in the
database is in preparation. CHILDES data are kept at Carnegie Mellon on
poppy.psy.cmu.edu. The files can be reached by means of anonymous ftp.

Submission into the CHILDES database means that a large body of
bilingual data is awaiting closer examination. One suggestion to be made
here is that individual patterns of development could be investigated more
carefully. What has been argued in this study holds for the bilingual
informants in general. There is, nevertheless, a considerable amount of
individual variation. Statistical means were employed to account for this
variation in the experimental setting of the project. Analyses of variance
proved that statements made for one age group as a whole were also valid
for individual children within that age group. On the other hand, qualitative
analyses of the narrative data showed more variation between individual
children. Some children proved to be very creative in theír use of a whole
range of devices (for reference to characters or to express temporal relations)
at the age of four, while developing the amount of both forms and functions
as they grow older.

Another important possibility is to make detailed cross-linguistic
comparisons with the bilingual development of Moroccan children in the
Netherlands (see Bos 1994, forthc., in which the same topics are investigated
as in the present study). Furthermore, it surely is worthwhile to compare the
narrative developmental data on a larger European scale. Comparisons with
other bilingual frog stories, such as the Turkish-French data in Lyon (see
Akinci, Jisa á~ Kern 1996), or with other Turkish narratives in a bilingual
context such as the narrative data from the KITA study in Berlin (see Pfaff
1994) may yield interesting results.
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Appendix 1

Anaphoric reference task

Example of test items and pictures (see page 182)

Bound anaphor items

Turkish: Kerim'in arkada~i kendini ~imdikliyor
Dutch: De vriend van Karim knijpt zich
English: `The friend of Kerim pinches himself'
(picture A)

Turkish: Martijn'in arkada~i kendini ~imdikliyor
Dutch: De vriend van Martijn knijpt zich
English: `The friend of Martijn pinches himself'
(picture B)

Free anaphor items

Turkish: Kerim'in arkada~i onu ~imdikliyor
Dutch: De vriend van Karim knijpt hem
English: `The friend of Kerim pinches him'
(picture C)

Turkish: Martijn'in arkada~i onu ~imdikliyor
Dutch: De vriend van Martijn knijpt hem
English: `The friend of Martijn pinches him'
(picture D)
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Picture A Picture B

Picture C Picture D
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Score form (Turkish, items 1-12)

Anaforentaak ~Turks
Artg~nderim 1Turk~e

Isim:

Okul:

Tarih:

1. Kerim'in arkada~i onu ~imdikliyor.

2. Martijn'in arkada~i onu koruyor.

3. Martijn'in arkada~i ka~iniyor.

4. Kerim'in arkada~i kendini kurtariyor.

5. Martijn'm arkada~i onu yikiyor.

6. Kerim'in arkada~i kendini bagliyor.

7. Martijn'in arkada~i korunuyor.

8. Kerim'in arkada~i onu yikiyor.

9. Kerim'in arkada~i kendini ~imdikliyor.

10. Martijn'in arkada~i onu ka~iyor.

11. Kerim'in arkada~i onu kurtariyor.

12. Martijn'in arkada~i kendini bagliyor.

183
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Score form (Dutch, items 1-12)

Anaforentaak ~Nederlands Naam:

School:

Datum:

1. De vriend van Kerim knijpt hem.

2. De vriend van Martijn verdedigt hem.

3. De vriend van Martijn krabt zich.

4. De vriend van Kerim bevrijdt zich.

5. De vriend van Martijn wast hem.

6. De vriend van Kerim bindt zich vast.

7. De vriend van Martijn verdedigt zich.

8. De vriend van Kerim wast hem.

9. De vriend van Kerim knijpt zich.

10. De vriend van Martijn krabt hem.

11. De vriend van Kerim bevrijdt hem.

12. De vriend van Martijn bindt zich vast.
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Relativisation task

Score form (Turkish, items 1-16)

1. Maymunu ok~ayan ayiyi arslan ~imdiklesin. M Ay Ar

2. Ayiyi arslanm ok~adigi maymun ~psun. M Ay Ar

3. Arslan ayiyi ok~ayan maymunu d~vsun. M Ay Ar

4. Ayi ~imdiklesin maymunun d~vdugu arslani. M Ay Ar

5. Arslanin ~ptugu maymunu ayi d~vsun. M Ay Ar

6. Maymunu ok~asin ayiyi ~pen arslan. M Ay Ar

7. Maymunun ~ptugu arslan d~vsun ayiyi. M Ay Ar

8. Maymunun ~imdikledigi ayiyi ok~asin arslan. M Ay Ar

9. Maymun ok~asm arslam ~pen ayiyi. M Ay Ar

10. Ayiyi d~ven maymun arslani 8psun. M Ay Ar

11. Arslani maymunu ~imdikleyen ayi d~vsun. M Ay Ar

12. Ayiyi d~ven arslani ~psun maymun. M Ay Ar

13. Arslani ok~ayan ayi ~imdiklesin maymunu. M Ay Ar

14. Maymun arslanin ~imdikledigi ayiyi ~psun. M Ay Ar

15. Arslani ~imdiklesin maymunun d~vdugu ayi. M Ay Ar

16. Arslanin ok~adigi ayi maymunu ~imdiklesin. M Ay Ar
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Relativisation task

Score form (Dutch, items 1-16)

1. De leeuw knijpt de beren die de aap aaien. A B L

2. De apen die de leeuw aait, kussen de beer. A B L

3. De leeuw slaat de apen die de beer aaien. A B L

4. De beer knijpt de leeuwen die de aap slaat. A B L

5. De beer slaat de apen die de leeuw kust. A B L

6. De leeuwen die de beer kussen, aaien de aap. A B L

7. De leeuwen die de aap kust, slaan de beer. A B L

8. De leeuw aait de beren die de aap knijpt. A B L

9. De aap aait de beren die de leeuw kussen. A B L

10. De apen die de beer slaan, kussen de leeuw. A B L

11. De beren die de aap knijpen, slaan de leeuw. A B L

12. De aap kust de leeuwen die de beer slaan. A B L

13. De beren die de leeuw aaien, knijpen de aap. A B L

14. De aap kust de beren die de leeuw knijpt. A B L

15. De beren die de aap slaat, knijpen de leeuw. A B L

16. De beren die de leeuw aait, knijpen de aap. A B L



Appendix 3

Frog where are you?

Description of the frog story (Mayer 1969)

Picture 1
Setting: bedroom
Participants: boy, dog, frog
Events: Boy and dog look at frog in jar

Picture 2
Setting: bedroom
Participants: boy, dog, frog
Events: Boy and dog sleep. Frog escapes from jar

Picture 3
Setting: bedroom
Participants: boy, dog
Events: Boy and dog wake up and look at empty jar

Picture 4
Setting: bedroom
Participants: boy, dog
Events: Boy searches in boot. Dog puts head in jar

Picture 5
Setting: window
Participants: boy, dog
Events: Boy and dog look out of window. Boy is yelling. Dog's head is

stuck in jar

Picture 6
Setting: window
Participants: boy, dog
Events: Dog falls from window. Boy looks at dog
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Picture 7
Setting: garden underneath window
Participants: boy, dog
Events: Boy has picked up dog. Dog licks boy. Jar is broken

Picture 8
Setting: edge of forest
Participants: boy, dog, bees
Events: Boy shouts. Bees swarm from hive. Dog sniffs at bees

Picture 9
Setting: forest, near hole under tree with beehive
Participants: boy, dog, bees
Events: Boy shouts into hole in the ground. Dog jumps towards

beehive

Picture 10
Setting: forest, near hole under tree with beehive
Participants: boy, dog, bees, gopher
Events: Boy puts hands to his nose. Gopher pops out of hole. Dog

barks at bees

Picture 11
Setting: forest, near hole under tree with beehive, but wider angle: a big

tree can be seen
Participants: boy, dog, bees, gopher
Events: Boy climbs tree. Dog looks at beehive, which lies on the

ground. Gopher, popping out of the hole, looks at boy and dog

Picture 12
Setting: forest, near big tree
Participants: boy, dog, bees, owl
Events: Boy lies on his back at the foot of the tree. Dog, being chased

by bees, runs off. Owl sits in tree with spreaded wings

Picture 13
Setting: near rock
Participants: boy, owl
Events: Owl flies towards boy. Boy fends off
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Picture 14
Setting: near rock
Participants: boy, dog, owl
Events: Boy stands on rock, with hand in front of his mouth, holding

on to branches (- antlers). Owl sits in tree. Dog crawls at the
foot of the rock

Picture 15
Setting: near rock
Participants: boy, dog, owl, deer
Events: Deer lifts head and picks up boy on his antlers. Dog looks

behind rock. Owl is still in tree

Picture 16
Setting: near cliff
Participants: boy, dog, deer
Events: Deer with boy on antlers runs towards cliff. Dog runs along

Picture 17
Setting: cliff
Participants: boy, dog, deer
Events: Deer stops at cliff. Boy and dog are falling (they actually hang

in the air)

Picture 18
Setting: in water at foot cliff
Participants: boy, dog, deer
Events: Boy and dog fall into the water. Deer smiles from above

Picture 19
Setting: in water at foot cliff
Participants: boy, dog
Events: Boy sits in water, puts hand at ear. Dog climbs on boy's head

Picture 20
Setting: tree trunk
Participants: boy, dog
Events: Boy hushes dog. Dog's head and tail stick out of the water

Picture 21
Setting: tree trunk
Participants: boy, dog
Events: Boy and dog look behind tree trunk
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Picture 22
Setting: other side of tree trunk
Participants: boy, dog, two frogs
Events: Boy and dog look at two frogs. Frogs are sitting side by side

and are obviously in love

Picture 23
Setting: other side of tree trunk
Panicipants: boy, dog, two frogs and their offspring
Events: Little frogs appear. Boy and dog look surprised. Two parent

frogs look proud

Picture 24
Setting: panorama of forest, cliff, pond, tree trunk
Participants: boy, dog and all frogs
Events: Boy and dog walk away. Boy holds one little frog and waves at

other frogs. Other frogs look at boy, dog and little frog
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Example transcripts

Two examples of transcripts in CHAT format are given below, one s.ssion
in Turkish and one in Dutch, by the same informant from cohort T1 (I~bia,
age 7;7). Not all participant headers are presented, because of pri~cy
reasons.

Turkish

QBegin
QParticipants:

QBirth of RAB:
QAge of RAB:
QSex of RAB:
~a Coder:
QTarget Language:
QFilename:
QDate of Recording:
QDate of Coding:
QSession:
QStim:
~RAB:
~BUL:
~RAB:
~RAB:
~RAB:
~RAB:
~RAB:
~RAB:
~RAB:
~BUL:
~RAB:
~RAB:
~BUL:
~RAB:
~RAB:

RAB Rabia Target-Child, BUL Bullent
Research Assistant
7-NOV-1986
7-7-2
female
Demet
Turkish
korab94.3tt
9-JUN-1994
6-JUL-1994
2
frog story

bir clocuklan kolpegli ~ kurbagla goltulrmulsl.
aferin.
uyuyorlarmi 1 s 1.
sonra da kurbagla da clilkilyormusl.
sonradan uyanmilsl clocuk.
kurbagla {~ yokmusl.
~1 Gkurbagla nerdesin~ ["] clizmelerin icline bakilyormusl.
dilslarlara bakilyormusl.
sonra kolpek G dulslmulsl camdan )[ 1].
Gmmm~ [G].
sonradan da vazo kilrillmilsl.
8ZClo clocuglu da yalanmilsl.
aferin.
G kurbagla nerdesin ~ ["] baglilrmilsl.
sonradan Gyere 8~alt~ [~~] yerin icline bakmilsl.
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~BUL: aferin.
~~B: sonra i~ Gogllan da~ [~~] ~t il kolpek te bu aril dalmilsl.
~BUL: aferin.
~RpB: sonundan bir sley varmilsl iclinde de.

~RAB; Szogll kolpek te í~~í balilglil yemek istiyormusl.

~BUL: mmm.

~RAB; kilz ondan J~ dulslmulsl yere.

~RAB; sonundan og11an da aglaciln icline bakmilsl.
x~j~;: agaciln iclinde de ~i bir kusl ~t bir sley clilkmilsl.
~~3: sonra arillariln hepsi de ~i kolpeglin arkasilndaymilsl.
~~: G sonundan hep ~ [~~] i~ sonundan G o kusl ta ~ [~] ~í o

kuslta ~ ogllaniln arkasilndaymilsl.
~AB: sonradan aglaciln ulstulndeymisl.
áAB: sonra baglilrmilsl.

tZAB: ilm l~ Gkurbagla nerdesin~ ["].
'BUL: mmm.

~BUL: aferin.
~RAB: sonradan ~ bir sley varmilsl.
~RAB: sonra kafasilniln ulstulndeymisl o anda.
~RAB: sonradan kolpeglin arkasilndaymilsl.
~RAB: bir 8zdu durmusl.
~RAB: sonundan kolpeklen clocuk dulslmulsl.
~RAB: sonundan ~ ázda dagllariln arasilnda ~t~ arilyormusl.
~RAB: sonunda suyun iclindeymisl.
~RAB: G ne duruyorum ben 1["] demisl.
~RAB: G sus 1["] demis 1.
~BUL: mmm.
~RAB: arkasilna bakmilsl.
~BUL: aferin.
~RAB: bundan iki tane í~ kurbaglalar varmilsl.
~RAB: clocuklaril da yedi taneymisl.
~RAB: bir tanesini almilsl.
~RAB: sonradan ~i sekiz kislilermisl.
~BUL: aferin.
QEnd
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Dutch

QBegin
QParticipants:
QBirth of RAB:
~aAge of RAB:
C~Sex of RAB:
QCoder:
QTarget Language:
QFilename:
QDate of Recording:
QDate of Coding:
QSession:
QStim:
~JER:
~RAB:

~RAB:
~RAB:
~RAB:
~RAB:

~RAB:
~RAB:
~RAB:
~RAB:
~RAB:
~RAB:
~RAB:
~RAB:
~RAB:
~RAB:
~RAB:
~RAB:
~JER:
~RAB:
~RAB:
~RAB:
~RAB:
~RAB:
~RAB:
~RAB:
~RAB:

okee rabia

RAB Rabia Target-Child, JER Jeroen Researcher
7-NOV-1986
7-6-20
female
Jeroen
Dutch
korab94.3nt
17-JUN-1994
23-SEP-1994
2
frog story

begin maar.
um er was een jongen een [~I] uh en een hond en [~] uh en een
kikker.
die zat in een pot.
de jongen ging slapen.
~í G en de 1[~] en de kikker ging uit de pot.
toen de jongen wakker werd zag hij de kikker niet meer in de
pot.
c oehoeQ kikker waar ben je ~["]?
de hond keek in de pot.
G ze 8~kee ~[~] ze keken buiten.
maar nergens was hij.
de hond viel naar beneden met de pot in [~~] op zun kop.
G toen pakte hij ~[~~] toen ging het pot stuk.
toen likte de hond C de 8zkin 1[~~] de jongen.
G oehoeQ kikker waar ben je 1["].
hij keek in een hol.
de hond zag uh C een 8zbij 1[~] een bijenhol.
en toen kwam iets er uit de hol.
en de hond schudde de !i boom.
j a.
toen viel !~ de hol [?] van de bijen op de grond.
en de jongen keek in een hol in de boom.
er kwam een uil uit de á~boo.
en alle bijen gingen achter de hond aan.
de uil wou ~ de jongen pakken.
toen ging hij 8Zach um op de steen.
G heeQ een hert ~["] !í zei hij.
8~u de kop van de hert ging omhoog.
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~RAB: G hij 8Zree 1[~~] hij rende achter de hond aan.
~RAB: en toen stopte hij.
~RAB: de jongen en de hond 8Zv vie1Q.
~RAB: en toen ging ze nog ergens in de donkere bos kijken.
~JER: ja.
~RAB: toen viel ze in [~~] uh in de water.
~RAB: c wat hoor ik daar~["].
~RAB: toen zei de jongen G stil 1["].
~RAB: toen keken ze achter de boom.
~RAB: twee kikkers zaten naast elkaar.
~RAB: en hij zag ook ~1~t C zeven 8Zki 1[~~] zeven kleine jonkies.
~JER: ja.
~RAB: hij nam een jonkie mee.
~RAB: daag ["] zei hij.
~RAB: nou 8Zwaj waren dur maar zes.
~JER: okee.
~JER: prima.
~End
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List of glosses

The following abbreviations are used in the glosses:

lsg
2sg
3sg
lpl
2p1
3pl
ABL
ACC
ADV
AN
CAUS
D.PAST
DAT
DE
DEF
DIGI ZAMAN
DIGINDA
DIK
DIM
EREK
FUT
GEN
INCE
INF
II'
KEN
LOC
M.PAST
MU
NEG
OPT
PART
PAST

first person singular
second person singular
third person singular
first person plural
second person plural
third person plural
ablative case
accusative case
adverbial marker
Turkish subject paniciple
causative suffix
Turkish -di past tense
dative case
topic~focus particle
definite article
Turkish nominalised verb form `at the time of V-ing'
Turkish nominalised verb form `at V-ing'
Turkish object participle
diminutive
Turkish converb `by V-ing'
future tense
genitive case
Turkish converb `as soon as'
infinitive
Turkish converb `and then'
Turkish converb `while'
locative case
Turkish -mi~ past tense
question marker
negation
optative
Dutch past participle
past tense
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PERF perfect
PLUR plural
POSS possessive
PRES present tense
PROG progressive



Nederlandse samenvatting

In dit proefschrift wordt verslag gedaan van een (pseudo)longitudinaal
onderzoek naar de ontwikkeling van het Turks en het Nederlands van
Turkse kinderen in Nederland, in de leeftijd van 4 tot en met ~0 jaar. Het
onderzoek kent de volgende hoofdvragen:

l. Hoe ontwikkelen zich door de tijd heen de grammaticale
systemen van de eerste en tweede taal?

2. Hoe leren tweetalige kinderen in deze leeftijd cohesieve
middelen te begrijpen en te gebruiken zodat ze in staat zijn
samenhangende teksten te produceren?

3. Onder welke condities en volgens welke grammaticale regels
vinden processen van transfer plaats?

Het onderzoek richt zich op tweetalige ontwikkeling van kinderen die reeds
naar school gaan. Bij hen ontwikkelen zich met name meer complexe
taalvaardigheden. Cohesie is een belangrijk begrip wanneer het gaat om
grammaticale ontwikkeling in de schoolleeftijd. Cohesieve middelen zijn die
grammaticale en lexicale middelen (zoals onderschikking, het gebruik van
bijwoorden) en retorische strategieën (zoals vragen, herhalingen) die een
spreker kan gebruiken om een reeks enkelvoudige uitingen samen te voegen
en tussen deze uitingen een (bijvoorbeeld causaal of temporeel) verband te
leggen. Het bestuderen van cohesie is interessant, omdat zowel de syntaxis
als de pragmatiek erbij een rol spelen. Taalkundige vaardigheid wordt in deze
studie gezien als de combinatie van grammaticale en pragmatische
vaardigheden. Daarom is in dit onderzoek ook de ontwikkeling van beide
elementen (syntaxis en pragmatiek) onderzocht. Voor het onderzoek naar de
ontwikkeling van syntactische (grammaticale) vaardigheden is gebruik
gemaakt van een tweetal experimentele begripstaken. Deze taken toetsen het
begrip dat kinderen hebben van anaforische referentie (d.w.z. van zinsinterne
verwijswoorden zoals wederkerige en persoonlijke voornaamwoorden) en
van relatieve-zinsconstructies. De interactie tussen discourse en grammatica is
onderzocht door middel van analyses van produktieve taaldata:
navertellingen van een stripverhaal. Deze analyses richten zich op
verwijzingen in het verhaal naar personages en tijd.
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Behalve deze inleiding op het onderzoek, wordt in hoofdstuk 1 ook ingegaan
op de plaatsbepaling van het onderhavige onderzoek in de recente
onderzoekshistorie van ontwikkeling van het Turks als eerste en het
Nederlands als tweede taal door Turkse kinderen in Nederland.

In hoofdstuk 2 wordt de opzet van het onderzoek besproken.

Allereerst worden algemene kenmerken van de Turkse gemeenschap en van

het Turks in Nederland gegeven. Vervolgens worden de kenmerken van de

verschillende informantgroepen in Nederland en Turkije beschreven. Er

namen in totaal 50 tweetalige kinderen deel aan het onderzoek. Er zijn twee
groepen Turkse kinderen gevolgd in een (pseudo-)longitudinaal design. De

eerste groep kinderen was 4 jaar bij het eerste moment van dataverzameling.
Bij hen zijn vervolgens nog drie keer gegevens verzameld, toen ze 5, 6 en 7
jaar oud waren. De kinderen uit de tweede groep waren 8 jaar oud toen voor
de eerste maal gegevens werden verzameld, waarna nog twee meetmomenten
volgden (op 9- en 10-jarige leeftijd). Er zijn bovendien vergelijkingsgegevens
verzameld bij eentalige Nederlandse klasgenootjes in dezelfde

leeftijdscategorieën (eveneens één groep van 4 tot 7 jaar en één groep van 8
tot 10 jaar). Daarnaast zijn er bij eentalige Turkse kinderen in Turkije

vergelijkingsgegevens verzameld, in een cross-sectioneel design, bij drie

leeftijdsgroepen (5, 7 en 9 jaar). Verder worden in hoofdstuk 2 de procedures
beschreven waarmee de gegevens verzameld en geanalyseerd zijn, alsmede de
conventies voor het transcriberen van de narratieve data.

Hoofdstuk 3 en 4 geven een beschrijving van de syntactische
ontwikkeling in twee talen, zoals gemeten met behulp van experimentele
begripstaken. Wat anaforische referentie betreft, is het begrip van gebonden
en vrije anaforen onderzocht (vgl. in het Nederlands wederkerende en
persoonlijke voornaamwoorden, respectievelijk zich en hem). Hiervoor werd
een één-zin-vier-plaatjes-test ontworpen. Het blijkt dat de tweetalige kinderen
in het Turks aanvankelijk (tussen 4 en 7 jaar) meer moeite hebben met
gebonden dan met vrije anaforen. Als de kinderen ongeveer 8 jaar zijn,
komen de scores ongeveer gelijk te liggen. Hetzelfde patroon wordt
gevonden bij eentalige Turkse kinderen. De ontwikkeling in het Nederlands
van de tweetalige kinderen vertoont soortgelijke karakteristieken. Jongere
kinderen scoren minder hoog op wederkerende dan op persoonlijke
voornaamwoorden, maar vanaf een jaar of 8 lopen de scores op beide typen
anaforen parallel. Ook in dit opzicht wijken de ontwikkelingspatronen van
de tweetalige kinderen nauwelijks af van die van de eentalige Nederlandse
kinderen.

Er worden verschillende strategieën voorgesteld ter verklaring van de
gevonden ontwikkelingspatronen. De lagere scores op gebonden anaforen bij
jonge kinderen ten opzichte van de scores op vrije anaforen kunnen worden
verklaard door het gegeven dat persoonlijke voornaamwoorden reeds in een
vroeg stadium door kinderen worden verworven. Tijdelijk passen kinderen
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een strategie van overgeneralisatie toe op gebonden anaforen. Later leren
kinderen om onderscheid te maken tussen gebonden en vrije anaforen, maar
ze kiezen nog vaak het verkeerde antecedent. Ze horen weliswaar dat er een
wederkerend of persoonlijk voornaamwoord wordt genoemd, maar passen
deze kennis nog te breed toe: ze kiezen zodra ze een zin horen met een
wederkerend voornaamwoord, één van de plaatjes met een reflexieve
handeling (iemand doet iets bij zichzelf). Wanneer ze een persoonlijk
voornaamwoord horen, kiezen ze een afbeelding met een niet-reflexieve
handeling (iemand doet iets bij iemand anders). Een derde strategie biedt een
verklaring voor de resultaten van oudere kinderen (tussen 8 en 10 jaar). Bij
deze kinderen speelt de lineaire afstand tussen anafoor en antecedent een rol.
8-jarigen kiezen een strategie (het antecedent van een gebonden anafoor is de
NP die het dichtst bij staat in de zin, en het antecedent van een vrije anafoor
is de NP die het verst weg staat) waarmee ze relatief hogere scores behalen
op het Turks. 10-jarigen kiezen een omgekeerde strategie (maximale afstand
tussen antecedent en gebonden anafoor, en minimale afstand tussen
antecedent en vrije anafoor), waarmee ze relatief beter scoren in het
Nederlands.

In hoofdstuk 4 wordt verslag gedaan van een experiment waarin het
begrip van vier soorten relatieve zinsconstructies in het Turks en Nederlands
wordt onderzocht. Deze vier typen zijn SS, SO, OS en 00, waarbij de
eerste letter staat voor de grammaticale rol van het antecedent in de hoofdzin
en de tweede letter voor de functie van het relatief pronomen in de bijzin (S
- subject, O- object). In het Turks behalen tweetalige kinderen de hoogste
scores op 00- en SS-zinnen. Dit komt overeen met de resultaten van de
oudste groep eentalige Turkse kinderen (9-jarigen). In het Nederlands leveren
eveneens 00- en SS-zinnen de minste problemen op bij tweetalige kinderen.
Voor de eentalige Nederlandse kinderen zijn SS- en OS-zinnen het
gemakkelijkst te begrijpen. Voor alle tweetalige en eentalige kinderen zijn de
Nederlandse SO-zinnen het moeilijkst.

De theorie dat parallelle functie in hoofd- en bijzin bijdraagt aan
begrip van de relatieve-zinsconstructie, verklaart de relatief lage
moeilijkheidsgraad van 00- en SS-zinnen in het Turks en het Nederlands.
De dubbele verschuiving van perspectief in Nederlandse SO-zinnen kan
verklaren waarom dit type zo moeilijk blijkt te zijn. De tweetalige kinderen
behalen in het Nederlands iets hogere scores dan in het Turks. Bovendien
zijn de scores van de eentalige Nederlandse kinderen hoger dan die van de
eentalige Turkse kinderen. Dit wordt verklaard vanuit structurele
eigenschappen van relatieve zinnen. Turkse relatieve-zinsconstructies zijn
minder doorzichtig dan die in het Nederlands.

In de hoofdstukken 5 en 6 worden de resultaten gepresenteerd van
analyses van de narratieve taaldata. In hoofdstuk 5 wordt beschreven dat de
tweetalige kinderen in het Turks en het Nederlands op soortgelijke manieren
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verwijzen naar personages in een verhaal. Nieuwe personages worden
geïntroduceerd door middel van de minst ambigue vorm, namelijk door een
onbepaald zelfstandig naamwoord. Wanneer naar een personage in een reeks
van opeenvolgende uitingen wordt verwezen, gebruiken de kinderen minder
expliciete middelen, zoals nulanaforen (in het Turks) en voornaamwoorden
(in het Nederlands). Er is sprake van wisseling van verwijzing wanneer een
personage tijdelijk niet genoemd is en opnieuw wordt geïntroduceerd.
Wisseling gebeurt in beide talen het meest door middel van bepaalde
zelfstandige naamwoorden.

In hoofdstuk 6 wordt beschreven dat de tweetalige kinderen in een
met leefrijd toenemende mate gebruik maken van één werkwoordstijd voor
het verwijzen naar gebeurtenissen. Bovendien ontwikkelen zij hun vermogen
om gebeurtenissen te presenteren die gelijktijdig plaatsvinden. Jongere
kinderen zijn alleen in staat gebeurtenissen als gelijktijdig te presenteren,
wanneer zij deze gelijktijdigheid ook waarnemen (in deze studie met name
wanneer één plaatje twee gebeurtenissen weergeeft). Oudere kinderen zijn
daarentegen ook hiertoe in staat, wanneer ze twee gebeurtenissen niet tegelijk
waarnemen. Dit houdt tevens in dat ze leren om af te wijken van de
chronologische volgorde waarin de gebeurtenissen plaatsvinden. Kinderen
leren ook meer en complexere vormen voor het uitdrukken van gelijk-
tijdigheid te gebruiken, zoals converba in het Turks en voegwoorden in het
Nederlands.

Er lijkt een verband te bestaan tussen de syntactische ontwikkeling
van referentiële middelen en de vaardigheid in het structureren van een tekst.
Jongere kinderen geven veeleer een statische beschrijving van enkelvoudige
plaatjes, terwijl oudere kinderen de vaardigheid ontwikkelen om
gebeurtenissen op verscheidene plaatjes hiërarchisch te ordenen en hiervoor
ook de geëigende grammaticale middelen verwerven.

In hoofdstuk 7 wordt ten slotte een overzicht gepresenteerd van de
belangrijkste resultaten van het onderzoek. Vervolgens wordt hiervan een
synthese gegeven. Het lijkt erop dat tweetalige Turkse kinderen in
Nederland weliswaar een wat latere start hebben ten opzichte van eentalige
Nederlandse klasgenoten en eentalige Turkse leefrijdsgenoten, maar dat zij in
staat zijn tot een sterke eindsprint. Wanneer kinderen in de laatste fase van
het basisonderwijs zijn gekomen, lijken zij een tweetalige Turks-Nederlandse
competentie te hebben ontwikkeld, waarmee zij zich in een multiculturele
samenleving goed moeten kunnen redden.



Turk~e ~zet

Bu kitap, Hollanda'da dogup biiyiiyen Turk ~ocuklannda ikidilliligin
(Turk~e ile Hollandaca) geli~imi uzerine yapilan bir ara~tirmanin sonu~larini
i~ermektedir. Bu ara~tirmada ~u sorulara yanit aranmi~tir:

1. Anadili ve ikinci dilin dilbilgisel dizgelerinin zamanla g~sterdigi
geli~meler nelerdir?

2. Tutarli bir ~ekilde hikaye anlatmak i~in, 410 ya~larindaki
ikidilli ~ocuklar bagla~ik ara~lari (cohesive means) anlamayi ve
kullanmayi nasil ediniyorlar?

3. Bir dilden digerine aktarim sure~leri hangi ko~ullar altinda,
hangi dilbilgisel kurallara g~re olmaktadir?

Bu ~ali~mada, ilkokula giden ikidilli ~ocuklarin bagla~iklik (cohesion) geli~imi
incelenmi~tir. Bagla~iklik, hem dilbilgisel ve sózluksel ara~larin (yantumce,
belirte~) kullanimiyla ilgili hem de duz tumcelerin birle~tirilip onlar arasinda
bir baglanti kurmaya yarayan s~zbilimsel bir yóntemdir (sorular,
tekrarlamalar).

Bu ~ali~ma, hem s~zdizimsel hem de edimbilimsel y~nlerden ele
ahnmi~tir. ~ocuklarin s~zdizimsel yeteneklerini incelemek uzere deneysel
veriler toplanmi~tir. Bir artg~nderim (anaphoric reference) testi ile bir orta~
(relative clause constructions) testi uygulanmi~tir. Ayrica, ~ocuklarin resimli
~ykuleri sózlu aktarimlari kaydedilip incelenmi~tir. Bunun amaci, ~ocuklarin
hikayedeki ki~ilere nasil g~nderim yaptiklarini ve hikaye anlatiminda zamani
nasil belirlediklerini ortaya ~ikarmakti.

Bundan baska, birinci b~lumde bu ~ali~manin yakin ge~mi~te anadili
olarak Turk~e ve ikinci dil olarak Hollandaca uzerine yapilmi~ olan diger
ara~tirmalar arasindaki yerinden bahsedilmi~tir.

ikinci b~lumde bu incelemenin tasarimi ve verileri a~iklanmi~tir. ilk
~nce, Hollanda'daki Turk toplumunun ve Hollanda'daki Turk~enin
~zellikleri sunulmu~tur. Ayrica, denek ~ocuklarin bireysel ~zellikleri, ve
ba~vurulan verileri derleme y~ntemi, ikinci bi7lumun konusudur. Toplam
olarak, iki ya~ grubunda, elli ikidilli ~ocuk projeye i~tirak etmi~tir. ilk grup
~ocuklardan ~nce 4 ya~indayken, daha sonra da 5, 6 ve 7 ya~larindayken veri
toplanmi~tir. Íkinci grup ~ocuklardan ise ónce 8 ya~indayken, daha sonra da
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9 ve 10 ya~larindayken veri toplanmi~tir. Tek dilli ~ocuklarla kiyaslamak
i~in, Turk~e ve Hollandaca tek dilli ~ocuklardan da veri toplanmi~tir.

LJ~uncu b~lumde, bagimli (Turk~ede kendi gibi d~nii~lu adil veya
ekler) ve bagimsiz (Turk~ede o gibi ki~i adillari) artg~nderim ara~lan bir
deney ile test edilmi~tir. Turk~e s~z konusu oldugunda, ikidilli ~ocuklarin
ba~langi~ta (yani, 4- 7 ya~lari arasmda) bagimh artg~nderim ara~larmm
kavranmasmda, bagimsiz artgbnderim ara~lannm kavranmasma góre daha
~ok gu~luk ~ektikleri ortaya ~ikmi~tir. 8 ya~indaki ~ocuklar i~in, her iki
artg~nderim turu ayni yeterlilik seviyesine gelmi~tir. Tek dilli Turk
~ocuklarinin artgónderim geli~iminin benzer ~ekilde oldugu bulunmu~tur.
ikidilli ~ocuklarin Hollandacadaki artg~nderim geli~imi onlarin Turk~esinde
oldugundan daha farklI degildir. Ya~~a daha ku~uk ~ocuklar bagimsiz
artg~nderim ara~larini bagimli olandan daha iyi kavrayabilmektedir. 8
ya~indan sonra her iki artg~nderim tipinin kullanimi ayni oranda olmaktadir.
Yine de, tek dilli Hollandali ~ocuklarla kiyaslandiklari zaman, fark
bulunmanu~tir.

Bazi y~ntemler (strategies) bu geli~imsel ~runtuyu a~iklayabilir.
~ocuklar erken ya~larda gósterici adillarini edindiklerinden ge~ici olarak
bagimli artg~nderim araclarina bir ~ncul bulmak i~in a~iri genelleme
ybntemine ba~vuruyor olabilirler. Daha sonra, ~ocuklar bagimli ve bagimsiz
ara~lari ayirt etmeyi ~greniyorlar, fakat ~ogu zaman yanli~ ~ncul se~iyorlar.
D~nu~lu adil veya ek ile bir cumle duydugu zaman, d~nu~lu hareket g~steren
resmi se~iyorlar. Ki~i adih ile bir cumle duyarsa, d~nu~lu olmayan hareket
g~steren resmi se~iyorlar. Ba~ka bir yóntem ise, ya~~a daha buyuk
~ocuklardan edinilen sonu~lari aydinlatabilir. Onlar i~in artgónderim araci ve
~nculun arasinda ~izgisel uzaklik (linear distance) rol oynamaktadir. 8
ya~indaki ikidilli ~ocuklar, Turk~e artg~nderim ara~larini Hollandacada-
kinden olandan daha iyi kavradiklari bir strateji kullanmaktadir (bagimli
artgónderim aracin ~nculu tumcede en yakin ad ~begidir; bagimsiz
artg~nderim aracin ~nculu ise, tumcede en uzak ad óbegidir). 10 ya~indaki
~ocuklar ise tam tersi bir strateji kullanip ( bagimsiz artg~nderim aracin
~nculu tumcede en yalun ad ~begidir; bagimli artg~nderim aracin ~nculu ise,
tumcede en uzak ad ~begidir) Hollandacadaki ara~lari daha iyi
kavramaktadir.

D~rduncu b~lumde, d~rt ~e~it ortacin (relative clause constructions):
SS, SO, OS, 00 anla~ilmasina ili;kin yapilan testin sonu~lari sunulmu~tur.
ilk harf, ba~ s~zcugun temel tumce i~indeki i~levi, ikinci harf te, s~zdizimsel
ilgi tumceciginin i~indeki i~levi ifade etmektedir (S - Subject~ ~zne; 0-
Object ~ nesne). Tiirk~ede, ikidilli ~ocuklar, 9 ya~indaki tek dilli Tiirk
~ocuklar gibi, 00 ile SS tumcelerinde yuksek ba~ari g~stermektedir.
Hollandacada da, hem ikidilli ~ocuklar, hem de tek dilli Hollandali ~ocuklar
i~in 00 ile SS tumcelerinin en kolay tur oldugu bulunmu~tur. Her iki grup
i~in Hollandacadaki SO tumceleri en zor anla~ilabilen turdur.
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Paralel i~lev kuramina (I'arallel Function Hypothesis) g~re, ba~ s~zcugun
i~levi hem ana tumcede hem de orta~li yantumcede ayni oldugu zaman,
butun tumcenin daha kolay anla~ilmasi beklenmektedir. Bu kuram, her iki
dilde SS ve 00 tumcelerinin kolay anla~ildigini a~iklamaktadir. Hollandaca
SO tumcelerindeki ~ift g~runge degi~tirmesi bu turun ni~in bu kadar zor
oldugunu a~iklamaktadir. Íkidilli ~ocuklar Hollandacada, Turk~eden daha
ba~arili olmu~tur. LJstelik, tek dilli Hollandali ~ocuklar da, tek dilli Turk
~ocuklardan daha ba~arili sonu~lar elde etmi~tir. Bu sonu~, Turk~e orta~larin
yapisal ~zellikleri tarafindan a~iklanabilir. Bunlar, Hollandacadaki orta~lardan
daha az belirgindir.

Be~inci ve altinci b~lumlerde, s~zlu anlati verilerinin analiz sonu~lari
sunulmu~tur. Be~inci b~lumde, ikidilli ~ocuklarin Turk~e ve Hollandaca
olarak aktardiklari hikayelerdeki ki~ilere ayni ~ekilde gónderimde
bulunduklari belirlenmi~tir. Onlarin, yeni ki~ileri en belirsiz bi~imde, yani
belirsiz bir ad ~begi ile tamttiklari ortaya ~ikmi~tir. Íkidilli ~ocuklar,
zincirleme s~zcelerin bir dizisinde bir ki~iye g~nderimde bulunmak i~in
Turk~ede bo~ adil (zero anaphors), Hollandacada ise ki~i adili gibi belirsiz
ara~lari kullanmi~lardir. Her iki dilde anlatilan hikayelerde, hikayedeki
ki~iden uzun sure bahsetmeyip daha sonra tekrar o ki~iye g~nderim yapmak
istediklerinde genelde belirli ad ~begi kullanmi~lardir.

Altinci b~lumde, ikidilli ~ocuklarin anlatimlarinda tek fiil zamani
se~iminin ya~lariyla oranuli olarak belirgin bir ~ekilde arti~i a~iklanmi~ur.
Ayrica, e~zamanli olaylari anlatma yetenekleri geli~mektedir. Daha ku~uk
ya~taki ~ocuklar, sadece e~zamanliligi sezebildiklerinde, olaylari e~zamanli
olarak sunabiliyor (bu ara~tirmada, tek bir resimde iki olay g~runuyor).
Daha buyuk ~ocuklar ise, iki olay arasinda e~zamanliligi sezmedikleri zaman
da bunu anlatabiliyor ve olaylari zaman dizininden ayirmayi ~greniyorlar.
Bundan ba~ka, e~zamanliligi ifade etmek i~in, daha ~ok ve daha zor bi~imler
kullanmayi i)greniyorlar (Turk~ede bagla~li veya orta~li yantumceler,
Hollandacada bagla~lar gibi).

G~nderimsel ara~larin s~zdizimsel geli~imi ile sózlu anlatim
yetenekleri arasinda bir ili~ki oldugu bulunmu~tur. Daha ku~uk ya~taki
~ocuklar resimleri digerlerinden soyutlayarak onlari tek tek dural bir ;ekilde
betimlemi~tir. Daha buyuk ~ocuklar ise, birka~ resimde g~rulen olaylar
zincirini a~amali olarak siralamak i~in yeteneklerini geli~tirip bunun i~in
gerekli olan s~zdizimsel ara~lari edinmi~tir.

Yedinci bdlumde, bu incelemenin en dnemli sonu~larimn bir
~zetinden sonra, butun sonu~larin bir bire~imi verilmektedir. Íkidilli Turk
~ocuklari, ilkokulun birinci sinifinda tek dilli Hollandali sinif arkada~larini
ve tek dilli Turk akranlarim dilsel geli~im a~isindan geriden takip etseler de,
ilkokul son sinifa geldiklerinde bu a~igi hizla kapatip iki dilde de, tek dilli
akranlannin seviyesine yeti~ebilmektedirler.
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This dissertation deals with the acquisition ofTurkish and Dutch by
fifty Turkish children, between the ages of 4 and I 0, who were
followed over a period of time. MostTurkish children living in the
Netherlands acquireTurkish at home, and gradually come in contact
with Dutch.
In comparing the results of the bilingual children with those of
monolingual speakers ofTurkish and Dutch, it appears that learning
two languages more or less simultaneously may be beneficial in the
end: bilingual children have a later start, but are no later finishers than
monolinguals.
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